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Abstract

This dissertation questions the common assumption that e-learning
requires a learning management system (LMS) such as Moodle or Blackboard. Based on an analysis of the current state of the art in LMSs, we
come to the conclusion that the functionality of conventional e-learning platforms consists of basic content management and communications facilities (such as forums, chats, wikis, etc.) and functionality for
assessment (such as quizzes). However, only assessment functionality
is actually specific to e-learning. Furthermore, the content management
and communication functionality in e-learning platforms is typically
restricted and often inferior when compared with the more general
implementations available in Web content management systems.
Since content management systems (CMS) offer more general and
more robust functions for managing content, we argue that e-learning
platforms should be based on content management systems. Only
assessment functions are actually specific to e-learning and need to
be added to a CMS; this requires the architecture of the CMS to be
modular.
As a proof of concept, we have designed and implemented the eduComponents, a component-based e-learning system architecture, realized
as software components extending a general-purpose content management system with facilities for course management and assessment.
The eduComponents have been successfully used since several semesters at Otto von Guericke University and other institutions. The
experience with the eduComponents gives practical evidence for the
theses we have put forward in this dissertation and of the feasibility of
the eduComponents approach.
The research done for this dissertation has also resulted in practical
definitions for e-learning and e-learning platform, terms which are
notoriously ill-defined. Based on these definitions, we have developed
an innovative way to assess and to visualize the areas of functionality
of e-learning environments.
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Zusammenfassung

Diese Dissertation stellt die gängige Annahme in Frage, dass ein Learning Management System (LMS) wie Moodle oder Blackboard eine
Voraussetzung für E-Learning ist. Gestützt auf eine Analyse des aktuellen Stands der Technik bei LMS kommen wir zu dem Schluss, dass die
Funktionalität konventioneller Lernplattformen zum einen aus grundlegenen Content-Management- und Kommunikationsfunktionen (Foren,
Chats, Wikis usw.) und zum anderen aus Funktionen für Leistungsüberprüfungen (z. B. Tests) besteht; lediglich letztere sind jedoch tatsächlich e-learning-spezifisch. Darüber hinaus ist die Content-Managementund Kommunikationsfunktionalität von E-Learning-Plattformen häufig
eingeschränkt und im Vergleich zu den allgemeineren Implementationen in Content-Management-Systemen (CMS) oft schwach.
Da CMS allgemeinere und ausgereiftere Funktionen für die Verwaltung
von Inhalten bieten, fordern wir, dass E-Learning-Plattformen auf CMS
aufbauen sollten. Lediglich die Funktionalität für Leistungsüberprüfungen ist e-learning-spezifisch und muss zum CMS hinzugefügt werden;
dies erfordert eine modulare CMS-Architektur.
Als Machbarkeitsnachweis haben wir die eduComponents entworfen
und implementiert, eine komponentenbasierte E-Learning-Systemarchitektur, die in der Form von Softwarekomponenten für ein allgemeines
CMS realisiert wurde und das CMS um Funktionalität für Kursverwaltung und Leistungsüberprüfung erweitert.
Die eduComponents sind seit mehreren Semestern an der Otto-vonGuericke-Universität und anderen Institutionen erfolgreich im Einsatz. Die Erfahrungen mit den eduComponents sind der praktische
Nachweis für die in dieser Dissertation aufgestellten Thesen und die
Tauglichkeit des eduComponents-Ansatzes.
In dieser Dissertation stellen wir außerdem praktische Definitionen
für die notorisch unklaren Begriffe E-Learning und E-Learning-Plattform auf. Auf der Basis dieser Definitionen haben wir einen neuen
Ansatz zur Einschätzung und Visualisierung der Funktionalität von
E-Learning-Umgebungen entwickelt.
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Introduction

No magical improvement of material occurs simply
because of presentation by a computer-based educational system.
—Avner and Tenczar: The TUTOR Manual.

1.1 Why E-Learning?
E-learning is an “unprecedented chance” for universities, according
to the VirtusD Memorandum, issued in 2007 by a group of twenty-two
German politicians, scientists, and entrepreneurs:
E-Learning gibt uns endlich die bisher nie da gewesene Chance
zur Öffnung neuer Wege für die Bildung, zur Steigerung der
Bildungsqualität und zugleich zur deutlichen und dauerhaften
Rationalisierung des Ressourceneinsatzes in den wesentlichen
Bereichen des Bildungswesens.1
[73, p. 2]

In fact, universities are under pressure, from various sides, to update
their teaching and learning technologies from chalkboard and paper to
something called e-learning.
Universities have to compete with each other for students and for
funding, while they face shrinking budgets and reduced staff sizes,
and, at the same time, the German government (among others) is trying
to increase the number of university graduates in order to meet the
1. “E-learning finally offers us the as yet unprecedented chance to blaze new trails
for education, to raise the quality of education, and, at the same time, to significantly
and sustainably rationalize the use of resources in the key areas of education.” This
and all subsequent translations from German are by the author.
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demands for highly qualified skilled labor and to keep the country
competitive in the global marketplace.2 As the introductory quotation
shows, e-learning is seen as a way to make more efficient use of the
available resources.
On the other hand, pressure comes from policy makers, who recognize
that “the complexity of the world today requires employees to have
extensive knowledge and skills, more than at any other time, to meet
the demands of industry and society.” [89] In the light of globalization
governments see the necessity for a highly qualified workforce to
enable their country to compete as a center of research and technology
and as a business location on a global level.
In Germany, one visible result is the Excellence Initiative of the federal
government and the governments of the Länder, which granted a total
of 1.9 billion euros for the three lines of funding in two rounds in 2006
and 2007 with the aim of “promoting excellent research in German
universities.”3
Besides increased funding for “clusters of excellence,” e-learning is
also seen as a crucial factor for success. A call for proposals of the
German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) from 2004
urges:
Die systematische Nutzung dieser neuen Technologien ist überdies erforderlich, um das Innovationspotenzial, das sich für Bildungs- und Wissensdienstleister aus dem Trend hin zur Wissensgesellschaft und zur Tertiarisierung ergibt, umfassend auszuschöpfen.4
[51]

Pressure also comes directly from industry, which demands that graduates be better educated and more highly skilled after shorter studies.
Finally, pressure comes from students: The “Net Generation” [127] demands the same level of service that they know from online businesses,
and the availability of e-learning (and integrated e-administration)
becomes a selection criterion for potential students and a factor in
university rankings. Ulrik Schroeder5 formulated the following hypothetical questions and demands of “Net Generation” students:6
§ Why should I have to stand in line to enroll in a course?
§ Why should I have to run from one notice board to the next to
learn about my grades or get other information?
2. See, for example, [52] or the OECD press release “Deutschland verliert bei
der Ausbildung von Hochqualifizierten international weiter an Boden” (September, 9 2008); available online at http://www.oecd.org/document/15/0,3343,de_
34968570_35008930_41277711_1_1_1_1,00.html (accessed 2008-12-09).
3. http://www.wissenschaftsrat.de/exini-engl-start.html (accessed
2008-10-17)
4. “Systematic use of these new technologies is essential to fully realize the potential
that arises for education and knowledge providers from the development towards the
knowledge society and towards tertiarization.”
5. Head of the Computer-Supported Learning Research Group and of the Center for
Integrative eTeaching and eLearning Concepts at RWTH Aachen University.
6. From slide 5 of the presentation “eLearning-Einstieg leichtgemacht: L2 P”, given
in Zurich on 2007-10-31, author’s translation.
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§ Why should I have to go to the examinations office to get some
certificate?
§ Why should I have to borrow materials and copy them at the
copy shop?
§ I want to determine time, place, and speed of learning myself!
§ I want modern and efficient collaboration with my fellow students!
All this puts pressure on universities to set up infrastructure and to
implement institution-wide e-learning.
Since most universities in Europe are government-funded, public
funding policies play a significant role as well. The funding policy
for university e-learning projects in Germany can be divided into two
phases.7
During the first phase, from ca. 2000 until 2004, grants were primarily
given to single, mostly isolated projects that focused on content creation, especially multimedia-enhanced courseware. The creation of
multimedia content is costly—the production of videos and animations,
for example, is labor-intensive and requires expensive hardware—and
the content is quickly outdated, especially in rapidly evolving subjects.
Furthermore, after the end of the project funding, there were typically
neither funds nor personnel available for continued maintenance and
development of the content produced. Hence, most of these projects
had little or no long-term impact.
Consequently, evaluations of this first phase of funding [see 12, 92, 95]
highlighted the lack of sustainability as the main problem.
Since about 2005, a new phase of funding policy has begun, which
largely follows the recommendations made in the audit report [12]. It
was recognized that in order to achieve the sustainable integration of
e-learning into universities, it is necessary to consider it as a part of
the university development process. The goal is therefore to achieve
sustainability by integrating e-learning into the university structures.
Universities have responded to the pressure and to the demands for
sustainability by considering e-learning as an issue of high-level strategic planning and devising e-learning strategies [see 93]. Thus, as Collis
and van der Wende [35] put it, “institutions are now transferring from
a period of rich and mostly bottom-up experimentation to a phase in
which institution-wide use of ICT [information and communication
technology] is being encouraged.” We should note that traditional
universities are not aiming at replacing face-to-face courses and transforming themselves into distance universities—the use of e-learning is
rather envisaged in a blended learning approach in which e-learning is
conceived as “both complementing and enhancing the overall student
learning experience”8
7. While we only describe the funding policy in Germany, the development in other
European countries has been similar [see 36].
8. From the e-learning strategy of the University of Lancaster http://www.lancs.
ac.uk/celt/celtweb/elearning_policy (accessed 2008-10-17).
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Besides setting strategic goals and defining target numbers, university
e-learning strategies typically have two significant implementational aspects: On the institutional side, this is the creation of new institutions
such as competence centers or coordination offices. The establishment
of an institution-wide technical infrastructure for e-learning constitutes
the technical aspect of the strategy. In general, e-learning strategies
mandate a single, centralized, integrated e-learning platform.
In many cases, this infrastructure is now in place, and practical experience with the systems has been accumulated.

1.2 Problem Statement
Despite heavy investments in software, training, and new institutions,
e-learning has up to now failed to affect the transformation of teaching
and learning at universities that many have hoped for.
Why is this? We see two types of problems as main causes for this state
of affairs, namely organizational and technical problems. Both types
of issues are frequently interrelated.
Many organizational problems stem from the fact that a typical university is not a homogeneous, hierarchical organization but rather a
loosely coupled system of semi-autonomous entities [182]. Thus, decision-making with respect to the system as a whole can be difficult, and
top-down decisions—such as the introduction of e-learning—are likely
to face opposition [see 33].
The establishment of new institutions, such as e-learning competence
centers—often a part of the e-learning strategy—, may likewise be
suspected to be a an attempt at a covert reorganization.
While the decentralized structure of universities may seem antiquated
and unproductive, one should keep in mind that universities combine many different subjects, with widely differing contents, course
types, and requirements, not to mention different student and faculty
personalities and attitudes.
However, when a university-wide e-learning platform is imposed on
faculty and students, who were, for the most part, not involved in
the selection process, there is the underlying assumption that a single
platform can fulfill the needs of all types of users.
These e-learning platforms, often referred to as learning management
systems, course management systems, or virtual learning environments,
are typically large, complex, and expensive monolithic systems, often
requiring training of faculty. This, combined with target figures for the
production of e-learning content and unclear specifications of what
e-learning actually means (see the discussion of the term e-learning in
section 2.1), is likely to make e-learning appear as a burden to faculty,
requiring large amounts of extra work without any perceived benefits.
Grudin [64] pointed out that CSCW (computer-supported collaborative
work) applications are likely to fail when they make individuals work
merely for the sake of others, without perceived benefit to themselves;
university-wide e-learning platforms are comparable systems in many
respects.
20

What is more, the mandated e-learning platform offers a specific, fixed
set of tools. This tool set and the overall design of the platform determine the design of courses by making some things easy and other
things hard or impossible. On the other hand, it seems that frequently
many of the features of the e-learning platform are not used.
To name just a few examples from the literature, Collis and van der
Wende [35] note that while most universities and colleges in Europe
now have an e-learning platform in place, “the second stage, i.e. rich
pedagogical use of this infrastructure, is in many cases still in development.” Sclater [157] criticizes that many institutions are only using
their e-learning platforms “as little more than repositories for lecture
notes and PowerPoint presentations.” Likewise, Vovides et al. [179]
deplore “many instructors currently use CMSs [course management
systems] simply as a delivery mechanism for the subject matter,” underutilizing the potential of e-learning to scaffold students’ learning. In
fact, an Educause9 study [117] in 2003 found that despite instructors
claiming to use the e-learning platform in order to meet pedagogical
needs, it seemed that the actual use of the system was mostly for class
management needs.
From a technical point of view, the learning management systems
(LMS) typically prescribed by universities’ e-learning strategies are also
problematic. These systems, such as OLAT, Moodle, ILIAS, Blackboard
or Desire2Learn, to name a few common ones, are monolithic systems
with their own databases, their own user management, their own
calendars, forums, chats, etc. Since these platforms try to offer a
large variety of functions they tend to involve a lot of overhead and a
high total cost of ownership. This is compounded by interoperability
problems and lock-in effects, i.e., once content is stored in the system
it may be hard to move it to another system.
Learning management systems are typically based on certain concepts,
which define, for example, what constitutes a course and which objects
it may contain at which level. These hard-coded structures restrict the
choices of instructors and, if they do not match the actual structures,
create administrative and usability problems.
Due to predefined, course-oriented navigation structures and other
design issues, typical learning management systems cannot be used for
managing “general” content, e.g., the university’s Web presence. Thus,
while both types of content are on the Web, this separates “learning”
content from other Web content (which is a distinction that is often
hard to make at an institution of learning).
What is more, the content of learning management systems frequently
cannot be indexed by Web search engines such as Google. Typically,
this is due to issues with access permissions (e.g., the inability of
the LMS to grant selective anonymous access) or because content is
dynamically created in a way that does not permit crawling. However,
in a competitive environment, universities may want to make all or
selected learning content findable and accessible to the public—high9. Educause is a U.S. nonprofit association of more than 2,200 colleges, universities,
and educational organizations whose mission is to advance higher education by
promoting the intelligent use of information technology. The Educause Web site is at
http://educause.edu/.
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quality educational material can be seen as “promotional” material for
both prospective students and funding agencies.10
Besides their learning management systems, institutions therefore need
to operate, content management systems (CMSs) for public content,
resulting in a duplication of functionality, increased administrative
overhead, and additional maintenance requirements.

1.3 Theses
As we have shown above, there are a number of issues, both organizational and technical, with current conventional learning management
systems. This dissertation focuses on the technical aspects of e-learning platforms and proposes two main theses.
Current learning management systems offer a large amount of functionality and features in a single, monolithic system. The functionality includes basic system functions such as authentication, user
and group management, and resource management (upload and download of content, management of object permissions, search functions,
etc.); user-level functionality includes course management (enrollment,
student roster, gradebook, statistics), Web page creation and editing,
wikis, forums, chats, calendars, drop boxes, quizzes, facilities for questionnaires and surveys, contact forms, e-mail notification, RSS feeds,
etc.11
There is no question that these features can be useful in e-learning.
However, no distinction is apparently made between functionality
that is specific to learning and teaching, such as assessment, and
functionality that can be used in an e-learning context or with learning
content, but which is not specific to learning and teaching, such as
e-mail. In other words, the functionality is not abstracted from its
usage domain.
The failure to make this abstraction has numerous negative effects. For
example, with many proven and reliable wiki implementations available, why should each e-learning platforms need to reimplement its
own wiki from scratch? The effort needed for these reimplementations
is effectively a waste of resources, as it duplicates work, while resulting
in oftentimes mediocre, unproven implementations. The functionality
furthermore tends to be limited and restricted to the usage expected in
this particular context.

10. For example, MIT’s OpenCourseWare initiative makes MIT course content freely
available on the Web. Laudable as it is, this initiative not only wants to “help educators in developing countries, [. . . ] assist students and self-learners,” [90] and “make
our world a better place” (President’s Message on http://ocw.mit.edu (accessed
2008-10-17)), but it is, of course, also a way to showcase and advertise MIT’s “worldclass research and world-class teaching.” [90, citing former MIT president Charles
Vest]
11. For an overview of the functionality of current e-learning platforms see,
for example, the Moodle Features Demo Course http://moodle.org/course/
view.php?id=34 (accessed 2008-10-17), the OLAT 5.0 Functional Survey http://
www.olat.org/website/en/download/OLAT_5_0_Functional_Survey_v3.pdf (accessed 2008-10-17), or the Sakai Tool List (2.5) http://bugs.sakaiproject.org/
confluence/display/DOC/Tool+List+(2.5) (accessed 2008-10-24).
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In fact, more general and more mature implementations of many of
the functions not specific to e-learning are already available in content
management systems.
Learning objects—educational content, e.g., an explanation of photosynthesis—managed in a learning management system obviously differ
in their purpose and their intention from other content objects typically
managed in content management systems, e.g., a news story.
However, if we abstract from the purpose and the intention of the
objects (and functionality) found in LMSs and in CMSs, are there any
fundamental differences at the technical level? We think not. First, a
PDF document is a PDF document, a forum is a forum, and a calendar
is a calendar—the difference is only in the purpose and the intention
of the document, the forum, or the calendar. Thus, at the technical
level, a forum in which motorcycle tuning is discussed by hobbyists is
the same as a forum in which students of a university course discuss
interpretations of 17th century poems. Second, the distinction between
learning objects and other content objects is blurred by the fact that
objects can be repurposed. For example, even though it was originally
created for a different purpose, a news item can serve as a learning
object in a foreign language or contemporary history course.
Our first thesis is therefore:
Thesis 1: A large portion of the functionality commonly found in
e-learning platforms can be abstracted from its domain-specific
usage and can be shown to be common content management
functionality.
This thesis will be substantiated in chapter 2, where we will discuss definitions of e-learning and review the state of the art in both e-learning
platforms and content management.
If thesis (1) is indeed true, it follows that content management systems
can be used to provide the basic functionality and, by adding e-learning-specific functionality, extended to serve as e-learning platforms.
This will, however, require a modular architecture:
Thesis 2: The architecture of systems that can be used for e-learning
has to be modular. Modularity is required on three levels: (1) On
the level of implementation, allowing programmers to create new
components, (2) on the level of administration, allowing system
administrators to specify which components to install and to
add third-party modules, and (3) on the level of end users, i.e.,
allowing instructors to select and combine components to obtain
the functionality they need to realize the pedagogical goals via
e-learning.
The eduComponents implement these ideas and will serve as a proof
of concept for this thesis. Design and implementation of the eduComponents are covered in chapters 3 and 4; chapter 5 shows its successful
use through the realization of modularity on all three levels.
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1.4 Outline
The remaining chapters are structured as follows:
Chapter 2 (“Foundations and State of the Art”) provides the terminological basis and the general technological background for this dissertation.
The usage of the term e-learning and its various, often disparate, definitions are discussed to eventually arrive at a practical definition for
use in this dissertation. It then goes on to provide a short historical
overview and a review of the current state of the art of e-learning platforms and content management systems, and it defines what we mean
by these terms in the context of this dissertation.
Chapter 3 (“The eduComponents Approach”) describes the eduComponents approach in detail, briefly describes the individual components
of the eduComponents suite, and discusses related work.
Chapter 4 (“Assessment”) focuses on assessment. It outlines the pedagogic background, the motivation for e-assessment and its history. It
then describes the functionality provided by the eduComponents and
discusses issues of interoperability and authoring of multiple-choice
tests.
Chapter 5 (“Practical Use, Experience, and Evaluation”) describes the
use of the eduComponents in the WDOK research group at Otto von
Guericke University Magdeburg and it evaluates the feedback from
students gathered through questionnaires over three semesters. This
chapter also discusses feedback from users outside the University of
Magdeburg.
Chapter 6 (“Outlook”) outlines potential directions for new applications of the eduComponents and for further work.
Chapter 7 (“Summary and Conclusion”) summarizes the research described in this dissertation.

Notes on Language and Terminology
A number of important terms are defined in the glossary in appendix A.
The terms defined there are generally used only with this specific
meaning.
The term user is particularly ambigous and can have surprisingly many
meanings in computer science: In the context of e-learning platforms,
it can refer to a student, an instructor, a system administrator, a programmer, or an institution; furthermore, it can also refer to an entity
managed by the e-learning platform, identified by a unique ID and
associated with certain properties, such as permissions. To avoid confusion, we have tried to use the more specific terms (such as instructor,
student, etc.) whenever possible; in the remaining occurrences, we
have tried to make the meaning of the term user clear through the
context in which it occurs.
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2

Foundations and
State of the Art

2.1 E-Learning
2.1.1

What Is E-Learning?

This dissertation describes research in the area of e-learning and we
have frequently used the term e-learning in chapter 1. However, e-learning is not a well-defined term and means different things to different
people.1 Consequently there is a myriad of definitions; the following
definition can be regarded as typical:
e-Learning is an umbrella term describing any type of learning
that depends on or is enhanced by electronic communication
online using the latest information and communication technologies (ICT).
[122]

At first sight, this definition looks convincing. However, when looking
more closely, many such definitions are debatable. For example, by
this definition, e-learning requires the use of the latest technologies,
but it is not defined what this means.
The JISC e-assessment glossary [24] defines e-learning as a learning
process:
The process of learning which is supported by the use of ICT
(e.g. the Internet, network, standalone computer, interactive
whiteboard or portable device). Also used loosely to describe the
actual content delivered on-screen, and the more general use of
ICT to contribute to learning processes.
[24]
1. In fact, there is even disagreement with respect to the spelling: eLearning, e-Learning, ELearning, and E-learning can all be observed. We prefer the spelling e-learning,
in parallel with e-mail.
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This definition is interesting since it understands e-learning to describe
the learning process, i.e., what a student is doing while learning; this
would mean that e-learning is independent from any institutional use
of technology: A single student using a standalone PC for vocabulary
drills would thus qualify as e-learning.
However, by this definition, e-learning is not only the learning process
but also the delivered content and any educational use of computers.
The American Society for Training & Development (ASTD) has compiled an online e-learning glossary which provides the following definition:
E-learning (electronic learning): Term covering a wide set of applications and processes, such as Web-based learning, computerbased learning, virtual classrooms, and digital collaboration. It
includes the delivery of content via Internet, intranet/extranet
(LAN/WAN), audio- and videotape, satellite broadcast, interactive
TV, CD-ROM, and more.
(http://astd.org/lc/glossary.htm (accessed 2008-12-09))

This definition regards e-learning as superordinate term and concentrates on the mode of delivery of content. The list of delivery modes
and media appears somewhat haphazard: No obvious selection critera
are evident and it suggests a lack of technical understanding (e.g., LAN
and WAN are not synonyms for intranet and extranet). This attempt at
a definition leaves the reader wondering if, for example, an educational
TV program only qualifies as “e-learning” if it is broadcast via satellite,
but not if it is broadcast terrestrially.
The glossary of elearningeuropa.info2 , offers another definition of
e-learning:
The use of new multimedia technologies and the Internet to improve the quality of learning by facilitating access to resources
and services as well as remote exchanges and collaboration.
(http://elearningeuropa.info/?page=glossary (accessed
2008-10-17))

This definition takes a point of view opposite from that of the JISC definition on the preceding page: Whereas the JISC definition considers
e-learning as the “process of learning” with technology support—one
might say it is “student-centered”—, this definition views e-learning
from a technical or institutional perspective: E-learning here describes
not learning supported by technology but the use of technology to support learning. We find it noteworthy that by this definition, e-learning
is necessarily an improvement.
We have briefly reviewed a number of definitions for e-learning to give
an impression of the wide variety of definitions, which, effectively,
have not much in common except that e-learning somehow involves
computers and learning.
2. The elearningeuropa.info portal is an initiative of the European Commission’s
Directorate-General for Education and Culture. According to the Web site, it aims to
“promote the use of ICT for lifelong learning.”
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This state of terminological disarray is clearly unsatisfactory. But
what is more, even the term e-learning itself is the object of frequent
criticism because some feel that it conveys an incorrect image or is in
other ways problematic. For example, Conole et al. [36] quote Melody
Thompson3 as wondering whether the use of the term e-learning is not
counterproductive to the goals of e-learning practice and research:
Are we limiting our ability to reach aspired goals by our own terminology, one that effectively obscures many of the elements that
desperately need to be addressed by policy? Whereas education
is by definition a multi-faceted activity understood to involve a
variety of players and activities – teachers and teaching; students
and studying; institutions and structures; information, knowledge and, it is hoped, learning – e-learning is a term comprising
one letter representing a physical property of technology (e for
electronic) and the hoped-for outcome (learning) for one participant in the interaction. Given the power of language to constrain
our thinking, is our current circumscribed terminology making
it increasingly difficult to keep in mind and focus on elements
of this expanding activity that, while not readily apparent in the
term ‘e-learning’ itself, must be understood and included when
establishing policy and researching the phenomenon? [Emphasis
in original]
(Melody Thompson, as quoted in [36, p. 52])

While we agree that language may influence thought, we think it is
important to point out that there is nothing in the word education
that implies that it is a “multi-faceted activity,” neither are all the
involved players and activities “readily apparent”; as Thompson notes,
this aspect of education is by definition (or rather by convention, to
be more precise). Thus, even though the term e-learning is perhaps,
linguistically speaking, more transparent, its meaning is not solely
determined by its constituent parts, but it is just as conventional as
that of education. Even though the term may be unfortunate, we think
it is unwarranted to blame problems of policy on words.
Fagerberg and Rekkedal [50] object that learning is an activity or process and shown as a change in a person’s perceptions, attitudes or
cognitive or physical skills, and, as such, it cannot be “electronic.”
They go on to denounce the abuse of the term, although we again
doubt that this is the term’s fault:
For instance, the term, e-learning, seems to be used to convince
users that some supernatural things happens with your brain
when you place yourself in front of a computer screen. This
miracle is very unlikely as learning (included distance learning)
in the real world is mainly hard work.
[50]

Fagerberg and Rekkedal then define e-learning as
interactive learning in which the learning content is available
online and provides automatic feedback to the student’s learning
activities. Online communication with real people may or may
not be included, but the focus of e-learning is usually more on
the learning content than on communication between learners
and tutors.
[50]
3. Director of the American Center for the Study of Distance Education at Pennsylvania State University.
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Similarly, Dichanz and Ernst [44] try to deduce a definition from the
usage of the term, especially in commercial contexts, which they
seem to find rather frustrating. Eventually they arrive at the following
definition:
Mit E-Learning sind Lehr- oder Informationspakete für die (innerbetriebliche) Weiterbildung gemeint, die den Lernern (Mitarbeitern) auf elektronischem Wege als Online-Produkte oder
über CD-Rom angeboten werden und unabhängig von Zeit und
Ort verfügbar sind. Sie enthalten überschaubare Einheiten von
Sachwissen, Selbsttestelemente und Testbatterie, die schnelles
(Selbst)Überprüfen der Lernergebnisse zulassen. Ihr Ziel ist es,
kurzfristig benötigtes Wissen »just in time« verfügbar und lernbar anzubieten. Die Ziele liegen durchweg im Bereich einfacher
Lernzielebenen.4
[44]

Based on this observation, Dichanz and Ernst criticize the term e-learning as “unclear, confusing, and insincere” and argue that it should be
replaced by the “more precise and more sincere” term ES learning, for
“electronically supported learning”:
Aus diesen Gründen möchten wir nachdrücklich dafür plädieren,
den unklaren, verwirrenden und unehrlichen Begriff des E-Learning zu ersetzen durch den präziseren und vor allem ehrlicheren
Begriff des ES-Learning, des Electronically supported Learning,
der ähnlich wie die Bezeichnungen des CAD (Computer assisted
design) und CAC (Computer assisted construction) genauer beschreibt, was elektronisch beim lernen [sic] tatsächlich möglich
ist.5
[44]

While ES learning may indeed be a more precise term, it would not do
away with the problems criticized by the authors (e.g., the restriction
to lower cognitive levels).
However, Dichanz and Ernst then go on to redefine electronically
supported learning:
Mit Electronically supported learning sind dann Lernprozesse
gemeint, die in Lernumgebungen stattfinden, die mithilfe elektronischer Medien gestaltet werden.6
[44]

Recently there seems to be a tendency to avoid the term e-learning altogether. For example, in 2007 the E-Learning Industry Group changed
4. “E-learning describes teaching or information packages for further (corporate) education, which are electronically delivered to learners (employees) as online products
or on CD-ROM and which available independently of time and place. They contain
easy-to-grasp units of factual knowledge, self testing elements, and test batteries,
which allow quick assessment or self assessment. They aim at providing just-in-time
access to knowledge required at short notice. The goals are consistently on the lower
levels of learning goals.”
5. “For these reasons, we would like to emphatically advocate replacing the unclear,
confusing, and insincere term e-learing with the more precise and, in particular, more
sincere term ES learning, electronically supported learning, which, similarly to the
terms CAD (computer-assisted design) and CAC (computer-assisted construction),
better describes what is actually possible electronically when learning.”
6. “Electronically supported learning then refers to learning processes which take
place in learning environments created through electronic media.”
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its name to European Learning Industry Group; in a news article [5],
Joe Hegarty, the organization’s chairman, is quoted as saying that the
term e-learning has been “overused” and that “[t]echnology is now
clearly embedded in all modern learning solutions.”
For example, in the preface to [125] the authors comment the change
of title of the book from Kompendium E-Learning to Kompendium
multimediales Lernen (“Compendium Multimedia-Based Learning”) in
the new edition as follows:
Auf die Bezeichnung »E-Learning« zu verzichten, fiel nicht allzu
schwer. Zum einen handelt es sich ohnehin um ein Label aus dem
Marketingbereich und nicht aus der Wissenschaft, zum anderen
gelten viele wissenschaftliche Aussagen zu einem multimedial
unterstützten Lernen nicht nur für die elektronische Darbietung,
für die das »e« steht, sondern ebenso für die Gestaltung von
Lehrbüchern und -materialien, Folien usw.7
[125, p. V]

The book still contains many references to e-learning, but the comment
is interesting in that Niegemann et al. do not see e-learning as a unique
mode of learning but rather an extension of more traditional forms of
learning. We are not sure, though, in which respect the term multimedia-based learning is “more scientific” than e-learning, especially since
multimedia could very well be considered a typical “marketing label.”
In 2007, Scott and Vanoirbeek introduced a special issue of ERCIM
News8 as follows:
Initially known as ‘computer-assisted learning’ and later e-learning, the study of improving learning processes by the use of
technology has evolved into the research domain known as ‘Technology-Enhanced Learning’. Its objective is to encourage the
emergence of new learning models that are sustained by the context-aware use of technology and anchored in the practices of
users.
[159]

Indeed, technology-enhanced learning seems to be the term preferred
by the European Commission, it is, for example, the term used in the
calls of the Seventh Framework Programme (FP7)9 . Nevertheless, most
articles of the above-mentioned special issue use the term e-learning,
so it does seem that it is primarily the European Commission that
speaks of technology-enhanced learning.10 In their introduction, Scott
and Vanoirbeek also offer yet another definition of e-learning: Here it
is “the study of improving learning processes by the use of technology,”
i.e., the focus is not on the actual use of the technology, but on the
field of research.
As we have already pointed out above, there does not seem to be much
consensus about the exact meaning of the term e-learning, which is
also criticized itself.
7. “It was not hard to dispense with the term ‘e-learning.’ First, it is a marketing
label anyway, not a scientific term, second, many scientific results regarding multimedia-supported learning do not only apply to electronic presentation but to the design
of textbooks and teaching material, slides, etc. as well.”
8. ERCIM: The European Research Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics.
9. See http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/ict/programme/home_en.html (accessed
2008-10-16)
10. Although the preferred term used to be eLearning [see 128].
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One problem with defining e-learning is that most definitions are
intentionally very broad and inclusive; most authors thus seem to
agree that it is a wide field, and the apparent vagueness and variety
of definitions of the term therefore only reflect the reality of this field,
which includes many different applications and areas of research,
with different individuals and groups concentrating on different issues.
Nevertheless, all the involved parties do seem to share a feeling of
being part of a larger field, and we think that this is reflected in the
inclusive definitions of e-learning.
While this can be regarded as a good thing, there are actually two main
types and views of e-learning, corporate and academic e-learning, and
there are significant differences between the two. Surprisingly, these
differences are only rarely mentioned.
2.1.2

Corporate and Academic E-Learning

In corporate settings, e-learning typically refers to the delivery of learning content (courses) to students (employees), with the goal of enabling
“just-in-time” learning at the workplace and of quickly reaching all of
the involved personnel, which may be geographically dispersed, without costly and time-consuming travel. Time and cost savings are the
primary motivation for corporate e-learning.
The courses are thus typically relatively short, highly structured units,
which are intended to be used in a distance-learning situation. Typical
examples are product training before the introduction of a new product
and compliance training in response to new regulatory requirements.
A press release “E-learning: Allianz introduces global platform”11 from
Allianz12 illustrates this well.
The press release starts by motivating e-learning with an increasing
number of people learning “on the job” and decreasing financial resources. It then goes on to quote a project manager, Werner Waldner,
elaborating on the advantages of e-learning for the company and underlining the cost savings: “[Students] can learn where and when it
suits them and review the material long after they have completed the
class at no additional cost.”
Companies in the consumer finance and insurance business typically
need to have a physical presence where their customers live. This
necessitates that part of their workforce is widely dispersed; also, they
frequently collaborate with local representatives which are not necessarily employees. Consequently, Waldner highlights that e-learning
enables the company to “reach employees, agents, and brokers even in
remote areas, and at a cost that makes learning financially viable even
for small learning groups.”
Waldner is quoted as saying that the focus of the e-learning project
is “to improve the time-to-market of new products (product training)
11. http://www.allianz.com/en/allianz_group/press_center/news/company_
news/human_resources/news12.html (accessed 2008-10-16)
12. Allianz describes itself as a “service provider in insurance, banking and asset
management.” According to information on its Web site, the Allianz Group has (as
of June 30, 2008) approximately 181,000 employees worldwide and over 80 million
customers in about 70 countries.
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and meet the demanding regulatory requirements in our industry
(compliance training).” As an example for mandatory compliance
training the press release cites the U.S. Sarbanes-Oxley Act, which
affects corporate governance and financial disclosure for companies
listed in the United States. The company needs to ensure that all
concerned employees (actuaries, managers, controllers, etc.) have the
same knowledge level; if this were to be realized using face-to-face
training, it would incur significant training costs.
Another Allianz press release13 from 2003, entitled “Anytime, anywhere – e-learning at Allianz,” makes it even more clear that the
primary motivation for corporate e-learning are cost savings. The press
release clearly states that the “prospect of low-cost, efficient online
training for staff and agents has a lot of appeal to human resource
departments.” The press release gives numbers from a subsidiary company (Fireman’s Fund), where training staff size fell from over 90 to
30 while the number of completed training units doubled. The implementation of e-learning programs is said to have helped to reduce the
training budget from 12.8 million U.S. dollars in 2001 to 4.5 million
U.S. dollars in 2003, which means that the average cost per completed
unit dropped from 1,500 U.S. dollars in 2001 to 389 U.S. dollars in
2003.
Faced with shrinking budgets and staff sizes and rising student numbers, universities14 also aim to reduce the costs of education. E-learning is hoped to make teaching and learning more efficient, more effective, and more flexible. Nevertheless, there are crucial differences
between corporate and academic e-learning.
The most important one is probably: Education is a university’s “core
business,” whereas for a company it is only an auxiliary activity—in
business terms, for a university it is a profit center, while it is a cost
center for a company. A university (or another learning institution)
introducing e-learning is changing its way of doing “business.” This is
further complicated by the fact that, as Françoise Caillods notes in her
preface to [11], “Education cannot be looked upon as a mere product
to be bought and sold in the same way as one would buy a book, a
compact disc or a car.” [11, p. 9]
Universities also differ from companies in their organizational structures. As we have noted above (see section 1.2), most universities
are not homogeneous and hierarchical but are rather loosely coupled
systems of semi-autonomous entities. Thus, decision-making with respect to the system as a whole can be difficult and there is no authority
that could easily force the subsequent university-wide implementation
of decisions. Kubicek et al. [95] specifically discuss problems and
possible solutions concerning the introduction of e-learning at German
universities.
Another difference is the role of students: At a university, the students
are customers; they pay (directly or indirectly) for a service, they have
voluntarily chosen to learn. At a company, the students are employees;
they are paid to do their job, which may include learning to get better
13. http://www.allianz.com/en/allianz_group/press_center/news/company_
news/human_resources/news18.html (accessed 2008-10-16)
14. We use the term universities to also cover similar institutions of higher education.
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at their job. In many cases, learning is not voluntary but mandatory
(see the example of compliance training above).
This difference has further consequences. As we have already mentioned in section 1.1, students—regardless of whether one wants to
assume a “Net Generation” or not—will increasingly expect the same
level of service, convenience, and “connectedness” they are used from
other activities, such as shopping, communicating, or accessing information. The availability of e-learning (and integrated e-administration)
thus becomes a selection criterion for potential students—and instructors—and a factor in university rankings.
This puts pressure on universities to implement e-learning and associated infrastructure; consequently, an attractive e-learning offering
will then constitute a direct competitive advantage for a university
in attracting students and faculty. For companies, on the other hand,
e-learning can only be an indirect advantage as customers may profit
from cost savings or better service.
As university members are often involved both in education and in
research, they are much more likely to explore new ways of teaching
and learning, whereas companies are generally only interested in
changes if they offer better training at a lower cost.
This brings us to another important difference: Universities primarily
offer education—“intellectual, moral, and social instruction” (New
Oxford American Dictionary, 2nd ed.). Companies, on the other hand,
are mostly interested in training, i.e., teaching a “particular skill or
type of behavior,” which can then be immediately applied in their
job, e.g., how to operate a particular machine or how to determine
whether a cross-border financial trade they have been offered is legal
and compliant with corporate policies and ethics.
A further point is that companies are frequently buying e-learning
content from publishers for training in areas that are not company-specific. Universities, on the other hand, are usually producing their own
learning materials, or rather, individual instructors are creating the
materials for their own courses. In Europe, reliance on text books is
much lower than in the United States, and e-learning content is even
more rarely acquired from external sources.
A white paper [135] by Perdisco, an e-learning content publisher, therefore characterizes corporate e-learning as content-focused and academic
e-learning as technology-focused, meaning that universities are focused
on “enabling technologies” such as e-learning platforms, but rely on
instructors to create content. Being written by a publisher, the white paper is, of course, exhorting universities to buy more e-learning content;
it is debatable whether this is desirable. Nevertheless, the characterization is certainly fitting.
However, the situation in academic e-learning is more complex than
that. Besides the structural differences listed above, most universities are publicly funded and are thus subject of political discussion
and of political decisions. This does not only concern budgetary
matters, but influences university policies in other ways as well: “Education transmits values, contributes to forging national identity, and to
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strengthening national integration and solidarity” [11, p. 9] and is thus
a matter of public interest.
For example, as we have said before, universities do hope for cost
savings through e-learning, especially to handle larger numbers of
students with less staff. However, developing e-learning in universities
has in fact proven to require significant upfront investments—Bates
warns: “E-learning is not a cheap alternative to face-to-face teaching”
[11, p. 83]. Furthermore, since education is a matter of public interest,
governments and politicians usually avoid talking about cost-effectiveness in the context of education. Thus, while increased efficiency is
typically mentioned as a secondary goal, the main emphasis is generally put on the improvement of the quality of instruction.
The following excerpt from a report by the Office of Technology Assessment at the German Parliament (TAB) lists some of the goals and
expectations associated with academic e-learning, without even mentioning cost issues:
Der Nutzen für die Lernenden bzw. der Mehrwert wird in der
flexiblen, zeit- und ortsunabhängigen Nutzung gesehen, in der
größeren Motivation, durch neue Lernszenarien und kommunikative, interaktive Betreuung zu lernen, in Möglichkeiten zur
Simulation realer Situationen, in vielfältigen, auch kollaborativen Gestaltungsoptionen sowie in der Möglichkeit, ergänzend
Informationen oder Wissensbausteine zu nutzen bzw. zur Verfügung stellen zu können.15
[144, p. 5]

The following quotation from a call for proposals of the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) also illustrates the
expectations for quality improvements:
Erwartet werden nicht nur eine deutlich verbesserte Qualität von
Lehren und Lernen, sondern auch eine deutlich erhöhte Effizienz
der Wissensvermittlung und eine bessere Vorbereitung auf die
Erfordernisse des lebenslangen Lernens.16
[51]

Finally, to give an example from an other country, Lepori and Succi
[98] list the following objectives for the introduction of e-learning into
Swiss universities:
1. to improve the education quality
2. to increase accessibility and flexibility of curricula
3. to answer the technology trend arising in the Higher Education
sector
15. “We see the advantages for learners, or the added value, in the flexible, timeand location-independent utilization, in the higher motivation to learn through new
learning scenarios and through communicative, interactive tutoring, in the feasibility
of simulating real situations, in the numerous design options, including collaboration,
and in the potential for using and offering supplementary information or knowledge
blocks.”
16. “We not only expect a significant quality improvement in teaching and learning
but also significantly raised efficiency of knowledge transfer and better preparation
for the requirements of life-long learning.”
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Table 2.1: Comparison of
selected features and their
values in corporate and
academic e-learning.

Corporate

Academic

Institutional characteristics
Institution type
Core business
Primary
motivation

Companies
Anything but education
Cost savings

Universities
Education
Quality improvements

Learner characteristics
Target group
Learner role

Employees
Students
Employee, subject to direc- Customer, voluntary
tives
Course characteristics

Goal
Typical scenario
Learner situation
Unit size
Topics per unit
Course
structure
Communication
among learners

Training
Distance learning
Individual
Short (hour-long)
One
Sequential

Education
Blended learning
Class-oriented
Long (up to a semester)
Multiple
Varying

Less important

Important

4. to improve the efficiency of investments
5. to reduce costs
6. to enhance skills needed in lifelong learning
Again, quality improvement is named as a goal before cost reductions.
To summarize: While academic e-learning shares some aspects with corporate e-learning, it is in effect quite different. Table 2.1 is a summary
of some of the differences between corporate and academic e-learning.
The motivation for corporate e-learning is straightforward: Many employees can receive training at once, and it enables training to be
flexibly incorporated into the work day of the employees, wherever
they are, whereas traditional classroom-based training is disruptive
and expensive; it may also not be possible if many employees need to
be trained in a very short period of time, e.g., in the case of compliance
training, as the personnel, the facilities, and common allocatable time
may not be available. Once e-learning courses are available, they can
also be reused, for example, for training new employees. Thus, there
is a clear business case for e-learning.
The motivation for academic e-learning is much more faceted. This is
due to significant differences between universities and companies, as
well as the fact that many more stakeholders with different interests
are involved. As education is the “product” of universities, e-learning
is, in general, not only expected to improve the cost-effectiveness, but
also the quality of education.
These two types of e-learning obviously cannot—and must not—be
treated as identical or interchangeable, as they are in many respects
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hardly comparable. Unfortunately, people not familiar with both types
of e-learning are prone to confusing them. For example, Dichanz
and Ernst’s problems with the term e-learning (see the discussion on
page 28) are a good case in point.
2.1.3

E-Learning: A Practical Definition

As we have seen, it is not easy to come up with a good definition for
the term e-learning—or, for that matter, with a better term. We will
therefore stick to the term e-learning, as it seems to be neutral and
most widely used—or, as Jones [84] put it:
‘e-learning’ is one of many terms currently used to describe the
use of information technology to support teaching and learning.
Rather than argue about the ambiguities and differences among
the various terms, this paper will use ‘e-learning’.
[84, p. 54]

We will use e-learning according to the following definition:
Definition: E-learning is a general term describing all kinds of computermediated and computer-supported learning and teaching, regardless of
whether it is used exclusively, as in distance learning situations, or complementarily with face-to-face, instructor-led courses (blended learning).
In this dissertation, our focus is specifically on academic environments
and network-based systems.
As Lepori and Succi note,
every term originates from a given moment of the technological
evolution, and quite often stems from specific theoretical, pedagogical and even philosophical assumptions.
[98, p. 19]

Nevertheless, we consider terms such as computer-assisted learning,
technology-based distributed learning, or technology-enhanced learning
as quasi-synonymous, as we are not aware of any consistently made
semantic distinctions.
However, we would specifically exclude computer-based training and
Web-based training, as these terms are typically applied to systems and
content for corporate training, not academic education.
Terms such as computer-supported cooperative learning, on the other
hand, may be considered to refer to specific forms of e-learning or
specific systems, in this case focusing on or promoting collaboration
between students.

2.2 Software for E-Learning
We have seen in section 2.1 that e-learning covers many different
scenarios and a wide variety of activities. Since e-learning is, by
definition, computer-supported, it requires hardware, software, and
network infrastructure.
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Most e-learning environments today are Web-based, i.e., they are accessed via Web browsers (using HTTP) over a TCP/IP network such as
the Internet or an intranet (e.g., a university campus network).
Thus, in general, e-learning today does not have any special hardware
or networking requirements: In theory, only Internet access and a
computer capable of running a Web browser is necessary to access
Web-based e-learning applications. In practice, many applications
make use of client-side scripting (using JavaScript, Adobe Flash or
Java Applets) or contain media or documents requiring proprietary
software (such as Apple QuickTime or Microsoft Windows Media
players for movies or Microsoft PowerPoint for presentations), so that a
certain amount of computing power must be available and the choice
of operating systems may be restricted.
An institution offering e-learning also only needs standard server hardware and Internet connectivity, both of which must, of course, be sized
according to demand (i.e., it depends on factors such as the number of
students simultaneously using the system and the type and amount of
media being served).
Many types of software and network services can be used for e-learning;
examples include e-mail, Usenet, chats, discussion forums, blogs, collaboration (CSCW) tools, simulation software, testing and assessment
software, e-portfolios, vocabulary trainers, and games.
These applications can be used individually or in various combination
for e-learning; for example, Graziadei [63] describes a “Virtual Instructional Classroom Environment in Science” from the early 1990s based
on a variety of programs and services, including e-mail, VAX Notes17 ,
Questionmark Perception, and HyperCard18 .
However, the drawbacks of setups like this are obvious: The most
serious are the lack of common user management and authentication,
varying user interfaces, and limited interoperability between the tools.
With the advent of the Web and the institutionalization of e-learning, Web-based e-learning platforms were created to provide a single,
consistent user interface for all aspects of a course.
The functionality of e-learning platforms typically includes access to
learning content and tests and communication and collaboration tools
for students, and course management and assessment facilities for
instructors. E-learning platforms may also include administrative functionality or interfaces to administrative systems (often called campus
management systems) for managing student admissions and enrollment (sometimes termed “student lifecycle management”), for resource
planning, accounting, etc.

17. VAX Notes, later DECnotes was an early computer conferencing system—inspired
by the Notes system of PLATO (see below)—developed in the 1980s at Digital Equipment Corp. [see 4]
18. HyperCard, first released in 1987, was a hypermedia programming environment
by Apple Computer, Inc. It was one of the first widely used hypertext systems before
the Web.
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2.2.1

What Is an E-Learning Platform?

Up to now, we have used the term e-learning platform without properly
defining it. Unfortunately, there is as much terminological disagreement about how to name these software systems as there is about the
term e-learning itself.
Consequently, there are many names for software systems facilitating
or supporting e-learning, such as learning management system (LMS),
learning content management system (LCMS), course management
system (CMS), virtual learning environment (VLE), managed learning
environment (MLE), or learning support system (LSS). Usage is not
consistent: Depending on the author (or the vendor), some of these
terms may describe different types of systems, or they may be used
more or less interchangeably.
We prefer the term e-learning platform; first, it shows the relationship
to the activity it is supposed to facilitate or support, i.e., e-learning.
Second, the term platform is generic enough not to suggest a certain
implementation or structure, and, unlike management system, it does
not put the focus on managing.
A specific problem with the term course management system is that it
shares the abbreviation “CMS” with content management system. This
is confusing for people familiar with the latter, much more frequently
used meaning, and it would be especially problematic in this dissertation, where we are talking about both e-learning platforms and content
management systems.
2.2.2

Some Historical Notes

It may be assumed that e-learning platforms are a new phenomenon
which appeared with the spread of the Web. In fact, today there is
an implicit understanding that an e-learning platform has a Web user
interface; this is consistent with the general assumption that e-learning
per se is Web-based.
However, the ancestry of today’s e-learning platforms can be traced
back to earlier computer-assisted instruction (CAI) systems which
started to be developed in the 1960s. Early such systems, e.g., PLATO I
[18], are certainly not e-learning platforms in the modern sense, but
later mainframe-based systems pioneered a number of key concepts.
Especially noteworthy are the later versions of PLATO, PLATO III and
PLATO IV.19
The PLATO system was originally developed at the University of Illinois; from 1976 until the late 1980s it was marketed commercially
by Control Data Corporation. The PLATO project received funding
from the U.S. National Science Foundation (NSF) and was formally
evaluated by the Educational Testing Service (ETS) in 1978 [120].
PLATO ran on Control Data Cyber 70 series mainframes, serving up
to 1000 concurrent users, and used highly innovative, microprocessor-based terminals with bitmapped plasma graphics displays, touch
screens, and local processing capabilities (see figure 2.1 on the next
page). At the time, most terminals were dumb, i.e., they were hard19. PLATO stands for “Programmed Logic for Automatic Teaching Operations.”
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Figure 2.1: The
microprocessor-based PLATO V
terminals for the PLATO IV
system featured plasma
displays, infrared touch panels,
and local processing capabilities.
(Photography contributed to
Wikipedia by user Mtnman79
and licensed under the Creative
Commons Attribution 3.0
License)

wired to interpret only a limited number of simple control codes,
without any programmability and local computing capabilities. The
PLATO V terminal, on the other hand, was based on an Intel 8080
microprocessor [169] and was thus able to execute programs downloaded from the host computer—this is very similar to how today’s
Web browsers execute ECMAScript (JavaScript) code downloaded from
a Web server.
The plasma display was, in fact, also an invention from the Computer-Based Education Research Laboratory (CERL) at the University
of Illinois, the group developing the PLATO system [19]. For audio
output, a synthesizer could be connected to the terminal. The PLATO
synthesizer developed by Sherwin Gooch was one of the first computercontrolled music synthesizers [60] and an innovation in itself. The
synthesizer was used for a variety of educational applications, such as
melodic dictation in music education [134] and text to speech (TTS)
for language teaching [163].
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Regarding software, PLATO introduced concepts such as online forums and message boards, online testing, email, chat rooms, instant
messaging, remote screen sharing, and multi-player online games.
While the origins of the PLATO project were in programmed instruction, PLATO III and PLATO IV were not dedicated to a single paradigm
of instruction. The availability of the TUTOR programming language
[9] certainly played an important role, as it allowed instructors to
design their own lessons with relative ease. At the same time, it was effectively a general-purpose language, so it could be used to implement
any approach considered adequate, or for writing software that was
not directly learning-related, including (non-educational) games.
While it is rarely acknowledged, PLATO can, in many respects, be
considered a precursor of today’s e-learning platforms.
2.2.3

E-Learning Platforms: A Practical Definition

We will now try to find a practical definition for the term e-learning
platform. Concerning the functionality of e-learning platforms, Collis
and Moonen [34], referring to Robson [148], define a WWW-based
course-management systems as
comprehensive software package that supports some or all aspects of course preparation, delivery and interaction, and allows
these aspects to be accessible via a network.
[34, p. 78]

The vagueness of this definition indicates that it is hard to give a
precise definition of what an e-learning platform exactly is. Nevertheless, most researchers and practitioners are likely to agree on a set of
typical e-learning platforms; this set would probably include Blackboard and Moodle, the currently most popular platforms. Thus, while
there clearly is a class of software systems identifiable as “e-learning
platforms,” it is not defined by a “checklist” of necessary and sufficient features which a system must possess in order to be an instance
of the class. We thus rather have to take a “prototype view” (in the
sense of Fillmore [54]), i.e., e-learning platforms—as a concept—are
characterized by a number of properties—not all of which are equally
important—which actual systems fulfill to various degrees, so that
membership in the class of e-learning platforms is gradual.
Robson [148] lists five common features of “course-support systems”:
computer-mediated communication, navigational tools, course management, assessment, and authoring tools, and gives examples for these
features, which we will briefly summarize:
Computer-mediated communication to allow students and instructors to communicate with each other. Examples are discussion
forums, messaging systems and chats.
Navigational tools organizing a site into units such as modules and
lessons and granting access to the various features of the system.
Course management for keeping track of students and their records
and for managing security and access rights for various user
groups.
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Assessment is usually provided in the form of online quizzes with
immediate feedback, including a score and comments.
Authoring tools: Most course-support systems do not offer full authoring environments, but allow instructors to upload and organize
material, to create discussions and quizzes, and to generally
control the features offered by the system.
De Boer [41] describes an e-learning platform20 as an
integrated combination of Web-based tools specifically focused
on the educational support of distributing content and enabling
communication and organization and pedagogical support within
courses.
[41, p. 23]

To describe the differences between different systems, de Boer considers the design and development of e-learning platforms to be affected
by four “lines of influence”: (1) Communication systems (e.g., e-mail
and chats), (2) knowledge management systems, (3) computer-based
training, and (4) computer-supported collaborative work (CSCW).
From these four sets of influences, he derives four “dimensions”21 and
visualizes them as quadrants of a system of coordinates, where the
“dimensions” represent types of activities: Communicating, organizing,
delivering, and creating. Different e-learning platforms can then be
thought of as being located at different points in this system and covering different areas. However, his diagrams are only rough sketches and
only serve as an explanation of the general idea. We also think that by
concentrating on influences from non-e-learning applications, de Boer
misses some of the activities specific to e-learning. We consider two
important activities to be missing in de Boer’s description, namely
collaboration (which is also missing from Robson’s list) and assessment
(which Robson does list).
While de Boer names CSCW systems as an influence on e-learning
platforms, he does not consider collaboration as an activity on its own.
We, however, think that collaboration is a very specific activity not
covered by de Boer’s four activities.
De Boer’s dimensions for the most part match the features given by
Robson [148] (see above), and in fact he maps Robson’s features to his
four “dimensions” [see 41, p. 27]. Here Robson’s assessment feature is
assigned to the dimensions “creation” and “content delivery.” While
assessment does involve creation and delivery of tests, it is much more
than that and it is an important educational activity.
For research into the use of e-learning platforms, Malikowski et al.
[107] propose a model for describing and evaluating features. Their
model consists of five categories:
1. Transmitting course content, i.e., delivery of content and courserelated information, including grades,
20. De Boer uses the term course-management system.
21. Unfortunately, de Boer’s terminology is somewhat inconsistent: He variously
refers to the “dimensions” as “structure,” “characteristics,” or “lines of influence.”
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2. evaluating students, i.e., assessment,
3. evaluating courses and instructors, i.e., surveys and questionnaires,
4. creating class discussions, i.e., communication functionality
such as forums, and
5. creating computer-based instruction, i.e., facilities for sequencing
learning content.
Malikowski et al. do not attempt to give an abstract definition of what
an e-learning platform22 is, but rather describe the features found in
current systems (Blackboard, Desire2Learn, and WebCT are explicitly mentioned). The five categories of their model can be partially
matched to Robson’s features and de Boer’s activities; Malikowski et al.
specifically list the evaluation of courses and instructors and category 5,
“creating computer-based instruction,” combines a number of functions
from different items on Robson’s list (primarily from navigational tools,
assessment, and authoring tools). On the other hand, Malikowski et al.
do not have a category covering student collaboration—only a small
portion of collaboration may be described by category 4, “creating class
discussions.”
Based on the descriptions and definitions of e-learning platforms discussed above, we suggest six activities that characterize e-learning
platforms: Creation, organization, delivery, communication, collaboration, and assessment.
Similar to Robson [148], we may briefly define these activities as
follows:
Creation refers to the production of learning and teaching materials
by instructors.
Organization refers to the arrangement of the materials for educational
purposes (e.g., combining them into modules or courses).
Delivery refers to the publication and presentation of the materials,
so that they can be accessed by students.
Communication refers to the computer-mediated communication between students and instructors and among students.
Collaboration refers to students jointly working on files or projects; it
also includes collaboration between instructors.
Assessment refers to the formative and summative evaluation of learning progress and outcomes, including feedback.
As we have said before, e-learning platforms support these activities to
varying degrees. However, to be classifiable as an e-learning platform,
a system will need to support most of these activities to some degree,
while other systems are likely to support only few of these activities.
22. Malikowski et al. use the term course management system.
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Figure 2.2: Radar plots can be
used to visualize the level of
support systems provide for
different activities. Here,
approximate graphs for an
e-learning platform (OLAT, see
section 2.5.1), a CSCW system
not oriented towards e-learning
(BSCW [6]), and an assessment
tool (Respondus) are given. The
radial coordinates should be
read as “no support” at the
center and “extensive support”
at the outermost circle.

assess

create

OLAT
BSCW
Respondus

deliver

organize
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This can be visualized using a radar (or spider) plot, as shown in
figure 2.2: The six axes represent the various activities that e-learning
platforms typically support. When graphing actual systems, each
system is characterized by a shape which depends on the level of
support for each activity.
As can be seen from the graphs in figure 2.2, the e-learning platform
offers medium to high support for all of the activities, while other
systems only provide support for a few of the activities.
Building on our preceding analysis, we thus arrive at the following
definition:
Definition: An e-learning platform is a system which provides integrated support for the six activities—creation, organization, delivery,
communication, collaboration, and assessment—in an educational context.
Thus, we understand the term e-learning platform to describe systems
which offer more than one service, covering a fair percentage of the
facilities required for e-learning.
The term integrated here means that, regardless of the actual implementation, an e-learning platform must function as one system and it must
appear as a single system to the users, i.e., if it consists of separate subsystems, end users should not be aware of the individual subsystems;
in any case, data exchange between the constituent elements of the
e-learning platform must be fully automatic.
A definition similar to our own is given by the U.K. Department for
Children, Schools and Families23 ; the term learning platform is defined
as follows:
It is an umbrella term that describes a broad range of ICT systems
used to deliver and support learning. As a minimum, we expect
it to combine communication and collaboration tools, secure
23. Formerly the Department for Education and Skills.
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individual online working space, tools to enable teachers to
manage and tailor content to user needs, pupil progress tracking
and anytime/anywhere access. You might hear the term learning
platform being applied to a virtual learning environment (VLE)
or to the components of a managed learning environment (MLE).
[176, p. 18]

For example, an application offering only multiple-choice tests (such as
Hot Potatoes) is, according to our definition, not an e-learning platform.
A loose collection of tools, such as the ELBA E-Learning Toolbox24 ,
which is offered to teaching staff at ETH Zurich and the University
of Zurich, also does not qualify as an e-learning platform. Instructors
using tools from the ELBA E-Learning Toolbox have a single administrative point of contact (the team of the “Network for Educational
Technology” (NET); [see 160]), the constituent tools (including, among
others, the above-mentioned Hot Potatoes tool for quizzes, Phorum as
a discussion board, and Survey, developed at the Virginia Polytechnic
Institute, for Web-based surveys) are in no way technically integrated:
Every tool has its own user management and no data is shared.

2.3 Do We Really Need Special Software for E-Learning?
After evaluating a number of different definitions, we have presented
our own definition of e-learning platforms—which is based on six
characteristic activities—in the preceding section.
Let us now consider the following list of functions, which, according
to Schulmeister [156], define e-learning platforms:25
§ Eine Benutzerverwaltung (Anmeldung mit Verschlüsselung)
§ Eine Kursverwaltung (Kurse, Verwaltung der Inhalte, Dateiverwaltung)
§ Eine Rollen- und Rechtevergabe mit differenzierten Rechten
§ Kommunikationsmethoden (Chat, Foren) und Werkzeuge
für das Lernen (Whiteboard, Notizbuch, Annotationen, Kalender etc.)
§ Die Darstellung der Kursinhalte, Lernobjekte und Medien
in einem netzwerkfähigen Browser.
[156, p. 10]

We can map these functions to the activities of our definition (see
p. 42): The first three items are related to organization; the fourth item
is communication, and last item is delivery.
24. http://www.elba.ethz.ch/index_EN (accessed 2008-10-17)
25. Translation:
§ User management (authentication with encryption)
§ Course management (courses, content management, file management)
§ Management of roles and permissions with fine-grained permissions
§ Communications facilities (chats, forums) and learning tools (whiteboard,
notepad, annotations, calendar, etc.)
§ The presentation of course contents, learning objects, and media in a networkcapable browser.
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Schulmeister’s list thus only covers three of our six activities. What
is more, apart from course management proper, the list contains only
typical basic content management functions (e.g., user, permissions,
and, obviously, content management) and a number of functions commonly available in Web content management systems (either built-in
or as add-ons), such as forums or calendars.
Most interestingly, Schulmeister does not mention assessment functionality in this list—since some of the systems he considers in his
review do not even offer assessment facilities—, but he lists assessment tools (along with tools for authoring, conferencing, collaboration,
reporting and statistics, which are, again, not specific to e-learning) as
“important additions” to e-learning platforms [156, p. 101].
The similarities between content management systems and e-learning platforms are also noted by Bergstedt et al. [16]. What is more,
the authors identify significant shortcomings in e-learning platforms
compared to CMSs, namely that content is usually stored in the form
of self-contained units combining content and presentation. This approach is embedded in many standards for e-learning data interchange,
such as SCORM [1], the Sharable Content Object Reference Model. It
is thus not possible to ensure a consistent “look” for all course material
on an e-learning platform or to personalize content.26
The University of Zurich has been using OLAT as its “strategic learning
management system” since 2004. E-learning is used to support face-toface learning and for preparation and follow-up work, but there are no
e-learning-only (distance) courses. Such usage of e-learning platforms
can thus be considered typical for traditional universities.
According to Hans-Jörg Zuberbühler, Head of the Customers & E-Content Team of the Multimedia and E-Learning Services, which operate
OLAT at the University of Zurich, OLAT usage concentrates on the
following functions [Personal communication, 2008-09-24]:
1. Administration of participants and groups, e.g., to handle enrollment for labs, excursions, tutoring courses, etc.
2. Communication and collaboration functions, such as forums,
chats, and wikis.
3. Publication of learning content, either as individual HTML pages
or as IMS CP content packages [70]. While SCORM is supported
by OLAT, it is rarely used and not recommended to instructors.
4. Distribution of other course-related documents, using the upload,
download, and commenting functions.
5. Assessment using multiple-choice tests.
26. A SCORM Sharable Content Object (SCO) can technically adapt its appearance
and behavior for different users. This is, however, a property of the individual
SCO, not the e-learning platform, and is neither available in all SCOs, nor can it be
controlled from the outside, as SCOs combine content, presentation, and behavior
into a single “black box.” SCORM is heavily based on the corporate view of e-learning
(see section 2.1.2) and considers e-learning platforms (learning management systems
in SCORM terminology) as operating environments similar to computer operating
systems providing certain basic services (such as data storage and authentication)
through a standardized API (the SCORM Run-Time Environment (RTE)) and enabling
learners to launch SCOs.
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These functions clearly parallel those listed by Schulmeister, with the
addition of assessment. Administration of participants and groups
(item 1 on the facing page) can be considered a function of user and
course management.
Malikowski et al. [107] summarizes research into which categories
of e-learning platform functionality are used most by instructors in
resident (i.e., non-distance learning) courses. They report that the
types of functions used most are (1) the transmission of documents
to students, (2) asynchronous communications (forums), (3) quizzes,
(4) drop boxes (enabling students to submit documents), and (5) surveys. Asynchronous discussions and quizzes each are only used by
about 25% of the instructors, thus the delivery of documents is clearly
the single most widely used function of e-learning platforms.
Malikowski [106] describe a study on the use of multiple functions
by instructors; it was found that most of the instructors (60%) used
only one or two of the features offered by the e-learning platform (Desire2Learn). Furthermore, Malikowski found that using the e-learning
platform only to transmit files (publication of documents, upload and
download) occurred over three times as often than using most other
features. Also relatively frequent was the transmission of grade information to students, which is effectively also publication. Interactive
features, such as quizzes and discussion forums, were only used to a
small extent. Thus, it was found that the e-learning platform was primarily used for the publication of information and for the transmission
of files.
We can therefore conclude that e-learning can, in fact, be considered
as content management plus communication/collaboration and assessment functionality. Correspondingly, these are the functions offered
by typical e-learning platforms. However, the content management
functionality of e-learning platforms is usually only rudimentary (e.g.,
there is typically no support for versioning or workflow management).
Web content management systems, on the other hand, have long provided more advanced content management features, and many of them
also include communication and collaboration facilities. In the following section we will therefore have a look at CMSs.

2.4 Content Management Systems
In this section we will briefly discuss what is generally understood
under the term content management system to arrive at a definition
suitable in the context of this dissertation.
We should first note that when we are using the term CMS, we use it
with its most frequent meaning as referring to Web content management
systems.27 While the term content management also encompasses the
management of non-Web content (see figure 2.3 on the next page), Web
content management is arguably the most widespread type of content
management today, and it is the only type relevant in the context of
this dissertation.
27. The abbreviation WCMS can sometimes be seen.
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Figure 2.3: Demarcation of
Web content management
(adapted from [79, p. 160]).
Content
management

Web content
management

Web site
management

CMSs are used today by practically every company, institution, or
individual maintaining a presence on the Web. As soon as there a more
than a handful of static Web pages and a single maintainer, the use of
a CMS is effectively required.
A variety of definitions for content management and CMS can be found
in books, articles, and on the Web. For the purposes of this paper, an
attempt will be made to arrive at a single definition.
Jablonski et al. [79] describe a Web content management system as
“a tool for collecting, creating, editing, administering, and publishing
content on the Web.” [79, p. 160]
Bergstedt et al. [16] note that content management systems evolved
from existing systems and thus focus on different functional aspects
depending on their heritage (from document management systems,
editorial process management systems, workflow management systems,
or database management systems). While this gives the (incorrect)
impression that all CMSs are based on older systems, it is certainly
true that CMSs vary widely in the type and complexity of the functions
they implement.
A frequently referenced online definition is found on the Web site
Enterprise Content Management28 :
A CMS is a tool that enables a variety of (centralised) technical
and (de-centralised) non technical staff to create, edit, manage
and finally publish (in a number of formats) a variety of content
(such as text, graphics, video, documents etc), whilst being constrained by a centralised set of rules, process and workflows that
ensure coherent, validated electronic content.
(http://contentmanager.eu.com/cms.htm (accessed
2008-10-17))

An aspect central to almost all descriptions of CMSs is the separation
of content, structure, and presentation (see, e.g., [56, p. 161] or [124]),
i.e., the presentation of content can be controlled independently from
the content itself—this means that the appearance of a Web site can be
completely changed without having to touch the content and ensures
a consistent appearance across the site. This separation is achieved
through templates and style sheets: Templates specify the general
structure of a page (i.e., the document type) and are instantiated by
linking the “slots” of the template to specific assets (a text, an image,
etc.) or via dynamic queries to the content database, e.g., for the title of
28. http://contentmanager.eu.com/ (accessed 2008-10-17)
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the most frequently requested article. The concrete visual appearance
of the various classes of elements is defined in stylesheets, specifying,
for example, “Helvetica 16/18, black on white, flush left” for elements
of the “title” class.
Friedlein notes that “most CMSs have gone beyond pure content management.” He points out that, besides basic and advanced content management features, a “CMS can use its database-driven infrastructure
to offer a suite of tools and applications that aim to provide enhanced
customer relationship management (CRM) opportunities,” in particular personalization and customization and user-adaptive content and
navigation. He concludes that “the CMS manages users, profiles, and
site data, as well as content assets.” [56, pp. 161–162]
While all of these definitions differ in their wording and their focus,
there is still a certain amount of overlap. Thus, like e-learning platforms, the class of content management systems is only vaguely defined
by a certain prototypical set of core functionality.
Based on the references cited above and on other sources [79, 16, 145,
124, 56] we arrive at the following definition:
Definition: A content management system is a system for supporting
the creation, management, and publication of content. The core set
of functionality of CMSs comprises (1) user and access management,
(2) asset management (including versioning), (3) workflow management,
(4) search and retrieval, and (5) a template-based publication facility,
providing separation of content, structure, and presentation.
Besides this core functionality, other typical functions include WYSIWYG editors, facilities for managing parallel content in multiple languages, time-scheduled publication, import/export interfaces, link
checkers, statistics, syndication, and many others. Many systems
also provide interfaces for extensions or plug-ins.29
Figure 2.4 on the next page shows a screenshot of a typical Web CMS
user interface. Authors and editors can navigate the site structure using
a “page tree,” insert and delete content, and edit content elements and
their metadata and permissions, through forms and editors.
We have now defined e-learning platforms and content management
systems. The following section will describe the current state of the
art of these two types of systems.

2.5 State of the Art
We have identified two types of systems which are relevant in the
context of this dissertation: E-learning platforms, which present themselves as “tailor-made” solutions for e-learning, and content management systems, which effectively cover much of the same functionality
as e-learning platforms. In this section, we will have a look at the
current state of the art of these two types of software.
29. Jablonski et al. [79], p. 166 and Bergstedt et al. [16], among others, even consider
this an essential feature.
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Figure 2.4: Screenshot of the
Contenido user interface,
showing a page tree on the left
and a template-based content
editor on the right, a layout
typical for many CMSs.

2.5.1

E-Learning Platforms

There are hundreds of e-learning platforms today, both closed-source
commercial products and open-source systems. The report of Baumgartner et al. [13] reflects the situation in 2002 but still gives a good
overview of the number and diversity of systems available. Several
academic institutions have also published their evaluation reports [e.g.,
116, 28, 43].
Some of today’s most popular platforms are the commercial systems
Blackboard, Clix, Desire2Learn and WebCT30 , and the open-source
platforms Ilias, Moodle, OLAT, and Sakai.
When reviewing e-learning platforms, there are, as for any software,
three main views to consider:
1. The end user’s view, i.e., the view of instructors and students
using the platform. Both user groups have a number of basic
and advanced requirements, which a platform must fulfill to be
usable. The exact requirements partly depend on various external
factors (e.g., the type of learning institution and the subjects) and
also evolve over time.
2. The administrator’s view, i.e., the view of the persons who install,
administer, and maintain the platform, so that it can be used by
end users.
3. The implementation view, i.e., aspects of the implementation,
such as the programming language, architecture, and technologies used, as well as the license under which the system is dis30. Blackboard, Inc. acquired WebCT, Inc. in 2005; WebCT is now marketed under
the name of Blackboard Learning System – Vista Enterprise License.
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tributed. These aspects concern not only developers, but also
affect end users and administrators, since they may, for example,
influence the performance of the platform or the availability of
certain features.

End users of e-learning platforms require support for the six activities
listed in the definition in section 2.2.3: Creation, organization, delivery,
communication, collaboration, and assessment. While details differ,
all of the major e-learning platforms—which includes those listed
above—support each of these activities to some degree. E-learning
platforms thus can no longer be evaluated for their appropriateness
in a certain environment by simply comparing feature lists. Monnard
and Brugger note that “every product does have its specific strengths,
where it outdoes most of its competitors, whereas it is lacking in other
aspects,” so that direct comparison is “nearly impossible.” [116, p. 2]
From the administrator’s view, most e-learning platforms require a database management system (DBMS); typical requirements are MySQL
or PostgreSQL for open-source systems and Oracle or Microsoft SQL
Server for commercial systems. For user authentication, most e-learning platforms can be integrated with directory services such as LDAP
[189] or Shibboleth [118].
On the implementation level, current e-learning platforms use a wide
variety of programming languages and architectures. Many systems
are written in PHP (e.g., Ilias and Moodle), some in Java (e.g., OLAT
and Sakai), others are based on Microsoft .NET (e.g., IntraLearn). Blackboard is written in a mix of Perl and Java. With respect to licensing,
e-learning platforms can be separated into open-source and closedsource systems; the former (including Ilias, Moodle, OLAT, and Sakai)
are usually developed by communities, released under the GNU Public
License (GPL) or a similar license, and available for free, whereas the
latter are typically developed and distributed by commercial vendors.
Vendors usually do not make the source code of their products available and use various license agreements; cost is often dependent on
the number of users.
Evaluations and experience show that once end users have adopted a
platform, they tend to request additional features based on their practical use of the system. As can be seen in the release notes of e-learning
platforms, these additional features frequently are not directly learning-related and already exist outside of e-learning platforms, such as
calendars, chats, wikis, or social bookmarking.
Due to the license costs associated with commercial systems, universities are increasingly migrating toward open-source platforms (see
section 4.5.2). Open-source software also mitigates the risk of vendor
lock-in and allows universities to adapt the software to their special
needs without having to develop a complete system from scratch; typical requirements are interfaces to campus management systems (such
as HISInOne or SAP Campus Management) or alternative authentication solutions. A modular system architecture is thus desirable both
with respect to administration and for the development of extensions
and custom add-ons.
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We will now briefly discuss and compare two e-learning platforms,
Moodle and OLAT, which can be considered somewhat representative
for the current state of the art.31 Both platforms are in some respects
similar (and thus comparable), but differ widely in other respects.
Moodle and OLAT are open-source software; since universities are
increasingly moving toward open-source platforms we do not consider
commercial platforms.
Moodle
Moodle development was started in 1999 by Martin Dougiamas, who
was working as a WebCT administrator at Curtin University of Technology, Perth, Australia, out of dissatisfaction with WebCT.32 Version
1.0 was released in 2002. Moodle is licensed under the GNU Public
License (GPL).
Moodle uses a traditional architecture based on the PHP programming language, the Apache Web server, and the MySQL database
management system.33 Even though it is possible to program in an
object-oriented style with PHP, the design of Moodle is purposely not
object-oriented (cf. footnote 32):
Early on I made the decision to avoid using a class-oriented
design – again, to keep it simple to understand for novices. Code
reuse is instead achieved by libraries of clearly-named functions
and consistent layout of script files.
(http://docs.
moodle.org/en/Moodle_architecture (accessed 2008-09-10))

Moodle is now being developed by a large community of developers.
Moodle has a significant user base; as of October 2008, the Moodle
Web site34 speaks of over 50,000 registered sites. Even though it is
clear that not all of them are actually in productive use, the number at
least indicates an enormous interest in Moodle; equally impressive is
the growth from about 15,000 registered sites in 2006.
From a user’s perspective, most of the activities in Moodle take place
inside courses, i.e., there are few functions that can be used outside
the context of a specific course. Courses (see figure 2.5) themselves
have a flat, non-hierarchical structure: Course authors can only choose
from predefined course “formats,” namely “Social” (oriented around
one main forum), “Topics” (organized into topic sections, with each
topic section consisting of activities), “Weekly” (organized week by
week, with start and end dates, and each week consisting of activities);
31. The information used in the following discussion of Moodle and OLAT comes
from a number of online sources, primarily the project Web sites http://moodle.org/
(accessed 2008-10-17) and http://www.olat.org/ (accessed 2008-10-17) and the documentation of the systems, the presentation OLAT-Moodle comparison by Florian
Gnägi (July 2006, http://www.frentix.com/de/olat/docu/OLAT-MOODLE-en.pdf
(accessed 2008-10-17)), and Bizoňová and Ranc [20], and the author’s personal experience with OLAT at the University of Zurich.
32. Moodle stands for “Modular Object-Oriented Dynamic Learning Environment”;
originally the “M” stood for “Martin’s.”
33. Other Web servers and DBMSs are also supported, but the combination of PHP,
Apache, and MySQL—typically on a Linux platform—is the most common setup
(often referred to as “the LAMP architecture”).
34. See http://moodle.org/stats (accessed 2008-10-17).
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Figure 2.5: Screenshot of the
Moodle “Features” demo course
at http://moodle.org/
course/view.php?id=34

(accessed 2008-10-09).

activities is the Moodle term for functions such as assignments, chats,
forums, quizzes, wikis, etc.
OLAT
Development of OLAT35 also started in 1999, at the University of
Zurich (Switzerland). The first version, developed by three student
tutors36 to help tutors cope with increasing numbers of students in
computer science, was put into production in 2000. Like Moodle, the
system was written in PHP and based on a similar architecture. This
version was awarded the Medida-Prix37 in 2000.
OLAT was quickly picked up by other departments at the University of
Zurich and hosted centrally by the IT services. With increasing numbers of users, the developers realized that the existing architecture did
not offer the modularity needed to allow the clean implementation of
requested features and that it would not scale as required. A complete
redesign, based on the experience made with the first version, and
a complete reimplementation in Java was thus undertaken, leading
to version 3.0 in 2004, which was released as open source software
under the Apache Open-Source License. Also in 2004, the University
of Zurich decided to use OLAT as their “strategic learning management
system.”
The redesign separated the infrastructure from the e-learning “business
logic”: OLAT 3.0 and subsequent releases (currently version 6.x) are
based on a component-based architecture, i.e., OLAT is actually an application consisting of several components on top of a general-purpose
framework. Even though it is not advertised as such, the framework
can be used to build other Web applications.38 Due to the experience
35. OLAT stands for “Online Learning And Training.”
36. Florian Gnägi, Sabina Jeger, and Franziska Schneider.
37. The Medida-Prix is a trinational (Germany, Austria, Switzerland) competitive
award (endowed with €100,000 of prize money total) for e-learning projects organized
by the Gesellschaft für Medien in der Wissenschaft (GMW).
38. The framework is actually used for other applications.
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Figure 2.6: OLAT home page at
the University of Zurich
http://www.olat.uzh.ch/

(accessed 2008-10-17).

with large numbers of concurrent users in the PHP-based version, the
reimplementation also focused on scalability.
From the end user’s (i.e., the instructor’s and student’s) point of view,
OLAT differs from Moodle in many respects (see figure 2.6 for a screenshot). OLAT provides instructors and students with numerous tools
that can be used outside of courses, adding groupware capabilities
(such as synchronous and asynchronous communication, file sharing,
and instant messaging) to the e-learning platform.
Courses in OLAT can have arbitrary hierarchical structures and there
are no prescribed structures; instead, sequencing rules can be defined,
if desired.
According to the Web site, there are about 150 OLAT installations
running worldwide as of October 2008. The main OLAT installation is
located at the University of Zurich (maintained by the Multimedia &
E-Learning Services group); this installation is also used by other Swiss
universities, such as the University of Basel, the University of Bern, the
University of Lucerne, and the Swiss Federal Institutes of Technology
in Zurich and Lausanne. It currently serves over 40,000 users, with
about 400 to 700 concurrent users on average.
OLAT development is centered at the University of Zurich; contributions from outside developers have to be approved and integrated by
the development team in Zurich.
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Comparison
Moodle and OLAT are two e-learning platforms that represent the
current state of the art. We will briefly compare some aspect of these
two platforms to highlight some of the differences that can be found:
§ In Moodle, most activities take place inside courses. OLAT, on
the other hand, provides groupware-like functionality that can
also be used outside of courses.
§ Moodle requires instructors to choose from three predefined
course structures. OLAT allows instructures to define their own
structures and sequencing rules (which can be saved as “course
templates.”)
§ Moodle advertises that it is “designed using sound pedagogical
principles”39 , whereas OLAT emphasizes that it is pedagogically
neutral.
§ There are no official numbers on the number of concurrent users
supported by Moodle; the Moodle installation documentation40
notes that as a “general rule of thumb” Moodle supports 50 concurrent users for every 1 GB of RAM. The OLAT server at the
University of Zurich serves a maximum of 900 concurrent users
with 8 GB of RAM. A further bottleneck of Moodle is that, due to
its architecture, data cannot be held in memory but must always
be fetched from the DBMS or the file system.
§ Moodle has a large and active developer community; however,
there is only a low degree of central control, so that the quality
of Moodle modules varies. OLAT is open-source, but with a high
degree of central control: All contributions to OLAT must be
approved by the developer team in Zurich. While this ensures
good code quality, it slows down development and impedes the
forming of a community.
§ Both systems have the same age. However, while Moodle is
still based on its original 1999 architecture, OLAT was radically
redesigned in response to problems experienced with its original
architecture, which was similar to that of Moodle.41
2.5.2

Content Management Systems

Many Web content management systems are available: The CMS Matrix 42 , a Web site collecting information on CMSs, lists almost 1000
systems43 There are both numerous commercial, closed-source offerings from vendors such as EMC, IBM, Microsoft, OpenText, Oracle,
and Vignette, and many popular open-source systems, e.g., Contenido,
Drupal, Jaws, Apache Lenya, Nuxeo CPS, OpenCms, Plone, Silva, and
TYPO3.
39. http://docs.moodle.org/en/Philosophy (accessed 2008-10-17)
40. http://docs.moodle.org/en/Installing_Moodle (accessed 2008-10-17)
41. Interestingly, the current OLAT architecture is based on design principles similar
to those of the eduComponents (see chapter 3).
42. http://cmsmatrix.org/ (accessed 2008-10-17)
43. On September 9, 2008, The CMS Matrix listed 961 systems.
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Figure 2.7: The user interface
of Plone does not separate the
authoring interface from the
published Web site, as most
other CMSs do. Instead, the
available tools and functions
depend on the user’s
permissions. The upper
screenshot shows a page as it
appears to an anonymous user;
the lower screenshot shows
what an authenticated user
sees, who is permitted to edit
the page.

As for e-learning platforms, there are three main views to consider:
(1) The end users’ view—in the case of a CMS these are primarily the
content authors, as the presentation readers see does for the most part
not depend on the CMS—, (2) the administrators’ view, and (3) the
implementation view. For the latter two the same points apply as for
e-learning platforms (see p. 48).
End users of content management systems require support for creation,
organization, and publication of content. Most CMSs strictly separate
the views of content authors and readers: Authors access the CMS
using a Web interface separate from the published Web site, which provides access to tools for creating and maintaining content. Figure 2.4
on page 48 shows a typical user interface for authors in a CMS.
Plone—which serves as the basis for the eduComponents approach
described in this dissertation (see section 3)—differs in this respect
from most other CMSs in that there is no separate authoring interface.
Instead, the available tools and functions depend on the user’s permissions, see figure 2.7. This approach allows authors to navigate the
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Web site as it appears to readers without having to switch to a separate
mode to make edits.
With the exception of smaller, “personal” systems, CMSs are expected
to provide support for publishing workflows, including approval mechanisms, and advanced publication features, such as timed publication.
In contrast to e-learning platforms, which usually implement fixed
structures and navigation elements, the appearance and structure of
CMS-managed content is largely independent of the actual CMS used.
While every CMS provides some default elements, which are often used
and thus contribute to a specific “look and feel” of Web sites managed
by that CMS, most visual and structural designs can be implemented
using any CMS.
From the administrator’s perspective, most content management systems require a Web server and a separate database management system (DBMS); typical requirements are MySQL or PostgreSQL for opensource systems and Oracle or Microsoft SQL Server for commercial
systems. Some systems, such as Plone, come with an integrated Web
server and/or DBMS. With the exception of “personal” CMSs, most
CMSs can be integrated with directory services such as LDAP [189] or
Shibboleth [118] for user authentication.
Current CMSs are implemented in a wide variety of programming
languages and are based on diverse architectures. Many systems are
written in PHP (e.g., TYPO3 or Drupal), some in Java (e.g., Apache
Lenya), Perl (e.g., Bricolage or Imperia), or Python (e.g., Plone or Silva),
others are based on Microsoft .NET (e.g., DotNetNuke). Different CMSs
target different needs and thus differ with respect to performance and
scalability.
With respect to licensing, content management systems can be divided
into open-source and closed-source systems. Due to license costs and
restrictions associated with commercial CMSs, universities—and especially smaller units, such as departments and institutes—are mostly
using open-source systems. As in the case of e-learning platforms,
open-source software reduces the risk of vendor lock-in and allows
universities and departments to adapt the software to their individual requirements without having to develop a complete system from
scratch.
Most CMSs are extensible with add-ons or modules and can thus
offer functionality beyond standard content management, such as
blogs, chats, forums, wikis, photo galleries, calendars, or e-commerce
facilities (shopping carts, inventory management, interfaces to credit
card companies).
Regarding the actual delivery of content, there are two fundamental
approaches: Offline processing (or staging), and online (or live) processing. In the first case, all content to be published is assembled
into static pages and exported to a Web server, whereas in the second
case, pages are only created when requested by a reader, on the fly.
Online Web CMSs are the dominant variety today, as servers are fast
enough for on-the-fly assembly of pages, and this approach enables
better personalization and ensures that all content is always current.
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Bergstedt et al. [16] list a number of features a “perfect CMS” should,
in their opinion, have. Their list provides a brief overview of the
functionality and features currently expected from content mangement
systems:44
§ Separation of content, structure, and presentation to enable “single source, multiple media” publishing
§ Asset management
§ Version management for content and assets
§ Workflow management and support for editorial processes
§ Users and role management
§ Ability to import and export content and assets
§ Publication
§ Individualization of the content presentation
§ Content syndication
§ Content archiving
§ Extensibility through scripts or modules
To summarize this section, current state-of-the-art content management
systems can be said to provide the listed features—however, they differ
widely in their implementation, performance, and usability.
Many systems commonly referred to as content management systems
implement numerous features beyond traditional content management
functionality, especially communication functions, such as forums or
chats, or calendars, and syndication and personalization functionality. Sometimes terms like portal server or portal platform are used to
describe such systems [see 181].
We also note that these systems, whatever they are called, effectively
support five of the six activities required for e-learning platforms (see
p. 42), with the exception of assessment.

2.6 Summary
In this chapter we have laid a foundation for the subsequent chapters
by examining central terms—e-learning, e-learning platform, and content management system—and their definitions. We have found that
these terms are generally not well-defined and have thus devised our
own practical definitions for this dissertation. Since this dissertation
is only concerned with e-learning in academic environments, we have
also outlined the most significant differences between corporate and
academic e-learning.
44. The list given here is a revised version of the one given in [16], with spelling and
language errors corrected, duplicates removed, and reordered.
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We have given a brief overview of the PLATO system to give a historical
perspective to e-learning platforms and we have described the state of
the art of e-learning platforms and content management systems.
Most importantly, we have discussed the need for specialized e-learning platforms on the basis of our definition of an e-learning platform as
system supporting six activities in an educational context, viz. creation,
organization, delivery, communication, collaboration, and assessment.
Our conclusion is that modern Web content management systems support five of these activities, i.e., with the exception of assessment few
of these activities are educational per se.
In the next chapter we will describe the eduComponents approach,
which is based on this realization.
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3

The eduComponents
Approach

In the previous chapter, we have defined e-learning platforms as systems that support six activities in an educational context: Creation,
organization, delivery, communication, collaboration, and assessment
(see p. 42). Furthermore, we have concluded that modern Web content
management systems support five of these activities. This means that
few of these activities are educational per se—the one exception is
assessment.
So, to put it bluntly, one could say
e-learning = Web + assessment.
We would further argue that the “Web” part (ie., creation, organization,
and delivery of content, communication, and collaboration) are better supported by extensible content management systems (or “portal
servers”), in the sense that CMSs are more general, since they are not
only designed for one specific application scenario, thus more flexible,
and more mature, as they are used by more people in more—and more
diverse—environments.
Our conclusion—and one of our theses—is thus that it would be
advantageous to separate the application-specific functionality (or
“business logic”) from the infrastructure and the presentation, and
to build e-learning platforms on the proven infrastructure of content
management systems instead of reimplementing their functionality.
However, obviously not every CMS constitutes an appropriate basis for
building an e-learning platform. To provide a viable basis with respect
to software engineering considerations, it should be characterized by
a suitable architecture. A suitable architecture will—at least—allow
developers to implement extensions (in our case, those needed for
e-learning, i.e. assessment functionality) without having to modify the
base system. To allow system administrators to adapt the platform to
the needs of their users, the CMS should not just be “modular” in a
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general sense, but individual modules should be deployable individually. This requirement implies a component-based architecture [173]
or possibly a service-oriented architecture [131].
The approach presented in this dissertation uses a component-based
architecture and consists of a collection of e-learning components,
named eduComponents, for the Plone content management system.
The eduComponents approach is characterized by the following three
principles:
§ Component-based architecture
Institutions or individuals operating and administering an e-learning platform should only be required to install those components
they actually need, and users (students and instructors) should
not have to concern themselves with functionality they do not
need. If desired, it should be possible to combine these components with others, including components from third parties.
§ Uniform content representation
All types of content should be represented in a uniform way to
offer a single, consistent interface both to users and developers.
This interface should be based on the model of documents; we
refer to this approach as document orientation.
§ Proven infrastructure
A large part of e-learning effectively consists of content management. Instead of reimplementing the basic content management
functionality, as conventional e-learning platforms do, a content
management system should be used as the foundation.
The following sections describe the design and implementation of
the eduComponents as a whole and the individual components. The
eduComponents were conceived, designed, and implemented collaboratively by the author and Mario Amelung while working in the WDOK
research group at Otto von Guericke University Magdeburg. ECQuiz
was designed by the author, and implemented by Wolfram Fenske
under the supervision of the author. The Quick Edit functionality
of ECQuiz was designed by the author, and implemented by Sascha
Peilicke and Wolfram Fenske under the supervision of the author. ECSpooler was implemented by Mario Amelung, and by Wolfram Fenske
under the supervision of Mario Amelung, with contributions by the author. As the first users of the eduComponents products, the members of
the WDOK research group tested pre-release versions and contributed
feedback and bug reports.

3.1 Design and Implementation
3.1.1

Design Considerations

The eduComponents are a new approach to the architecture of an
e-learning plattform. The design of the eduComponents tries to overcome the technical problems with conventional e-learning platforms,
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as described in the previous chapters, and to enable new approaches
for deployment.
The design of the eduComponents was guided by the the following
three questions:
a) Is it possible to use a shared platform for both e-learning and
other Web content?
b) Is it possible to use a component-based architecture—enabling
the tactical combination of components according to concrete
requirements—instead of the typical integrated systems?
c) Is it possible to use a uniform, transparent representation for all
types of content?
Question (a) is motivated by the observation that a large percentage of
e-learning is actually document management and that five of the six
e-learning activities are supported by content management systems.
The motivation for question (b) is the size and inflexibility of conventional e-learning platforms, and the consequential deployment,
maintenance, and usage issues described above.
Question (c) can be considered as an extension of a, i.e., if the functionality of e-learning platforms can be abstracted from their educational
context to arrive at more general functions, can the different types
of objects involved also be reduced to a smaller number of generic
classes?
The developers of OLAT recognized the need to separate e-learning
functionality from the content management infrastructure (and from
the presentation) and developed a three tier architecture [e.g., 191] for
OLAT 3, based on a general framework (see section 2.5.1). They then
developed—from scratch—a general framework, on top of which they
built the e-learning platform OLAT. The framework is not specific to
e-learning and can also be used for other applications, e.g., a content
management system.
However, developing a content management infrastructure requires
a significant investment. When the Knowledge-Based Systems and
Document Processing Research Group (WDOK) at Otto von Guericke
University Magdeburg needed an e-learning platform in 2003, we could
not afford to implement a comprehensive infrastructure from scratch.
Instead, based on the considerations outlined above, we were looking
for a suitable content management system, so that we would only need
to implement the missing, e-learning-specific functionality.
The design decisions taken in response to the first two questions are
thus: Instead of re-implementing CMS functionality—as conventional
e-learning platforms do—, the eduComponents rely on a general-purpose CMS to provide (1) a rich development environment and a basis
for deploying components, and (2) a reliable implementation of basic
document management functions. Furthermore, the eduComponents
approach relies on a component-based architecture, which makes it
possible to install only the required components and to combine components from different sources. The third point is to use a uniform
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content representation, in our case, documents are the central objects,
and tests are documents just like lecture notes.
3.1.2

Implementation

Zope and Plone
For the actual implementation of the eduComponents we selected the
Plone1 content management system as the basis for our components.
Plone is built on top of the Zope2 Web application framework.
Figure 3.1: Diagrammatic
overview of the Zope
architecture.∗

Zope provides a platform for for building Web applications such as
content management systems, intranets, portals, or other custom applications. Zope is based on a transactional object database (ZODB); it
also includes an integrated Web server (ZServer), a search engine (ZCatalog), and a workflow engine. It can connect to all major relational
database management systems, interoperate with other Web servers
(such as Apache), and supports further network protocols such as FTP,
WebDAV, and XML-RPC (see figure 3.1).
The component-based architecture of Zope (see below) encourages
the development of extension modules (so-called products); over 300
community-developed products are currently available from the Zope
1. http://plone.org/ (accessed 2008-10-17)
2. http://zope.org/ (accessed 2008-10-17)
∗ Taken from http://www.zope.org/WhatIsZope/ZopeArchitecture (accessed
2008-10-17))
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Web site, providing special functionality for e-commerce applications,
for integration and interoperability with other systems, or for user management, to name just a few areas. In brief, Zope provides the complete
infrastructure necessary for developing Web-based applications.
Plone is a content management system based on Zope. Plone offers all
standard CMS functionality (see sections 2.4 and 2.5.2), general-purpose content types like documents and folders, and more specialized
ones such as hyperlinks, images, calendar events, or news items. Plone
shares the component-based architecture with Zope, so many other
content types can be added via products. Currently over 900 products
developed by the community are available from the Plone Web site, providing additional or enhanced functionality in areas such as layout and
presentation, versioning, communication, media management, workflow, calendaring, or polls and surveys. All content objects, whether of
standard or add-on types, have associated metadata; the default set of
metadata is based on the Dublin Core Metadata Element Set3 . Add-on
products are available which extend the standard full-text search with
ontology-based search options. Content objects can also have other
associated information, including discussion threads.
Plone is highly extensible and adaptable. Simple custom content
types and associated views, security policies, and workflows can be
defined with only minimal programming skills through a Web interface.
More complex types obviously require corresponding programming
skills; the actual amount of programming can, however, be drastically
reduced by using ArchGenXML, a code generation tool, which allows
developers to model new content types in UML and to specify the
associated workflows, and then have all code necessary for deployment
as a Plone product generated automatically from the specification.
Both Zope and Plone are open source and licensed under the GNU Public License. Zope and Plone are written in Python4 , a widely-used and
highly portable open-source object-oriented programming language.
This enables Zope and Plone to run on a very large number of platforms, including practically all UNIX and UNIX-like systems (e.g.,
Linux, BSD variants, Mac OS X), as well as Microsoft Windows. Zope
and Plone are supported by active, world-wide communities of thousands of individual developers and hundreds of companies offering
Zope- and Plone-based solutions.
After evaluating a number of other systems, we chose Plone for its
portability, its conformance to Web standards—including accessibility
standards5 —, its workflow capabilities, and, most importantly, for its
architecture, which enables the fast development and deployment of
components (products). Plone products can make use of the basic CMS
functionality and interact with other products through well-defined

3. http://dublincore.org/ (accessed 2009-01-10)
4. http://python.org/ (accessed 2008-10-17)
5. Accessibility refers to the usability of software or Web sites by persons with visual
or motor impairments. According to the Plone documentation, “Plone was the first
Content Management System in the world to be compliant with the WAI-AA [W3C
Web Content Accessibility Guidelines, conformance level Double-A] and US Section
508 accessibility standards” (http://plone.org/products/plone/features/3.0/
existing-features/accessibility-compliant (accessed 2009-01-10))
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interfaces; a large number of products for a wide variety of applications
is readily available.
Building on portable open-source software also avoids license fees and
vendor lock-in, and has other advantages, including complete control
over the software and the data, the possibility of adapting it to one’s
specific needs and a large developer community.
Component-Based Architecture
As mentioned above, Zope implements a component-based architecture.
The Zope Core provides the infrastructure—or the “foundational functionality” [173, p. 12]—on which Zope components—called products
in Zope terminology—can be deployed (see figure 3.1).
As the name implies, a component-based architecture relies on software components. The most widely accepted definition of software
components is that by Szyperski et al.:
A software component is a unit of composition with contractually specified interfaces and explicit context dependencies only.
A software component can be deployed independently and is
subject to composition by third parties.
[173, p. 41]

This definition describes three essential characteristics of software
components (see Szyperski et al. [173], p. 36):
1. A component is a “unit of independent deployment,” encapsulating its consitutent features.
2. A component is a “unit of third-party composition,” i.e., it is
composable with other components by a party who does not have
access to the construction details of the components involved;
this requires that a component encapsulates its implementation
and interacts with its environment by means of well-defined
interfaces.
3. A component does not have any (externally) observable state.
Zope products generally fulfill these requirements and can thus be
regarded as software components in the sense of the definition. However, as software packaging and distribution units, products may, for
practical reasons, not directly correspond to components: They may
contain more than one component, or a sub-component unit, such as
an optional feature of another component, may be distributed as a separate product (see below for an example). This is, however, in line with
Szyperski et al.’s view: They emphasize that in successful component
frameworks, “components exist on a level of abstraction where they
directly mean something to the deploying client” [173, p. 13] and note
the example of Web browser plug-ins, where “the client gains some
explicable, high-level feature and the plug-in itself is a user-installed
and configured component” [173, p. 13]. This is contrasted with objects, which only have a meaning to programmers and composition or
assembly of objects is only possible for programmers as well.
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Internally, Zope products use an object-oriented design. In particular, Plone products (such as the eduComponents products) generally
expose one (or sometimes more) classes that represent specific, uservisible content types.
Plone, then, is technically a collection of Zope products, i.e., software
components, which are just distributed together for convenience, just
like the eduComponents. However, a simplified view could be to regard
collections of components as “layers,” with the lower layers providing
functionality used by the higher layers. Figure 3.2 is a graphical
representation of this view, where Zope would constitute the lowest
layer, followed by CMF, the Zope Content Management Framework6 ,
Plone, and finally Plone products, such as the eduComponents.
Another simplified view is to consider Plone as an application which
can be enhanced by extension modules, providing, for example, new
content objects, connectors to relational databases and other external
data sources, or, as the eduComponents do, e-learning functionality.
While this view is, strictly speaking, not correct, it can help to explain
the architecture to non-technical users.
eduComponents

Back end 1

ECReviewBox

ECAAB

ECSpooler

...

Figure 3.2: Schematic diagram
of the eduComponents
architectural, showing the layers
on which the eduComponents
Plone products (shaded boxes)
are based, and the ECSpooler
system, which is independent
from Plone. The arrows indicate
XML-RPC communication. The
term eduComponents usually
refers to all components inside
the dashed box.

Back end n

ECLecture

ECQuiz

ECAssignmentBox

Plone

CMF

Zope

Note that there is not in all cases a one-to-one correspondence between
the eduComponents products shown in figure 3.2 and software components in the sense of the above definition: ECAutoAssessmentBox
and ECReviewBox (colored in a lighter shade in figure 3.2) are derived
classes inheriting from ECAssignmentBox and are therefore not usable
without ECAssignmentBox—obviously, using ECReviewBox without
ECAssignmentBox would not make sense.
Thus, as they cannot be deployed independently of ECAssignmentBox,
ECReviewBox and ECAutoAssessmentBox are not software components according to the definition. They could be regarded as sub-component units of ECAssignmentBox; they do have some component-like
properties (such as being installable by non-programmers and pro6. CMF is a collection of components providing a platform for content management
applications. CMF is also used by other CMSs based on Zope, e.g., Nuxeo CPS
http://www.cps-project.org/ (accessed 2008-10-22).
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viding explicable, high-level features), but logically and technically
depend on ECAssignmentBox.

3.2 Short Description of the Individual Components
This section gives a brief overview of the eduComponents products
developed in the course of this dissertation. These products are:
ECLecture: Course information, registration, and resource management.
ECQuiz: Multiple-choice tests.
ECAssignmentBox: Assignments and submissions, with support for
assessment, grading, and plagiarism detection.
ECAutoAssessmentBox: A variant of ECAssignmentBox offering automatic checking and assessment of assignments with immediate
feedback.
ECReviewBox: A variant of ECAssignmentBox for peer review of submissions to ECAssignmentBox and ECAutoAssessmentBox assignments.
With respect to our definition of e-learning platforms (see p. 42), ECLecture can be said to support the organization activity, while the other
products implement assessment activities.
The eduComponents products can be used separately or in combination, and they can also be combined with other Plone products to
create tailor-made learning environments. For example, if a bibliography, a glossary, a wiki, or a discussion forum is needed, third-party
Plone products can be added. Also, all components use a uniform
content representation. All objects in Plone are documents (or folders
containing documents) and can be manipulated in the same ways,
regardless of whether the document is a multiple-choice test or an
image. This ensures a consistent and easy-to-learn user interface.
Another common feature of the eduComponents products is that they
are all fully internationalized, i.e., they can easily be adapted to different language environments. This is enabled by the use of the standard
internationalization facilities of Zope: The products’ user interface
texts and messages are stored separately in a so-called message catalog;
to localize a product for a new language environment, a translator only
has to translate the texts in the message catalog. All eduComponents
products are localized in English and German; ECQuiz is additionally
localized in French, Italian, and Slovenian.7
The eduComponents products are licensed under the terms of the GNU
Public License and are freely available as open-source software from
the addresses given in the following descriptions.
7. The French translation was done by the author, the Italian and Slovenian translations were contributed by users from Italy and Slovenia.
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3.2.1

ECLecture

ECLecture is a Plone product for managing lectures, seminars and
other courses. Figure 3.3 shows a typical view of a course homepage
realized with ECLecture.
Figure 3.3: Example course
homepage realized with
ECLecture. To ensure
readability, the site-wide
navigation provided by Plone is
not shown in this and the other
screenshots

ECLecture objects group all course-related information, i.e., course
metadata such as title, instructor, time, location, credits, etc., as well
as course resources. ECLecture objects can thus serve as “portals”
to all course-related materials like slides, exercises, tests, or reading
lists. These materials are managed using the appropriate content types
(e.g., ECAssignmentBox for assignments) and appear as resources to
the course. Since an ECLecture object is a folder-like object, these
resources can be stored inside of it, but they can also be stored somewhere else, including other Web servers.
ECLecture extends the organization and delivery functions of Plone by
providing a structuring tool with e-learning-specific semantics.
ECLecture also handles registration for courses. Course enrollment is
another example of how the eduComponents assign domain-specific
semantics to basic Plone functionality: With regard to enrollment, a
course corresponds to a user group; thus, registration for a course is
realized by assigning Plone users to the group corresponding to the
course.
ECLecture is available from http://plone.org/products/eclecture
(accessed 2008-10-23).
3.2.2

ECQuiz

ECQuiz is the eduComponents product for multiple-choice tests. The
product supports single-answer, multiple-answer, scale, and tutorgraded free-text questions. Related questions can be grouped into
question groups, which are then treated as a unit. Questions and
answers can be displayed in fixed or randomized order. It is also pos67

sible to present different randomly selected subsets of questions and
answers to each student. Figure 3.4 shows a typical view of a test.
Figure 3.4: Screenshot of a
multiple-choice test in ECQuiz.

ECQuiz offers different modes of operation for self-assessment tests and
exams. Instructors can access detailed reports, providing an overview
of the performance of all test takers. The reports can also be exported
for further processing in a spreadsheet or statistics program.
More details are given in section 4.4.1. ECQuiz is available from
http://plone.org/products/ecquiz (accessed 2008-10-23).
3.2.3

ECAssignmentBox

ECAssignmentBox implements the creation, submission, grading, and
management of essay-like assignments. Essay-like means that the
students’ answers are more or less unrestricted, free-format text. If
the file upload facility is used, students can submit any file, including
non-text documents, such as audio, graphics, or specialized application
files. ECAssignmentBox allows instructors to define time windows
during which submissions are allowed. Figure 3.5 on the facing page
shows an assignment box as it presents itself to students.
The assessment process is semi-automated, i.e., the assessment is done
by the instructor, who is aided by the tool during the process of grading
students’ work and giving feedback. ECAssignmentBox provides the
instructor with management, statistics, and analysis functions for the
submissions in assignment boxes.
Furthermore, assignment boxes can be grouped together using a specialized folder type (ECFolder) to form “exercise sheets,” courses, or
similar units. ECFolder extends the statistics and analysis functions to
all submissions in all contained assignment boxes.
The assessment of student submissions can be described as a process
that starts with the submission of a student’s answer and ends with
the assignment of a grade by the instructor. ECAssignmentBox models
this process using Plone’s workflow facilities and defines a specialized
workflow for student submissions.
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Figure 3.5: Student’s view of an
assignment box. At the top of
the assignment box, students
are informed about the
submission period Ê. The main
part consists of the assignment
text Ëand the answer field Ì;
alternatively, a file can be
uploaded Í

➊
➋
➌

➍

More details can be found in section 4.4.2. ECAssignmentBox is available from http://plone.org/products/ecassignmentbox (accessed
2008-10-23).

3.2.4

ECAutoAssessmentBox

ECAutoAssessmentBox is a Plone product derived from ECAssignmentBox, i.e., it inherits the same basic functionality as described in
section 3.2.3 above. In addition, ECAutoAssessmentBox allows student
submissions to be checked and evaluated automatically. ECAutoAssessmentBox acts as a front end to a Web service, ECSpooler, which handles
the evaluation of submissions. This is especially interesting for programming assignments; however, with the appropriate backends, the
system can also be used to check submissions in other formal notations
or to analyze natural-language answers.
ECAutoAssessmentBox allows students to submit their solutions for
programming assignments via the Web at any time during the submission period. Submitted programs are automatically checked and
students get immediate feedback on whether their programs are syntactically correct and yield the expected results, as shown in figure 3.6 on
the next page.
A more detailed description of ECAutoAssessmentBox follows in section 4.4.3. The product can be obtained from http://plone.org/
products/ecautoassessmentbox (accessed 2008-10-23).
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Figure 3.6:
ECAutoAssessmentBox
automatically tests submissions
to programming exercises and
immediately offers feedback.
This screenshot shows the view
students may get after the
automatic testing of their
programming assignment. Ê is
the assignment; Ë is the
student’s submitted program, in
this case an incorrect solution;
Ì is the automatic feedback,
reporting an error, since the
submitted solution does not
yield the expected results.

1

2

3

3.2.5

ECReviewBox

ECReviewBox is essentially an add-on for ECAssignmentBox and ECAutoAssessmentBox, allowing instructors to create peer review assignments based on submissions to a previous assignment.
When using ECAssignmentBox or ECAutoAssessmentBox for online
submissions to assignments, all submissions are available as electronic documents, so that they can easily be processed and distributed.
ECReviewBox takes advantage of this and enables their use for peer
reviews.
Peer review here means that students are given anonymized copies of
other students’ submissions and are asked to review them according
to some set of criteria defined by the instructor (see figure 3.7 on the
facing page).
More details on ECReviewBox are given in section 4.4.4. The product is
available from http://plone.org/products/ecreviewbox (accessed
2008-10-23).

3.3 Related Work
In this section we will briefly review work related to the eduComponents. Related work can be classified into several areas: Research on
architectures for e-learning platforms, actual systems based on designs
similar or related to the one described in this dissertation, and other
uses of Plone in e-learning.
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Figure 3.7: ECReviewBox
allows instructors to create peer
review assignments. In this
example, the student is given
another student’s submission to
a previous assignment for
review.

3.3.1

Architecture

The eduComponents approach is marked by two essential characteristics: (1) The abstraction of functionality from the e-learning domain to
more general functionality as found in CMSs, and (2) the componentbased architecture, which allows to selectively combine e-learning
functionality into a customized e-learning platform.
We have found almost no research related to the first point. There is
a blog posting from 2004 by Morrison which asks some of the same
questions that also prompted the development of the eduComponents
approach:
I’ve been looking at content management systems, more specifically open-source ones, and again find myself increasingly impressed with what I see. One of the beneficial side effects of open
source development [. . . ] is that the technical architectures tend
to be modular which means that the core functionality [. . . ] can
be enhanced by additional functional modules. Add a vibrant
user and support community and you get an explosion of optional
additional functionality. Note the emphasis on optional. As a
result, a barebones content management system will do just that.
But want a weblog, instant messaging, discussion board, Wiki
et al then, sir/madam, select from this list and voila! you’ve got
something that begins to look awfully like a virtual learning environment. Which begins to propose a very interesting question,
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i.e. if that’s the case, instead of a proprietary VLE why not use an
[sic] such an extensible content management system over which
you have some control? [Emphasis in original]
[119]

In fact, Morrison then goes on and discusses Plone as an example of a
suitable content management system.
Bergstedt et al. [16] note similarities between CMSs and e-learning systems and find e-learning systems to be lacking functionality commonly
available in CMSs (see section 2.3). However, Bergstedt et al. come to
a different conclusion in that they propose to transfer features from
CMSs to e-learning platforms.
There is more research on architectures for e-learning platforms. The
IEEE Learning Technology Standards Committee has issued an IEEE
standard for Learning Technology Systems Architecture (LTSA) [68]. The
standard describes itself as specifying “a high-level architecture for
information technology-supported learning, education, and training
systems that describes the high-level system design and the components of these systems.” [68, p. 1] However, it does not describe a
system architecture but rather defines abstract “system components,”
such as the “learner entity,” and “processes,” such as “coach” or “evaluate,” in rather vague terms.
Avgeriou et al. [8] propose a “layered component-based architecture”
based on the LTSA and describe the implementation of a prototype.
While their proposal also uses a component-based architecture, it has
few similarities with the eduComponents approach, as it does not
abstract the functionality from the usage domain and reimplements
numerous components which are not e-learning-specific, among others
user management, a calendar, an e-mail client, chat client and server,
and FTP client.
Numerous researchers have noted that modular architectures (such as
component-based or service-oriented architectures) would, for obvious
reasons, be advantageous for e-learning platforms. Especially with the
increasing popularity of Web services and service-oriented architecture (SOA) [see, e.g., 131, 180] various proposals for service-oriented
e-learning platforms have been made.
Liu et al. [101] observes that there are standards for information models,
such as learning object metadata [69], learner profiles, and content
packaging [70], and the LTSA as a standard for a conceptual component
model, but that “there is a lack of an implementable architecture to
define how to combine the information model with the component
model” [101, p. 717]. The authors outline a “service architecture
for building standard-driven distributed and interoperable learning
systems,” but do not give any details on the implementation.
Gehrke et al. [58] outline a very similar approach based on Web services.
In their article titled Service-Oriented E-Learning Platforms: From Monolithic Systems to Flexible Services Dagger et al. argue that “the traditional
LMS is failing to keep pace with advances in Internet technologies and
social interactions online.” They describe three generations of e-learning platforms: First-generation monolithic systems, second-generation
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modular systems (these are the current systems), and next-generation
service-oriented systems. The authors make a bold prediction:
The LMS vendor of old will no longer sell monolithic, one-sizefits-all solutions, but rather interoperable platforms and a range
of e-learning services, letting consumers choose the right combination of services for their requirements.
[37, p. 30]

However, this vision is not backed by a prototype or by more specific
technical details that would show how it may be achieved.
Paulsson [133] suggests “a modular approach that includes both digital
learning content and VLEs.” Paulsson’s work is motivated by an analogy with learning objects (small, reusable chunks of learning content8 ):
[T]here is a need for Virtual Learning Environments (VLE) with
similar characteristics as Learning Objects: a VLE that is modularised and composed out of small chunks of functionality that
can be aggregated into a VLE that is adapted to a specific learning
context, working in symbiosis with the chosen Learning Objects.
[132, p. 1935]

Paulsson has implemented an experimental service-oriented framework called Virtual Workspace Environment or VWE. He mentions that
“one of the most important design decisions is whether to implement
a number of general services that learning services can implement,
or whether to specify a larger number of e-learning specific services”
[132, p. 1939]; Paulsson and Berglund advocates the first alternative
for VWE and compares this to the approaches of the Open Knowledge
Initiative (O.K.I.)9 and the British-Australian E-Learning Framework
(ELF)10 projects; the former has a similar approach, i.e., providing more
general services, whereas the latter focuses on pedagogical services
that are defined in detail.
There are various research efforts aiming at creating models to bridge
the differences between the architectures of existing e-learning platforms. Schewe et al. [152] describe a purely theoretical “conceptual
view of Web-based e-learning systems.” Liu et al. [101] suggest a
functional model of e-learning systems based on a service-oriented
architecture, emphasizing the “implementability” of the architecture,
but apparently there is no actual implementation of their model. In
a similar vein, Bizoňová and Ranc [20] propose a “metamodel” to
enable the exchange of material between platforms despite different
architectures.
3.3.2

Systems

Two production-quality e-learning platforms share some ideas with the
eduComponents: OLAT11 and Sakai12 .
8. See section 6.2 for a short discussion of the concept of learning objects.
9. http://www.okiproject.org/ (accessed 2008-10-24)
10. The ELF project ended in 2007 and is succeeded by the e-Framework project
http://www.e-framework.org/ (accessed 2008-10-24)
11. http://www.olat.org/ (accessed 2008-10-24)
12. http://sakaiproject.org/ (accessed 2008-10-24)
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OLAT, developed at the University of Zurich has already been discussed in some detail in section 2.5.1.
According to the project Web site, the Sakai project began in 2004 when
Stanford University, the University of Michigan, Indiana University,
MIT, and the University of California, Berkeley began building a common “courseware management system” rather than continuing their
homegrown systems or licensing software from a commercial vendor.
The Mellon Foundation provided initial funding for the project. At the
time of this writing, Sakai is—again according to the Web site—in use
at over 100 educational institutions, primarily in the United States, the
Netherlands, and Great Britain.13
OLAT uses a component-based architecture i.e., OLAT is actually an application consisting of several components on top of a general-purpose
framework. Sakai is said to be based on a service-oriented architecture
[e.g. 162], there are, however, few details available. Davies and Davis
[39] state that “[w]hilst Sakai is not currently using a service based
paradigm, its designers are aware of the value of service architecture
and recognize that Sakai may have service interfaces inserted in the
future.” Effectively, Sakai seems to be using a Java-based architecture
similar to OLAT.
Both systems, OLAT and Sakai, recognize that there is basic functionality which is not domain-specific, and that the functionality specific to
e-learning should be separated from it and built in a modular fashion
on top of the basic infrastructure. This view is similar to that underlying the eduComponents; however, both systems have developed
their own infrastructure and have reimplemented a large amount of
functionality not specific to e-learning, such as wikis, blogs, chats, and
other communication and collaboration functions.
3.3.3

Educational Uses of Plone

The eduComponents are based on the Plone content management
system. Plone is well-established as a CMS in educational institutions. There are also some projects which—similar to the eduComponents—use Plone for uses more specific to education.
Rhaptos14 is the software used for Connexions15 , an “environment
for collaboratively developing, freely sharing, and rapidly publishing
scholarly content on the Web,” i.e., a public repository of teaching and
learning materials, developed at Rice University and supported by the
William and Flora Hewlett Foundation.
eduCommons16 is a Plone-based system designed specifically to support OpenCourseWare projects. OpenCourseWare was initiated by
MIT to publish MIT course content, such as lecture notes, exams,
and videos on the Web.17 This initiative was joined by other univer13. The Sakai Web site gives numbers varying from 100 to 200 institutions; see also http://sakaiproject.org/portal/site/sakai-community/page/
d89dabbf-a033-412f-80c4-a38931056b26 (accessed 2008-10-24).
14. http://cnx.org/aboutus/technology/released (accessed 2008-10-24)
15. http://cnx.org/ (accessed 2008-10-24)
16. http://plone.org/products/educommons (accessed 2008-10-24)
17. http://ocw.mit.edu/ (accessed 2008-10-24)
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sities, organized in the OpenCourseWare Consortium18 . MIT uses its
own software for OCW, which is not available to other universities.
eduCommons provides the functionality necessary to build and manage an open access collection. Utah State University, for example, uses
eduCommons for their OpenCourseWare.19 Development of eduCommons is funded by the William and Flora Hewlett Foundation and the
U.S. National Science Foundation.
There have been some attempts to develop a Plone product for multiplechoice tests. Before starting the development of ECQuiz, we evaluated
the Zope products Exam20 , XQuizz21 , and Survey22 . Apart from missing functionality, while these products are based on Zope, they do not
take advantage of the functionality offered by Plone.
There are two Plone products, which implement multiple-choice tests:
eXam2go23 and LTOnlineTest24 .
With the possible exception of eXam2go, all products are still in early
stages of their development. Development of all products seems to
have halted.
A now-defunct Austrian company was for some time offering pre-packaged Plone installations geared towards educational institutions under
the name EduPlone [14, p. 217]. It seems that this company was also
involved in a project25 , now seemingly abandoned, which aimed to
develop products for Plone in educational settings.26
The Plone4Universities Web site27 aims to collect Plone products for
use in university environments.

3.3.4

Summary

While there is some theoretical research on architectural models—in
particular proposals for service-oriented architectures—for e-learning
platforms, there are not yet many implementations available. Most
publications naturally emphasize the benefits of modularity, however,
as Paulsson and Berglund [132] note, the focus is mainly on “exposing
functionality from legacy systems as services, and rarely on new modular [. . . ] architectures, where complex functionality can be constructed
by aggregating simple, loosely coupled, services.”
Some production-quality e-learning platforms, most notably OLAT
and Sakai are based on component-based or service-oriented archi18. http://www.ocwconsortium.org/ (accessed 2008-10-24)
19. http://ocw.usu.edu/ (accessed 2008-10-24)
20. http://zope.org/Members/J.A.R.Williams/exam (accessed 2008-10-24)
21. http://zope.org/Members/gillou/XQuizz (accessed 2008-10-24)
22. http://zope.org/Members/jwashin/Survey/ (accessed 2008-10-24)
23. http://www.janus-projekte.de/exam/ (accessed 2008-10-24)
24. http://lawtec.net/projects/ltonlinetest/ (accessed 2008-10-24)
25. http://sourceforge.net/projects/eduplone/ (accessed 2008-10-24)
26. We can only speculate about the reasons for the foundering of EduPlone and
other projects. A lack of developer resources is a frequent problem in open-source
projects and is a likely cause; the projects apparently also failed to communicate the
specific advantages of a solution based on Plone and may thus have been unable to
attract enough interest.
27. http://www.plone4universities.org (accessed 2008-10-24)
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tectures.28 In principle, components can be added to or removed
from these platforms; however, since they are explicitly targeted at
e-learning, so that there is only a small “market” for components—this
is in contrast to CMSs, which are used in a wide variety of applications. It also seems that most additional components are developed by
universities to interface to campus management or legacy systems.
Plone is being used in educational environments, primarily as a content
management system, not as an e-learning platform.
With regard to the main ideas realized in the eduComponents approach
we can summarize the related work outlined above as follows:
1. Both currently available e-learning platforms and architectures
proposed in research publications generally fail to abstract the
functionality used in e-learning from its domain context. It thus
seems to be generally accepted that an e-learning platform needs,
for example, its own communication facilities (e-mail, forums,
chat, etc.), even though their functionality does not differ from
other implementations.
2. While proposed architectures envision for operators of e-learning
platforms to be able to mix and match e-learning services from
different sources according to their requirements (see the quote
from Dagger et al. on page 73 above), this is not yet possible at
the moment.

28. We find it debatable whether Sakai’s architecture is actually service-oriented in a
strict sense.
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4

Assessment

In the preceding chapter we have briefly described the individual
eduComponents products. We notice that, with the exception of
ECLecture, all of them are concerned with assessment: ECQuiz, ECAssignmentBox, ECAutoAssessmentBox, and ECReviewBox implement
various types of assessment functionality. This illustrates again that
assessment functionality is the major feature which is required for
e-learning, but which is lacking from general-purpose CMSs.
In this chapter, we will first describe educational taxonomies, which
may serve as tools for classifying learning and assessment objectives.
We will then give an overview of computer-supported assessment—or
e-assessment—and its historical development. This forms the background for the subsequent detailed presentation of the assessmentrelated eduComponents products.

4.1 Bloom’s Taxonomy
Bloom [21] defines a taxonomy of educational objectives, commonly
known as Bloom’s Taxonomy. Bloom’s Taxonomy describes a number
of cognitive levels; learning and corresponding assessment tasks can be
classified according to these levels.
The six cognitive levels of Bloom’s Taxonomy are:1
Knowledge Objectives on this level are about remembering and recalling information previously given to students. In assessments
on this level, students are typically asked to recall, to define, to
recognize, or to identify facts, terms, or basic concepts.
Comprehension Objectives on this level require an understanding of
facts and ideas, i.e., it is not just about recalling facts. Students
are typically asked to demonstrate comprehension by comparing, translating, restating, illustrating, interpreting, or explaining
knowledge.
1.

The following summary is based on [21], [94, p. 67], and [67, pp. 18–21].
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Figure 4.1: The levels of
Bloom’s Taxonomy are
frequently depicted as forming a
pyramid, emphasizing the
assumption that each level must
be mastered to reach the “top.”
Design adapted from [40,
p. 128].

Evaluation
Synthesis
Analysis
Application
Comprehension
Knowledge

Application On this level, students are expected to solve problems in
new (or unfamiliar) situations by applying acquired knowledge,
facts, techniques, and rules in a different way.
Analysis Analysis refers to the ability to examine material and to
break it down into its constituent parts. This requires students
to identify parts, to analyze the relationship between parts, and
to understand the organizational principles involved. For example, students should be able to distinguish between facts and
inferences, to recognize unstated assumptions or non sequiturs,
or to analyze the organization of a piece of work, e.g., in art or
literature.
Synthesis Synthesis is the ability to combine parts into a new whole.
Learning objectives on this level focus on creativity. Examples
are: Writing a creative essay or a computer program, designing a
research plan, or proposing alternative solutions for a problem.
Evaluation Evaluation is the ability to judge the value of material for
some purpose or according to some set of criteria, and includes
the ability to state why a specific judgment was reached. Students
may be given a set of criteria, or the definition of criteria may be
part of the task. Criteria may be internal, such as organization
and consistency, or external, i.e., with reference to some set
of standards. Evaluation tasks require students to appraise, to
weigh, to judge, to decide, and to argue. Objectives on this level
thus include aspects from all other levels, and add the ability of
making judgements on the basis of clearly defined criteria.
Bloom and his collaborators considered the levels to form a hierarchy,
going from least difficult—Knowledge—to the most difficult—Evaluation. The taxonomy also includes the assumption that students must
master each level before they can proceed to the next one. This assumption is reflected in the typical visualization as a pyramid, such as
the one shown in figure 4.1.
Bloom’s Taxonomy has been widely adopted and is almost ubiquitous
in education. It is not without criticism, though. For example, as Johnstone [83] points out, with respect to assessment tasks, the hierarchy
does not necessarily reflect difficulty: There can be difficult knowledge
questions and easy evaluation tasks. The exact level may also depend
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Knowledge
Dimension

Cognitive Process Dimension
Remember

Understand

Apply

Analyze

Evaluate

Create

Factual
Conceptual
Procedural
Metacognitive

Table 4.1: Anderson and
Krathwohl’s Revised Bloom’s
Taxonomy.

on the individual student: Depending on the student’s knowledge, a
task may be Application, Comprehension, or even Knowledge. Similarly, Davis et al. [40] admit that the taxonomy is “useful for examining
the tasks we set for children,” but warn that the model has “limited
practical value when it comes to preparing lists of questions for actual
learners” [40, p. 129].
Also, as it was published in 1956, Bloom’s Taxonomy is now over 50
years old. On the basis of newer research there are proposals for new
or updated taxonomies of educational objectives. Section 4.2 will give
a brief overview of two newer approaches.

4.2 Newer Taxonomies
As we have noted above, Bloom’s Taxonomy reflects the state of the art
in educational psychology of 1956. As research has progressed over
the last 50 years, cognitive psychologists have proposed a variety of
new or updated taxonomies.
The best-known alternative proposals are probably the Revised Bloom’s
Taxonomy by Anderson and Krathwohl [3] (2000) and Marzano and
Kendall’s New Taxonomy [109, 110] (2000/2006).
4.2.1

Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy

Anderson—a former student of Bloom’s—and Krathwohl—a collaborator on the original taxonomy—started from Bloom’s original taxonomy
with the goal of updating it and of correcting some of the problems
with the original taxonomy.
Unlike the 1956 taxonomy, the revised taxonomy makes the epistemological distinction between knowing that, i.e., the knowledge of facts
and information, and knowing how, i.e., the ability to do something.
This distinction is reflected in the two “dimensions” of the taxonomy,
the Knowledge Dimension (“knowing that”) and the Cognitive Process
Dimension (“knowing how”). The Cognitive Process Dimension corresponds (with some changes) to the six levels of the original taxonomy,
while the Knowledge Dimension is divided into four categories. Taking
both dimensions together results in a two-dimensional grid, as shown
in table 4.1, in which learning objectives can be localized.
The categories of the Knowledge Dimension are as follows:

Factual knowledge is knowledge of isolated pieces of information,
such as names, dates, or terminology in some subject area.
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Conceptual knowledge is knowledge of general principles, theories,
models, or structures in a field. Thus, it is based on connections
between the pieces of factual knowledge.
Procedural knowledge is knowledge of techniques, methods, procedures, or algorithms, and the knowledge about when and how to
apply them to problems.
Metacognitive knowledge is knowledge about thought and learning
processes, i.e., “thinking about thinking.”
Compared two the 1956 version, there are also some changes in the Cognitive Process Dimension. The names of the levels were changed into
verbs; see table 4.2. The lowest level was renamed from Knowledge
to Remembering. The two top levels Evaluation and Synthesis were
effectively swapped, and are now labeled Evaluating and Creating.
The new terms are defined as follows [from 3, pp. 67–68]:
Remembering Retrieving, recognizing, and recalling relevant knowledge from long-term memory.
Understanding Constructing meaning from oral, written, and graphic
messages through interpreting, exemplifying, classifying, summarizing, inferring, comparing, and explaining.
Applying Carrying out or using a procedure through executing, or
implementing.
Analyzing Breaking material into constituent parts, determining how
the parts relate to one another and to an overall structure or
purpose through differentiating, organizing, and attributing.
Evaluating Making judgments based on criteria and standards through
checking and critiquing.
Creating Putting elements together to form a coherent or functional
whole; reorganizing elements into a new pattern or structure
through generating, planning, or producing.
On the basis of these definitions, the cells of table 4.1 on the previous
page can be filled with concrete tasks, as shown in table 4.3 on the
facing page. For example, a “conclude task” may require students to
draw conclusions (evaluate) based on their knowledge of how a system
works (procedural knowledge).
Table 4.2: Names of the levels
in the 1956 taxonomy and in
Anderson and Krathwohl’s
revised version.
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Original Bloom’s Taxonomy
(Bloom [21], 1956)

Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy
(Anderson and Krathwohl [3], 2000)

Evaluation
Synthesis
Analysis
Application
Comprehension
Knowledge

Creating
Evaluating
Analyzing
Applying
Understanding
Remembering

Knowledge
Dimension

Cognitive Process Dimension
Factual
Conceptual
Procedural
Metacognitive

Remember
List
Describe
Tabulate
Appropriate Use

Table 4.3: Anderson and
Krathwohl’s two-dimensional
taxonomy annotated with “action
verbs” suggesting typical
student activities.∗

4.2.2

Understand
Summarize
Interpret
Predict
Execute

Apply
Classify
Experiment
Calculate
Construct

Analyze
Order
Explain
Differentiate
Achieve

Evaluate
Rank
Assess
Conclude
Action

Create
Combine
Plan
Compose
Actualize

Marzano’s New Taxonomy

Another proposal for a new taxonomy of educational objectives was
made by Marzano [108]. Like Anderson and Krathwohl’s Revised
Bloom’s Taxonomy, his proposal aims to mitigate the shortcomings of
Bloom’s Taxonomy and to incorporate a wider range of factors that
affect how students think.
Marzano’s New Taxonomy is made up of three systems of thought and
the knowledge domain. The knowledge domain comprises information
(vocabulary terms, facts, time sequences, principles, and generalizations), mental procedures (procedural knowledge, such as knowing
how to read a histogram or how to write a research paper), and psychomotor procedures (physical procedures, e.g., knowing how to dance
or how to drive a car). The three systems of thought are (1) the self-system, (2) the metacognitive system, and (3) the cognitive system.
The self-system is thought to determine whether an individual will
engage in (or disengage from) some task and to control the degree of
involvement, or, in other words: It represents the motivation to learn
something. Once the decision is made to engage in a task, the other
systems of thought and the knowledge domain are activated. Four
types of self-system thinking are relevant to the New Taxonomy [see
111, p. 22]: (1) examining importance, (2) examining efficacy, (3) examining emotional response, and (4) examining overall motivation.
This basically means that the overall motivation to learn something
depends on the perceived importance of the knowledge or skill, the
perceived efficacy of acquiring it (i.e., whether one believes that one
will be able to acquire it), and the attitude towards the knowledge or
skill.
The metacognitive system is thought to be responsible for “monitoring,
evaluating, and regulating the functioning of all other types of thought”
[111, p. 21]. In the context of the New Taxonomy, it is assigned the
following four functions: (1) specifying goals, (2) process monitoring,
(3) monitoring clarity, and (4) monitoring accuracy, i.e., it is responsible
for setting learning goals and monitoring the learning process.
The cognitive system, finally, covers the activities of knowledge retrieval (recognizing, recalling, and, in the case of mental and psychomotor procedures, executing knowledge), comprehension (identifying critical or defining attributes of knowledge), analysis (generating
new information on the basis of knowledge), and utilization (applying
knowledge for decision making, problem solving, experimentation,
and investigation). [111, pp. 16–21]
∗

Based on the taxonomy table by Dianna Fisher, Oregon State University

http://oregonstate.edu/instruct/coursedev/models/id/taxonomy/ (accessed

2008-11-04)
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Levels of Processing
Cognitive System

Domains of
Knowledge

Retrieval

Comprehension

Analysis

Metacognitive
System

SelfSystem

Knowledge Util.

Information
Mental
Procedures
Psychomotor
Procedures

Table 4.4: Marzano’s New
Taxonomy.

Like the Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy, the New Taxonomy can be represented as a table (see table 4.4) where the three domains of knowledge
(information, mental procedures, and psychomotor procedures) constitute one dimension and the levels of mental processing (the three
systems of thought and, in the case of the cognitive system, the four
subcomponents of that system) the other.2
One of the main differences between Bloom’s Taxonomy and the New
Taxonomy can be seen in the role of knowledge. In Bloom’s Taxonomy knowledge is the lowest level of the educational objectives and
basically consists in “little more than the remembering of the idea or
phenomenon in a form very close to that in which it was originally
encountered.” [21, pp. 28–29]
Marzano and Kendall [111], however, note that Bloom included various
forms of knowledge and the ability to recall that knowledge, such as
specific facts, conventions, trends or sequences, classifications and
categories, or principles and generalizations. Marzano and Kendall
criticize the “mixing of types of knowledge with the various mental
operations that act on knowledge” as “one of the major weaknesses
of Bloom’s Taxonomy” on the grounds that it “confuses the object of
an action with the action itself” [111, pp. 2–3]. The New Taxonomy
therefore separates the various types of knowledge from the mental
processes (the systems of thought) that operate on them.
Thus, the cells of table 4.4 represent different uses of knowledge:
For example, knowledge may be recalled or, in the case of physical
procedures, executed (retrieval), or knowledge may be utilized as the
basis of decision making in the metacognitive system.
4.2.3

Summary

In this section we have described two newer alternatives to Bloom’s
Taxonomy, Anderson and Krathwohl’s Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy
and Marzano’s New Taxonomy. A central aspect of both proposals
is the different treatment of knowledge: Instead of treating it as the
lowest cognitive level it is considered to be a separate “dimension”
and cognitive processes (such as remembering, evaluating, etc.) are
thought to operate on knowledge.
2. We have designed this table to allow for easy comparison with the Revised
Bloom’s Taxonomy (table 4.1); in [111, p. 2] the New Taxonomy is visualized as a
cube, but since it actually has only two dimensions, we consider that visualization as
misleading.
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In contrast to Bloom’s Taxonomy, which is now over half a century
old, both the Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy and the New Taxonomy can
be considered to represent the current state of the art in educational
research.
However, despite its age and its shortcomings, Bloom’s original taxonomy can still be a useful tool if one is aware of its limitations. Its main
value is in providing an established reference framework for describing
and classifying the scope of learning objectives and assessments.
Since this dissertation is primarily concerned with the technical infrastructure for e-learning, we will use the terms from Bloom’s Taxonomy
in the following sections as it is more widely known outside of educational research than the newer proposals; however, we reinterpret
its levels as a simplification of the processes in the sense of Anderson
and Krathwohl’s cognitive processes or Marzano and Kendall’s levels
of processing of the cognitive system.

4.3 E-Assessment
Assessment has always played an important role in education. Most, if
not all, types of formal education use some sort of assessment, typically
including a final exam to earn a grade, a degree, a license, or some
other form of qualification.
Today, however, assessment is no longer restricted to grading at the end
of a course (summative assessment), but it has been recognized that
assessment is also useful for continuous monitoring of the learning
progress (formative assessment), without being necessarily used for
grading purposes.
Formative assessment, including self assessment, can play a vital role
in motivating students since it provides them with a way to judge their
own competency level and allows them to track their progress. It also
enables students to identify areas where more work is required, and to
thereby remain motivated to improve further. Of course, this requires
that students receive feedback as quickly as possible.
Formative assessment also provides timely feedback for instructors,
both with respect to the effectiveness of the course and the performance
of the students; it thus helps to identify points which might need
clarification.
For both groups, instructors and students, frequent testing is preferable. Case and Swanson [27] argue that infrequent testing makes each
exam a “major event,” with students investing much effort into preparation—they may even stop attending class to prepare for the exam.
They also note that, with infrequent tests, students may be unable
to determine whether they are studying the right material and with
sufficient depth. Case and Swanson therefore conclude:
Though it may be more time consuming for faculty, frequent
testing reduces the importance of each individual exam and
helps students to better gauge their progress.
[27, p. 116]
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In fact, assessment is always a time-consuming activity for instructors,
especially if large numbers of students are to be assessed or, as in this
case, if assessment is frequent. This has motivated the development
of technical devices to support assessment, starting with relatively
simple mechanical devices and evolving to today’s Computer-aided
assessment (CAA) or e-assessment.
Besides relieving instructors, e-assessment in particular offers new
possibilities and new opportunities. For example, frequent formative
tests are only practicable using e-assessment, and e-assessment also
makes new or unorthodox assessment methods feasible, such as peer
assessment3 .
However, automated assessment started with a more basic, now ubiquitous, assessment methodology, namely selected-response tests. While
there are many possible types of selected-response tests, the bestknown type is probably the classic multiple-choice test, which are
particularly well-suited for automated assessment.
The following sections will give a brief historical outline of the development of automated assessment.
4.3.1

Early Automatic Testing Systems

The beginnings of automated assessment can be traced back to the
1920s, specifically to the automatic scoring of paper-based multiplechoice tests.
In the mid-1920s, Sidney Pressey, an educational psychology professor at Ohio State University, developed “teaching machines.” These
mechanical devices (see figure 4.2 on the facing page) offered drill exercises, and multiple-choice questions. Unlike systems for scoring tests,
Pressey’s Automatic Teacher was interactive and provided students
with immediate feedback. [136]
In 1938, IBM announced the first commercial system4 using electrographic technology, better known under the IBM trademark mark sense.
Mark sense allowed candidates to mark their answers on regular paper,
albeit on a separate answer sheet and using a special pencil. The
pencil marks could be read by sensing the electrical conductivity of
the graphite pencil lead, and the tests could be scored automatically
without having to enter them manually into a tabulating machine or
computer. Later, optical mark recognition (OMR) was, and is still being
used to recognize the marks.
However, while these systems allow for automatic scoring, greatly
accelerating the process, they are not interactive and thus do not
provide immediate feedback for candidates.
In the 1960s, two types of systems appeared which can be considered the direct ancestors of modern e-assessment systems: Computerassisted instruction systems and electronic response systems. Both types
of systems were motivated by the ideas of programmed instruction and
programmed learning.
3. See section 4.4.4 for a discussion of peer assessment and the eduComponents
implementation of peer assessment in the ECReviewBox component.
4. The IBM 850 Test Scoring Machine, see http://ibm.com/ibm/history/
exhibits/specialprod1/specialprod1_9.html (accessed 2008-10-17).
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Figure 4.2: Exterior of Pressey
Testing Machine, patent dates
1928 and 1930. (Photo from
Wikipedia.)

4.3.2

Audience Response Systems

An electronic response system (also known as audience response systems or classroom response systems) allows students—in an auditorium
or classroom—to respond to multiple-choice questions posed by the
instructor by using an electronic sending unit. Modern sending units,
also known as clickers, are typically portable and wireless. The units
of the 1960s and 1970s were usually hard-wired keypads mounted at
student seats. Judson and Sawada [86] provide a review of the literature on electronic response systems from 1968 to 2002 and point out:
“Yet the aim was the same then as it is now—to obtain instant feedback
from students in large classes.”
Due to their use during face-to-face lessons, the motivation for classroom response systems is somewhat different from that of regular tests:
The primary goals are to focus student attention, to enhance student
involvement, and to provide immediate feedback for the instructor. In
fact, Judson and Sawada [86] report on a number of systems from the
1960s and 1970s that provided special buttons for students to provide
student-initiated feedback with respect to the lecture, e.g., “go faster” or
“go slower.” For example, Kumar and Rogers [96] emphasize this aspect
as a distinguishing feature of their Olin Experimental Classroom (even
though Judson and Sawada list a number of earlier references):
Perhaps the most distinctive operational feature of the Olin Classroom is that students can respond at any time, on their initiative.
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A student who does not understand or is confused by what has
just been presented or discussed can indicate his confusion as
soon as he realizes that he is missing something. The traditional
student response system permits the student to respond only
at the instructor’s initiative (that is, only when the instructor
interrupts his presentation to pose a multiple-choice question)
and then only to the particular question so posed (which may or
may not be related to the students’ confusion).
[96, p. 189]

The authors go on to describe experiments for finding out the meanings
to the keys of the “student response stations”; a preliminary list is given
and includes items such as “clarify the objective or purpose” or “got it!
proceed” [96, p. 190].
Of course, students also receive feedback on their answers to multiplechoice questions—either by the instructor or by indicators on the response console—, so that classroom response systems do provide some
of the functions of tests, such as identifying gaps in knowledge. Even
though the feedback for the individual student is perhaps somewhat
indirect—as it is likely to be subordinated to the lecture process—the
early electronic response systems nevertheless provided immediate
feedback to students.
4.3.3

Computer-Aided Instruction

Computer-aided instruction (CAI) systems can be considered the direct
ancestors of today’s e-assessment systems. The first CAI systems were
developed at the beginning of the 1960s. As mentioned above, the
motivation for using computers in education came from the theory of
programmed instruction and was directly based on Skinner’s teaching
machine, which was in turn inspired by Pressey’s teaching machines
(see section 4.3.1), or, as a contemporary paper summarized it:
In a provocative paper published in 1954, B. F. Skinner reintroduced the concept of teaching machines. S. L. Pressey first
introduced the idea in 1926, but because the Zeitgeist was not
ready or because his writings lacked the persuasiveness of Skinner’s, Pressey’s ideas did not result in any extensive use of the
new instructional method.
[165, p. 481]

In the 1960s, however, the zeitgeist apparently was ready, and behaviorist theories, notably programmed instruction, became the dominant
(theoretical) approach to teaching and learning. Programmed instruction heavily relies on self-teaching using a textbook or a teaching
machine, with learning material structured into small units and presented sequentially. Students are allowed to proceed at their own
pace; after each unit, students are asked questions they have to answer
before they can advance to the next unit. Students receive immediate
feedback to the correctness of their response.
This approach is obviously very well suited for computer implementation. The following quotation from a 1965 article illustrates this
background of computer-assisted instruction:
Now that programed instruction has emerged from the laboratories of experimental psychologists and become a bona fide
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teaching aid, thought is being given to the expansion and utilization of the media by which programs are presented. Probably the
most far-reaching and spectacular of these ideas is the use of digital computers as teaching machines. It has been repeatedly stated
that it is the program inside the teaching machine and not the
machine itself that actually does the teaching. Research seems to
indicate that students perform just as well using programed texts
as they do using conventional teaching machines (Goldstein and
Gotkin, 1962). Nevertheless, the versatility of computers opens
a virtually unlimited area of research on learning as well as the
potential of programing for individual differences.
[45, p. 41]

Mainframe-Based Systems During the 1960s a number of CAI systems were developed; Dick [45], p. 42 stated in 1965 that “[a]t least five
groups are now carrying out research on computer-based instruction.”
Among these systems, the PLATO system—already mentioned in section 2.2.2—stands out, as it evolved from the beginnings in PLATO I
in 1960 up to PLATO IV in 1972. PLATO introduced a large number of
innovations and PLATO IV can be considered a predecessor of modern
e-learning platforms. In this chapter, however, we are only interested
in the assessment features of the system.
The first version of PLATO, later referred to as PLATO I, was designed
by Donald Bitzer in 1960 [18]. The system was described as a “teaching
machine” and allowed a student (PLATO I only supported one student
at a time) to control the sequence of materials (text and graphics)
presented by the machine in the form of “slides.” A course could
also include slides on which one or more questions were posed to
the student which had to be answered before they could proceed, see
figure 4.3 on the next page.
Bitzer et al. describe the testing facilities of PLATO I as follows:
The machine will accept and display constructed answers, as
well as the more restrictive answers to multiple choice questions. The student is told as soon as he has submitted an answer
whether it is correct or incorrect. In the latter case, the machine
can indicate “NO” without in any way revealing the correct solution.
[18, p. 160]

As the capabilities of the system went beyond simple true/false questions it also allowed inexact matching:
Answers may be judged in a variety of ways. For questions
which have a unique, well-defined answer, it is sufficient for the
computer to compare the incoming student answer against the
prestored correct answer. For questions whose answers require
decimal expansions, tolerances can be specified within which
the answer must lie.
[18, p. 160]

The authors considered even more flexible “judging routines,” which,
however, would have required a more powerful computer.
Thus, PLATO I already included all basic components of a modern
e-assessment system: A variety of question types, immediate feedback
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Figure 4.3: “Screenshots”
showing the assessment
features of PLATO I (from [18]).

for students, and instant reports of results in machine-processable
form.
Even though the technology was available, giving candidates individual tests and immediate feedback was for a long time hampered by the
price and the availability of terminals. For example, Palay [130], p. 101
notes in 1976 that “‘[o]n-line’ or interactive use requires numerous terminals and ports, and a computer system that is dependably ‘up’,” and
goes on to calculate that giving 30 students an average of 20 minutes
during a class period of 50 minutes would require “twelve (12) wholely
[sic] dedicated terminals,” concluding that “[e]ven with terminal costs
declining, such an expenditure would be hard to justify.” [130, p. 101]
Figure 4.4 on the facing page shows a screenshot of a multiple-choice
test on the PLATO IV system. PLATO IV ran on Control Data main∗ Diagnostic Quiz on Math Skills for Chemistry (lesson 0mathskill) by Ruth Chabay,
University of Illinois, 1976. Screenshot taken by the author from the CYBIS system
(see [185]) operated by Cyber1.org (see cyber1.org (accessed 2008-12-10)) using the
Pterm terminal emulator.
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Figure 4.4: Screenshot of a
PLATO IV multiple-choice test.∗





frames, which cost about 5 million U.S. dollars in 19725 , according
to Little [100], p. 77. While institutions using PLATO IV did not have
to buy their own computers but used PLATO as a service, they still
had to pay fees for connection and usage, and they required expensive
terminals6 This shows that, while the technology was available, it was
hardly in widespread use.

Personal Computers The advent of microcomputers—later referred
to as personal computers—in the 1980s, and especially the availability
of cheap IBM PC clones in the mid-1980s, dramatically reduced the
cost of computing.7 This meant that more computers became available,
and that computer access was no longer confined to dedicated terminal
rooms. Thus, time and location restrictions for electronic testing
were, to some extent, relaxed, and it started to become feasible and
cost-effective to conduct tests for smaller groups without extensive
advance planning and in decentralized locations, such as classrooms.
5. Roughly equivalent to U.S.$25 million at the time of this writing (see MeasuringWorth.Com), or about €16 million.
6. The exact cost is hard to determine. The Wikipedia entry on PLATO http:
//en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PLATO (accessed 2008-11-06) quotes a cost of “about
U.S.$12,000”; contemporary sources, e.g., Thrush and Thrush [174] and Weiner and
Emerson [183], cite sources which quote costs between U.S.$6000 and U.S.$10,500,
while Small and Small [167] speak of U.S.$1000 per month.
7. A few important release dates for reference. Apple II: 1977; IBM PC: 1981; IBM
PC XT: 1983; Compaq Portable (the first fully compatible IBM PC clone): 1982; Apple
Macintosh: 1984.
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For example, Thrush and Thrush in 1984 were enthusiastic about the
new educational opportunities offered by microcomputers:
If computer-assisted instruction is not a new concept, and if
the use of large computers is only increasing slowly, then what
accounts for the excitement? Technology has made yet another
leap forward. With the advent of the microcomputer, almost the
entire technological capability of the large computer is contained
in a relatively small package at a price within reach of many
schools and individuals. [. . . ] For under U.S.$2,000 an effective
educational system can be purchased that has unlimited mass
storage, can draw and animate pictures, sing songs, monitor
student progress, automatically average grades, print reports to
parents, give and score tests, and even play ‘Pac Man.’
[174, p. 22]

With improved audio and video (or “multimedia”) capabilities and increased processing storage capacities, PCs could not only replace and
improve upon paper-based tests by offering immediate feedback and
interactivity, but they now could also be used for self-paced tests involving recorded (i.e., non-synthesized) audio8 or video prompts directly
stored on the computer, which had previously required interfacing to
analog videodisc players [see 103, p. 65].
Nevertheless, the availability of PCs represents more or less an evolutionary step for electronic testing. What revolutionized e-assessment
was the World Wide Web and its associated technologies and standards.
4.3.4

Web-Based Assessment

The World Wide Web, or Web for short, was neither the first nor the
most sophisticated hypertext system when it was announced in 1991.
However, unlike Apple’s HyperCard or EBT’s DynaText products, it was
non-proprietary and Internet-based.9 And in contrast to Ted Nelson’s
Xanadu, it actually existed, one may add.10 The possibility to deploy
and develop server and client software independently and to add
extensions without licensing restrictions was an important factor in
the eventual success of the Web.
The Gopher system, developed at the University of Minnesota, was
in many respects similar to the Web, released earlier than the Web
and already in wider use. However, when the University of Minnesota
announced in 1993 that it would charge licensing fees for the use of its
implementation of the Gopher server, while the CERN (as the copyright
holder) released the Web software into the public domain11 , interest
rapidly shifted away from Gopher and towards the Web.
Tim Berners-Lee, the creator of the Web, asserts:
8. PLATO IV supported synthesized audio; Pembrook [134] reports on an application
of the audio capabilities in music education.
9. see the comments of HyperCard developer Bill Atkinson in Kahney [87].
10. Theodor Holm Nelson coined the term hypertext in the 1960s and started Project
Xanadu to implement his ideas. Theoretically, Xanadu is—in several respects—more
sophisticated than Berners-Lee’s World Wide Web. However, despite several attempts,
nothing substantial has ever resulted from Project Xanadu.
11. http://tenyears-www.web.cern.ch/tenyears-www/ (accessed 2008-10-17)
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CERN’s decision to make the Web foundations and protocols available on a royalty free basis, and without additional impediments,
was crucial to the Web’s existence. Without this commitment,
the enormous individual and corporate investment in Web technology simply would never have happened, and we wouldn’t
have the Web today.
(http://tenyears-www.web.cern.ch/ (accessed 2008-10-17))

The relationship of computer-based training (CBT) and educational
authoring systems (mostly CD-ROM-based) to the Web was similar to
that of commercial hypertext software to the Web: In the early 1990s
numerous authoring systems for computer-based training (CBT) were
available, with features more advanced than what was possible with
HTML on the Web. However, like hypertext systems, CBT systems
were highly proprietary and typically confined to standalone PCs or
maybe local area networks. Locatis et al. [104] noted in 1992 that
“[s]tandards for exchanging files and porting lessons to platforms using
different computers and peripherals are being developed by vendors,
trade associations, and standards organizations” [104, p. 78]—showing
that interchangeability and portability were far from being a reality.
Albeit comparatively primitive, the Web offered a vendor- and platform-independent, non-proprietary, distributed hypertext system with
basic facilities for interaction (forms and CGI scripts), and all the required software was also free—all this made the Web an appealing
platform for educational applications, especially in academic environments. Instead of expensive proprietary authoring systems, typically
only available on Microsoft Windows, with the courses also only being
deployable on Windows PCs, authoring for the Web only required a
text editor, or, as Locatis and Al-Nuaim understood it (perhaps not
quite correctly) in 1999:
Given recent advances in markup languages and their use
for multimedia exchange on the Internet, any program capable of generating simple ASCII text can function as an
authoring tool.
[103, p. 63]
And not only could any system be used for authoring, the results were
viewable on any platform for which a Web browser was available.
NCSA Mosaic, the graphical browser that effectively triggered the
explosive growth of the Web, became available in 1993, initially for
UNIX (with sourcecode freely available for non-commercial use), with
versions for the Commodore Amiga, Apple Macintosh, and Microsoft
Windows following shortly afterwards.
It is interesting to note that the basic architecture of the Web is very
similar to that of the mainframe-based systems, especially when considering HTML forms and CGI: The Web server takes the role of the host
and the Web browser that of the terminal. With a block mode terminal
(such as the IBM 3270), the terminal is sent a description of the form
and the editable fields by the host. The terminal then renders and
displays the form and permits the user to enter data into the form fields.
Text entry is local to the terminal; only when the user has finished
filling out the form, the terminal sends the entire user-entered data
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Table 4.5: Evolution of
technologies for multiple-choice
tests.

Era

Technology

Effects

1920s

Pressey’s teaching
machines
Mark sense

Immediate scoring, but restricted

1930s
1950s
1960s

1980s

Optical mark recognition
Mainframes, e.g.,
PLATO; audience
response systems
Minicomputers, e.g.,
TICCIT
PCs

1990s

Web

2000s

Mobile devices

1970s

Accelerated scoring of paper-based
tests
Improved reliability
Immediate feedback, but fixed time and
place
Cost reduction
Cheaper computers, thus more computers are available to instructors and students: Less place and time restrictions
Breakthrough: Cheap computers and
the Internet allow for immediate feedback almost anywhere, anytime—even
more so as home Internet access becomes faster and cheaper
Anywhere, anytime

(the field contents) back to the host in one transmission (a “block”). A
Web browser displaying an HTML form works in exactly the same way.
It is hard to say when the Web was first used for quizzes, but it is not
unlikely that they were one of the first applications of HTML forms12
4.3.5

Summary

We have tried to give a brief overview of the development of automated
assessment in the preceding sections. The evolution of e-assessment is
heavily influenced by the available technology: While multiple-choice
tests have basically remained the same since the 1930s, technological
developments have steadily removed limitations on when and where
tests can be taken and feedback be provided to students. For example,
with the mainframe-based systems of the 1960s, students could receive
immediate feedback, but access to the systems was only available
to few, and only during short time slots in special terminal rooms.
Today’s mobile devices provide Internet access—and thus also access
to educational resources and tests—practically anywhere and at any
time. Table 4.5 is an attempt to summarize this evolution.
Another development is that functionality that had been available on
the pioneering systems of the 1960s, and which had been lost in the
transition to PCs, is now available again, even though in different
forms; Locatis and Al-Nuaim note:
Computer-based education and the authoring tools for creating it
have evolved from being networked—without multimedia, to being nonnetworked—with multimedia, to being networked again.
12. HTML forms were first standardized in 1995 with HTML 2.0 [17], however, Ragget
had already defined most of the functionality in his 1993 HTML+ draft, which was in
turn based on the implementation in NCSA Mosaic [see 140].
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While this has resulted in environments that function much
like mainframe networks in the past, with added multimedia
capability, the fundamental hardware and software are radically
different.
[103, p. 65]

4.4 Design and Implementation of the Assessment-Related eduComponents Products
As we have said above (see chapters 2 and 3), assessment is the central e-learning functionality missing from content management systems. Consequently, all eduComponents products (with the exception
of ECLecture) implement various forms of assessment, allowing instructors to cover different educational objectives through a variety of
assessment types.
We have already briefly presented the eduComponents products in
section 3.1.2. In this section we will take a closer look at the assessment-related eduComponents products.
4.4.1

ECQuiz

ECQuiz allows instructors to create multiple-choice tests, or quizzes.
Multiple-choice tests are especially useful as formative tests to quickly
assess the performance of all students of a class without the need for
extra grading work, or for self assessment.
There is a large number of systems providing Web-based quizzes. Most
of these systems fall into one of two categories:
a) E-learning platforms with integrated assessment facilities. Most
e-learning platforms (such as WebCT, Blackboard, Moodle, ILIAS,
or OLAT) include quiz facilities.
b) Standalone assessment systems: The other category are standalone assessment systems, which concentrate on the delivery and
evaluation of tests. Examples include Questionmark Perception13 ,
Hot Potatoes14 , Test Pilot15 , or TOIA16 .
The main advantage of quiz facilities built into an e-learning platform
is obviously the integration with the courses managed in the same
system.
Since the quiz facilities of e-learning platforms usually cannot be
used on their own, i.e., outside of an online course17 , standalone quiz
programs are interesting as a light-weight alternative for courses which
are primarily face-to-face.
However, there are also instructors who consider the quiz facilities of
e-learning platforms as too complex or otherwise unsuitable for their
purposes; for example, Pouyioutas et al. [139] motivate the development of their own quiz software, even though their institution had
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

http://questionmark.com/ (accessed 2008-10-17)
http://web.uvic.ca/hrd/halfbaked/ (accessed 2008-10-17)
http://clearlearning.com/ (accessed 2008-10-17)
http://www.toia.ac.uk/ (accessed 2008-10-17)

Online course here refers to a unit managed by an e-learning platform.
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acquired a WebCT license, with the need of faculty members for “simple-to-use software providing basic functionalities,” after experience
had shown that “[f]aculty members found WebCT quite complicated
and therefore hard to use.”
As the eduComponents in general, ECQuiz provides a solution that
can be considered in-between the two categories listed above: On a
“bare” Plone installation, ECQuiz can be used like a standalone quiz
program. However, by using the CMS functionality of Plone (e.g., to
manage and publish lecture notes or to provide discussion forums),
other eduComponents products, or third-party products, ECQuiz can
scale to a quiz facility integrated into a larger e-learning environment.
Instructurs can thus start with quizzes and gradually use more and
more e-learning functions but without being forced to adapt to the
formal structure required by typical learning management systems.
The fact that ECQuiz makes quizzes available in a content management
system has further advantages: Instructors who want to create tests
need not learn how to use another system—if they know how to use
the CMS to put together their Web pages, they can use the same system
to create tests as “just another” resource. Students can then find the
tests at the same place where the other Web resources are located, with
the same look and feel.
In the following subsections we will describe the functions offered by
ECQuiz in some more detail.
Creating Tests with ECQuiz
From the point of view of an instructor creating a quiz using ECQuiz,
a quiz is a special type of folder containing test items, which are
again folders holding a question and a number of answer choices.
Furthermore, related questions can be grouped into question groups,
which are then treated as a unit, both for editing and for delivery.
Thus, creating a test is technically the same as creating a collection
of documents structured into folders in Plone, which means that instructors familiar with Plone immediately understand ECQuiz: Tests
are just another content type, like texts, images, discussion boards,
etc. Also, ECQuiz benefits from Plone features like timed publication,
access control, metadata, full-text and metadata-based indexing and
retrieval; like for other content types, discussion can be enabled for
test items, which can be useful for collaborative test creation.
Instructors creating tests can set a number of options influencing the
delivery of a test; figure 4.5 on the facing page shows the user interface
for setting test options. These options are:
Randomize Question Order If this option is selected, the order of questions is random and different for each candidate.
Number of Random Questions If the number given here is greater
than zero, the indicated number of questions is drawn randomly
for each candidate from the questions contained in this test.18
Otherwise all questions will be shown to candidates.
18. Thus, the test should have more questions than the specified number, otherwise
all questions are displayed.
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Figure 4.5: ECQuiz interface for
editing metadata and setting
options related to the delivery
and scoring of the quiz.
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Instant Feedback This option is intended for self-assessment quizzes.
If it is selected, candidates get immediate feedback about their
test score and their answer choices. Otherwise the results are
only visible to the instructor.
Allow Repetition This option is also intended for self-assessment
quizzes and enables candidates to repeatedly take a test.
One Question per Page This is a display option. By default, ECQuiz
displays all questions on one page. When “One Question per
Page” is selected, the test is spread over multiple pages, with each
question (or question group) on a separate page. Figure 3.4 on
page 68 shows the display of a test with this option enabled.
Allow Navigation This option influences the behavior of the “one
question per page” mode; if it is deselected, candidates must
work on the questions in the order in which they are presented.
Otherwise, they can navigate among the pages of the test at will,
and, for example, first work on page 5, then on page 1, etc.
The further options Scoring Function and Grading Scale influence
the scoring of tests and the display of scores; these options will be
described under the heading “Scoring and Results Analysis” below.
ECQuiz offers instructors a choice of question types; at the time of this
writing the following types have been implemented:
Multiple-choice questions are the “classic” selected-response question type; both the single-answer and multiple-answer subtypes
are possible.
Scale questions can be used to realize Likert scales and similar response types.19 They can be displayed horizontally or vertically.
Each answer is assigned a certain percentage of the total score
for the question. For example, a 4-point Likert scale could have
the following four choices with associated score percentages:
§
§
§
§

Fully disagree, 0%
Somewhat disagree, 33%
Somewhat agree, 66%
Fully agree, 100%.

Extended text questions allow free-text answers.20 Unlike multiplechoice questions, this is not a selected-response type and answers cannot be scored automatically. In ECQuiz, extended text
questions must thus be tutor-graded, i.e., assessed and scored by
a human.
19. Likert scales have their origin in psychometrics, i.e., in personality tests; as such,
they are not assessment items. However, similar question types, such as best-answer
questions, where the alternatives differ in their degree of correctness, can be used for
assessment.
20. The answers to extended text questions will usually be relatively short; the name
comes from the fact that answers can consist of one or more sentences in contrast to
short answer and cloze questions, where answers only consist of single words.
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Figure 4.6: ECQuiz question
types. This screenshot shows
the appearance of the different
question types available in
ECQuiz; from top to bottom,
these are single-answer and
multiple-answer multiple-choice
questions, scale questions, and
extended text questions.

Figure 4.6 illustrates the appearance of the different question types.
Figure 4.7 on the next page shows the editing view of a multiple-choice
question with the options related to the question. In particular, the
order of answers to a question can be randomized and answers can be
randomly selected, similarly to the options for questions on the level
of tests. All types of questions can be marked as tutor-graded, thus
disabling automatic scoring of a question.
The smallest unit in ECQuiz are the answer choices. Figure 4.8 on the
next page shows the view of an instructor editing an answer. Here, the
text of the answer and its correctness are defined; answers can also be
annotated with comments to be shown to candidates in instant-feedback mode.
Besides the question types described above, ECQuiz also offers a special reference type which can be used to include items from one test
(or an item bank) into another test. Thus, for reusing items it is not
required to copy them, but they can be referenced and will thus always
reflect the current state of the master item.
As an alternative to creating tests through the Web interface of ECQuiz,
tests can also be authored in textual form using the Quick Edit facility
(see section 4.5.1). Individual questions and complete tests can also
be imported and exported as files in IMS QTI (Question and Test
Interoperability) format (see section 4.5.2).
Test Taking
The candidates’ view of a test depends on the options selected by
the instructor for this test, e.g., whether all questions are shown on a
single page or whether the test consists of multiple pages, or whether
navigation is allowed in multi-page quizzes.
As we have noted above, multiple-choice tests are especially useful
as formative tests. A specific type of formative assessment is self as97

Figure 4.7: Editing view of an
ECQuiz question.

Figure 4.8: Editing view of an
ECQuiz answer.
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sessment, i.e., students evaluating their own performance and learning
about their strenghts and weaknesses. For self-assessment tests, ECQuiz can provide students with instant results and question-specific
feedback, and students can be allowed to take a test multiple times.
Figure 4.9 shows an example of the feedback a candidate may receive
for a self-assessment test.
Figure 4.9: Example of the
ECQuiz instant feedback option
for self-assessment tests. Ê is
a correct answer, Ë is an
incorrect answer with additional
feedback provided by the test
author, and the arrow Ì
indicates the correct answer
that the candidate should have
selected.
1

2
3

Scoring and Results Analysis
The scoring of a test submitted by a candidate depends on several
factors. The maximum score of a test is obviously determined by the
maximum scores of the individual questions. The score a candidate
receives then depends on their performance on the individual items
and the method used to calculate the overall score.
Since a variety of scoring methods are conceivable, the first releases of
ECQuiz21 allowed instructors to define and upload their own scoring
functions written in Python. However, since this facility constitutes a
potential security risk, it was removed in release 1.0rc1 (February 16,
2006). We had further noticed that it was rarely used by instructors, if
at all. Instead, the two most common scoring methods were built into
ECQuiz, called All or Nothing and Guessing Correction.22
The scoring methods differ in the calculation of the score awarded for
partially correct multiple-answer items. In the All-or-Nothing method,
points are only awarded for a question if the candidate selected all
21. Then under the name of LlsMultipleChoice; the first publicly available version
was released on June 14, 2005.
22. If necessary, other methods can easily be added, but for security reasons this
cannot be done remotely.
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and only the correct choices; in this case, all points will be awarded,
otherwise, no points will be awarded.
When the Guessing Correction method is used, correct choices are
awarded n/k points and each incorrect choice results in n/d points
being subtracted, where n is the maximum number of points, k the
number of keys (correct choices), and d the number of distractors
(incorrect choices).
For example, if there’s a maximum score of 10 and 2 correct choices
and 3 incorrect choices, each correct answer is worth 10/2 = 5 points
and each incorrect answer subtracts 10/3 = 3.33 points. Thus, when a
candidate selects the two correct choices and a distractor, they would
be awarded 6.67 points for that question.
If desired, instructors can specify a grading scale for the test (see
figure 4.5 on page 95). A grading scale maps point scores to grades; the
minimum scores can be specified as percentages or absolute numbers.
In addition, informative text can be associated with each grade. Thus,
besides for assigning “official” grades, this feature can also be used for
adaptive feedback for different performance levels.
ECQuiz provides instructors with detailed results report, including the
candidates’ names, total score and item scores, grade (if assigned), and
time needed for the test, providing an overview of the performance of
all candidates. The report can also be exported for further processing
using spreadsheet or statistics software.
Educational Objectives
Test scores can only indicate the degree to which a student has attained
an educational objective with some accuracy if the form of assessment
is suitable for the objective. While multiple-choice questions—and
other forms of selected-response test items—have a number of practical
advantages, they are obviously only appropriate when the achievement
of the educational objective can be measured by having students select
their responses from a set of given alternatives.
Multiple-choice questions are frequently used to measure lower-level
objectives (in Bloom’s Taxonomy), such as those based on the knowledge of facts, terms, and basic concepts, methods, and principles.
However, multiple-choice questions can also be used for assessing
higher-level objectives requiring comprehension, application, and analysis.
Thus, with correctly constructed test items, ECQuiz can be used for
the assessment of the taxonomy levels Knowledge, Comprehension,
Application, and Analysis. An example for a multiple-choice question
assessing Application could be a question asking students to select the
correct area of a geometric figure from a list of plausible choices would
require them to apply a formula and calculate the area to be able to
answer the question correctly.
The assessment of Synthesis and Evaluation is, however, difficult using
selected-response items since these objectives on these levels require
creativity. For assessing objectives for which selected-response items
are unsuitable, the extended text question type of ECQuiz can be used;
as long as the answer can be expressed textually, this question type
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does not impose restrictions on the answer. Extended text questions
cannot be scored automatically. However, ECQuiz allows instructors
to combine extended text questions with selected-response items, so
that for each objective a suitable question type can be used and the
need for human scoring is limited to those items where extended text
questions are required to assess the educational objective.
4.4.2

ECAssignmentBox

While ECQuiz allows for constructed-response items in the form of
extended text questions, this functionality is primarily intended for
assessment combining selected-response items with one or two extended text questions for covering educational objectives on the level
of Synthesis or Evaluation.
ECAssignmentBox, on the other hand, is the eduComponents product
specifically designed for the assessment of higher-level educational
objectives. ECAssignmentBox implements the creation, submission,
grading, and management of essay-like assignments. Essay-like means
that the students’ answers are more or less unrestricted, free-format
text. If the file upload facility is used, students can submit any file,
including non-text documents, such as audio, graphics, or specialized
application files.
The assessment process is semi-automated, i.e., the assessment is done
by the instructor, who is aided by the tool during the process of grading students’ work and giving feedback. ECAssignmentBox supports
instructors with management, statistics, and analysis functions for the
submissions in assignment boxes.
For organizational purposes, assignment boxes can be grouped together
using ECFolder to form “exercise sheets,” courses, or similar units. ECFolder extends the statistics and analysis functions to all submissions
in all contained assignment boxes.
Creating Assignments with ECAssignmentBox
The basic idea is that instructors create assignment boxes, which are
a special type of folders, into which students submit their answers or
solutions. The submissions are stored as ECAssignment objects inside
the assignment box.
The assessment of student submissions can be described as a process
that starts with the submission of a student’s answer and ends with the
assignment of a grade by the instructor. This process can be modeled
as a workflow. ECAssignmentBox uses Plone’s workflow facilities to
define a specialized workflow for student submissions, i.e., from the
initial submission to the final grading, submissions are put through a
number of workflow states. The workflow is designed to accommodate
different ways of handling submissions. It will be discussed in detail
later, we will first describe the attributes of ECAssignmentBox objects.
When creating a new or modifying an existing assignment box, the
edit view, as shown in figure 4.11 on page 103, is presented to the
instructor. This form allows the user to set or modify all attributes of
the ECAssignmentBox object.
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Figure 4.10: Student’s view of
an assignment box. At the top
of the assignment box, students
are informed about the
submission period Ê. The main
part consists of the the
assignment text Ëand the
answer field Ì; alternatively, a
file can be uploaded Í

➊
➋
➌

➍

Besides the standard Plone attributes (e.g., a title), ECAssignmentBox
objects have a number of attributes, which, together, realize the specific
assignment box functionality.
Assignment First, there is a field for the assignment proper, i.e., a
description of a task the students are supposed to work on. The
assignment is typically mostly textual, see figure 4.10. However, the
assignment can not only consist of text, but it can contain anything
possible in a Web page, so it can include pictures or graphics, but
also audio or video clips. It is thus possible to create assignments
referencing additional materials, e.g., a photo of a painting or a statue,
an audio recording of a dialog, or a mathematical graph or a geometric
figure.
Hence, ECAssignmentBox can not only be used to realize any essay-like
assignment that can be realized on paper, but it can also be used to
create assignments making use of multimedia content. In a traditional
setting, this type of assignments could only be approximated in class
(e.g., by showing a video to the class), but would be difficult to give as
a homework assignment.
Answer template Next, the instructor can also specify a so-called
answer template. The text specified in the answer template will appear
as the default content of the answer field that is shown to students
accessing the assignment box (see figure 4.10).
The answer template can be used to provide students with text they
can or should use in their answer. For example, students can be guided
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Figure 4.11: ECAssignmentBox
editing view.
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in their answer by providing an initial sentence fragment to complete,
or a form-like structure to fill out (similar to cloze questions). In fact,
the answer template can be used to realize most of the semi-open items
(halboffene Aufgaben) described by Rütter [149], except that the “form”
is not read-only [see also 15].
Since the answer field only allows for text answers, this field is currently also text-only. ECAssignmentBox offers the possibility of uploading rich-text or multimedia answers; if it is desired to provide an
answer template that is not text-only, this could be realized by offering
an editable file for download, into which students would insert their
answers, and would then upload.
Submission period Instructors can specify a submission period for
the assignment box, i.e., the time frame during which students are
allowed to submit their answers. Before and after the submission
period students can view the assignment (if it is published) and their
submissions, but they cannot make new submissions.
Number of attempts The “Maximum number of attempts” attribute
allows an instructor to control how often students may replace their
submission during the submission period. For example, if set to “3,”
students may replace their initial submission two times. Superseding
submissions is controlled through the ECAssignmentBox workflow
(see below), in that previous submissions are preserved in the state
‘superseded’, but only the last submission can proceed through the
workflow, i.e., is considered for reviewing and grading.
This feature is especially interesting for automatically checked submissions in ECAutoAssessmentBox (see section 4.4.3). For manually
reviewed submissions, it can be used to reduce the number of superseded submissions, if desired for technical reasons. It may also be used
to force students to submit only the version they consider final; there
may be pedagogical reasons for doing this. On the other hand, the
possibility of submitting draft versions during the submission period
offers students a way to save intermediate states of their work if they
write their answers in the Web browser, since otherwise the complete
text would be lost if the browser crashes, or to pick up and continue
the work on the answer later on from a different computer. Some of
our students have indeed used this feature for this purpose, which we
did not anticipate. Given that very much research and learning can
be done online today, this seems to be very reasonable. For example,
a student managing her references in CiteULike, has access to her
personal library wherever she has Web access. Dictionaries and other
reference works are available online as well. ECAssignmentBox currently supports this “ubiquitous mode” of working only incidentally;
it would be interesting to further explore the possibilities.
Other options Depending on the expected type of answers, the instructor can enable word wrap in the answer text area, where students
are entering their answers. If the assignment requires the student to
produce, e.g., a narrative text, the instructor will leave word wrap en104

abled. On the other hand, if the answer will be in some formal notation
or some other line-specific format, word wrap should be disabled.
ECAssignmentBox also offers two notification options: Instructors can
choose to be notified when assignments are submitted. Instructors
can use this to get an overview of student activity and of submissions
before the end of the submission period. Instructors can also choose
to have students automatically notified when their submissions have
been graded.
The usefulness of the notification options depends on various properties of the course. If the course has a fixed time schedule, e.g., with
weekly face-to-face sessions, notifications are less important, since
both instructors and students will typically check the status at regular
intervals to prepare themselves for the next session. On the other
hand, in a pure online course, where participants may move ahead
at their own pace, and with possibly no fixed submission periods or
pre-scheduled appointments, it will be important to be notified of these
asynchronous events.
Reusable Assignments: ECAssignmentTask
After several semesters of using ECAssignmentBox for all courses of the
WDOK research group and after having created hundreds of assignment
boxes, we had collected much experience. On one hand, the concept
of closely associating the assignment, the assignment box, and the
submissions had proven to be right: Submissions only exist in relation
to some assignment, therefore it makes sense to associate them closely.
On the other hand, with larger numbers of assignments and especially
with large courses that are split into multiple groups of students, it
showed some drawbacks.
For example, we may consider a course taught in three groups at
different times (say, group 1 on Monday, group 2 on Wednesday, and
group 3 on Thursday). The assignments in the three groups will
be mostly identical, but the assignment boxes must, obviously, have
different submission periods for the three groups. Also, students
should only be allowed to submit their solutions in the group in which
they are registered, so that everybody has the same time to work on
their solutions. Thus, it is natural to set up three ECLecture objects for
the three groups. Each ECLecture object then contains ECFolder objects
and assignment boxes. Using the registration function of ECLecture
and Plone permissions, it is no problem to control access.
However, each assignment box has to be copied for each group, which
is tedious. What is more, when a change needs to be made to an assignment after copying (e.g., to correct an error or to change the wording),
the change has to be executed for each copy of the assignment box.
This process is both time-consuming and error-prone.
Another scenario is the reuse of assignments, which is only possible by
copying an assignment box. If the assignment box is not an empty (i.e.,
without submissions) “master copy” explicitly created for copying into
courses, it means that the assignment box including the submissions
must be copied, and then the submissions must be deleted in the copy.
Again, this is time-consuming and error-prone.
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Figure 4.12: Relationship of
ECAssignmentBox and
ECAssignmentTask: Any
number of assignment boxes
can reference one assignment
task.

ECAssignmentTask

ECAssignmentBox

ECAssignmentBox

ECAssignmentBox

With release 1.3 of ECAssignmentBox we therefore implemented an
alternative to including the assignment in the assignment box: The
assignment can instead be stored as a separate ECAssignmentTask
object, which is then referenced by assignment boxes (see figure 4.12).
When viewing the assignment box, the assignment defined in the ECAssignmentTask is “transcluded” into the assignment box and appears
just like an assignment defined in an ECAssignmentBox object.
Putting the assignment into an external entity has many advantages, the
most important being that it enables the creation of a central repository
of reusable assignments.
The experience with ECAssignmentTask has yielded important insights
about assignments, assignment boxes, and submissions. An assignment can be regarded as a class (in object-oriented terminology). In
a concrete course, this class is instantiated in an assignment box as a
concrete assignment, for which students have to submit their solutions.
The concrete assignment differs from the abstract assignment in that
it is embedded in the context of a course with certain goals, a certain
target audience, etc. and preceding and following assignments, all
contributing to the perception of the assignment.
It is obvious that the same assignment can be perceived as hard or
easy by different target audiences. Thus, the difficulty of an item can
be considered latent, manifesting itself only in the instantiation.23
Consequently, when making this distinction, it becomes clear that
some attributes of ECAssignmentBox described above really apply to
the abstract assignment, while others apply to the instantiation in
the assignment box. For example, the maximum number of attempts
or the submission period are clearly an attribute of the assignment
box, whereas the answer template can be considered part of the assignment.24
23. Of course, difficulty is a rather abstract term, referring to some average or intended
difficulty; the actual difficulty depends on each student’s knowledge and abilities.
24. Different answer templates are imaginable for one assignment text, however, as
they are likely due to different pedagogical objectives, these variations should then be
considered different assignments and treated as such.
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On the implementation side, it is worth noting that ECAssignmentTask
objects are folder-like, whereas one may expect them to be documentlike. We decided to make ECAssignmentTask folder-like to enable
instructors to store data related to the assignment but not intended for
students to see, such as notes, references, or model solutions, but also
student feedback with the assignment. Storing this type of information with the assignment keeps everything related to the assignment
together and helps with reusing the assignment, since other instructors
can quickly and easily find relevant background information. Currently
only basic folder functions are available. However, this model lends
itself to further extensions; for example, the performance of different
classes for this assignment could be recorded.
The Students’ View
Figure 4.10 on page 102 shows the students’ view of an assignment
box. Students can read the assignment text and enter their answer into
the text field or upload a file. If the submission period is restricted, it
will also be displayed when the submission period ends. ECAssignmentBox allows multiple attempts to answer assignments up to the
maximum number of attempts specified by the instructor; in any case,
submissions are only allowed until the submission period has ended,
or until the submission has entered the Pending state.
The ECAssignmentBox Workflow
As we have mentioned above, the assessment of student submissions
in ECAssignmentBox is semi-automated, i.e., the assessment is done
by instructors, who are supported by ECAssignmentBox during the
entire process of grading students’ work and giving feedback.
ECAssignmentBox therefore defines a specialized workflow for student
submissions (i.e., ECAssignment objects). The workflow is designed to
accommodate different ways of handling submissions. The following
workflow states are defined:
1. Possible states during the submission period; students are allowed to resubmit another version:
§ Submitted: An answer was submitted, but it may be superseded by a later submission. This is the initial state of an
assignment.
§ Superseded: An assignment is automatically moved to this
state if the student has submitted another assignment.
2. Possible states during the assessment process; students are no
longer allowed to submit another version:
§ Pending: The assignment is under review.
§ Accepted: The assignment has been reviewed and has been
accepted.
§ Graded: The solution has been reviewed, accepted and
graded.
§ Rejected: The assignment has been reviewed and has been
rejected.
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Figure 4.13: Diagram of the
workflow states for
ECAssignment objects.

submitted

pending

submit
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review
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review
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Figure 4.13 is a diagrammatic representation of the workflow states.
Managing and Grading Submissions
ECAssignmentBox offers instructors a variety of functions for managing students’ submissions. For instructors, assignment boxes provide
two additional tabs, assignments25 and analysis. The assignments
tab allows instructor to see a list of all submissions to this box (see
figure 4.14 on the facing page).
The analysis tab provides instructors with various statistical information for this assignment box, such as the number of submissions in
certain states, the number of submissions per day, or the number of
attempts students made (see figure 4.15 on the facing page).
Students only see the assignments tab, which they can use to view their
own submissions, including the current workflow state and assigned
grades. A speech balloon icon indicates that the instructor commented
on the submission; by selecting the submission, the student can view
the instructor’s feedback.
On the level of an “exercise sheet” or a course, ECFolder and ECLecture26 provide the information over all submissions (recursively) contained in the ECFolder or ECLecture object. In addition to the information given by ECAssignmentBox for an individual assignment box,
ECFolder and ECLecture provide a statistics tab; the associated statistics page (see figure 4.16 on page 110) summarizes workflow states
and grades for each student’s submissions and allows to monitor the
progress of a student based on planned27 and completed assignments.
Also, overall average and median grades are calculated.
Handling plagiarism
Plagiarism is increasingly considered a problem in education, especially due to the ease with which information can be found on the
Internet or exchanged among students, copied, and assimilated into
25. The tab should be labeled submissions, but this change has not yet been made to
avoid confusing existing users.
26. ECLecture objects provide the functions of ECFolder objects if the ECFolder
product is installed.
27. Instructors can specify the number of planned assignments for a course and the
state or states which indicate that a submission is completed.
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Figure 4.14: Example
assignment box evaluation view,
showing students’ submissions
to that assignment and their
workflow states and grades.

Figure 4.15: The analysis view
provides instructors with various
statistical information on the
submissions made to an
assignment box.
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Figure 4.16: The statistics view
of ECFolder presents high-level
statistics about the submissions
to all assignment boxes
contained in the folder.
Instructors can see information
on all submissions, students can
view information on their own
submission.

submissions. Numerous approaches to automatically detect plagiarism
can be found in the literature [e.g., 38, 126, 105, 81].
Plagiarism detection is not a topic of this dissertation. However, some
research and development was done in relation to the handling of
plagiarism in the eduComponents, since this is clearly an issue in
education.
To help instructors with the comparison of submission, whether they
were made by different students or whether they are revisions of
one student’s submission, we have implemented an experimental
diff function, which enables instructors to select and compare two
submissions in an assignment box. Figure 4.17 on the facing page
shows an example screenshot of the prototype implementation.
The comparison function will typically be used when there is some
indication that plagiarism may be involved. In a diploma thesis supervised by the author, Dervaric [42] developed a set of extensions to
ECAssignmentBox for finding potential instances of plagiarism. These
extensions, called PlagDetector, offer a variety of algorithms, tools, and
visualizations which can help detecting plagiarism in ECAssignmentBox submissions.
Figure 4.18 on the facing page is a screenshot illustrating one of the
available visualization options for similarities between a number of
submissions. The screenshot shows a categorical patterngram (CP) at
the top and a composite categorical patterngram (CCP) below. The CP
shows the degree of similarity between one submission and the rest of
the submissions for this assignment. The CCP shows which particular
submissions are similar. See [146] for more details on CPs and CCPs.
Educational Objectives
ECAssignmentBox is a tool for assessing educational objectives through
constructed-response questions and essay assignments. It is thus particularly suited for assessing objectives on the levels of Synthesis
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Figure 4.17: Screenshot of an
experimental function for
comparing two submissions to
an assignment box.

Figure 4.18: The PlagDetector
extensions offer a variety of
algorithms, tools, and
visualizations which can help
detecting plagiarism in
ECAssignmentBox submissions
(screenshot taken from [42]).
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and Evaluation, or generally tasks requiring creativity, which are difficult, or, in some cases, impossible, to assess with selected-response
questions. Since textual answers and essays cannot be assessed automatically, ECAssignmentBox cannot be used for self assessment,
though.
4.4.3

ECAutoAssessmentBox

In computer science, programming is an essential topic in the curriculum. Practice is essential for the acquisition of programming skills, so
students should be given frequent programming assignments. However,
assessing large number of programming assignments is a time-consuming and labor-intensive task; it is thus attractive to automate it as far as
possible. The first systems for automatically testing student programs
were developed and used as early as 1965 [see 55].
ECAutoAssessmentBox is a Plone product derived from ECAssignmentBox, i.e., it has the same basic functionality as described in section 4.4.2 above. In addition, ECAutoAssessmentBox provides support
for automatic evaluation of student submissions.
Automatic evaluation is not implemented in ECAutoAssessmentBox itself but realized in conjunction with a separate Web service, ECSpooler.
ECAutoAssessmentBox acts as a front end to ECSpooler: Whereas an
assignment box realized with ECAssignmentBox stores its submissions
for perusal and assessment by an instructor, an auto-assessment box
not only stores the submissions, but also forwards them to ECSpooler
for automatic testing.
ECSpooler is a Web service running independently from Plone and
manages a submission queue and several backends.28 Each backend
provides syntax checking and testing for a specific programming language. At the time of this writing, backends have been implemented for
the Common Lisp, Erlang, Haskell, Java, Prolog, Python, and Scheme
programming languages; for Haskell and Java there are alternative backends using QuickCheck [32] and JUnit29 for testing submissions. After
running its tests, the backend reports its results back to ECSpooler,
which, in turn, will provide them to ECAutoAssessmentBox, which
displays them to the student, as shown in figure 4.20 on page 115.
Thus, students receive immediate feedback on their submission.
While the system (ECAutoAssessmentBox, ECSpooler, and backends)
was primarily intended for programming assignments, with the appropriate backends, it can also be used to check submission in other formal
notations, such as regular expressions or mathematical formulas.
Backends can implement any testing strategy desired and need not return a “pass/fail” indication. The backends used at the WDOK research
group all use dynamic analysis, i.e., the submitted programs are actually executed. However, static analysis, such as provided by lint for the
C programming language [82] and by similar tools for other languages,
could also be utilized in the assessment of student programs.
28. For a detailed description of ECSpooler and its architecture we refer readers to
Amelung [2].
29. http://junit.sourceforge.net/
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Natural-language texts obviously cannot be tested for correctness like
computer programs; however, automatic analyses such as those provided by the classic UNIX Writer’s Workbench [29], i.e., possibly specialized spelling, grammar, and style checkers, could be used to give
feedback to students and help instructors with classifying and grading
natural-language submissions, especially when large numbers of essaylike submissions are to be assessed. In a master’s thesis supervised
by the author, Feustel [53] has implemented an experimental backend
providing style checking and keyword spotting.
Creating Assignments with ECAutoAssessmentBox
The creation of auto-assessment boxes is basically identical to the
creation of assignment boxes with ECAssignmentBox, as described
in section 4.4.2 above, except that some additional information is
required for automatic testing. In any case, instructors have to select
the backend to be used for testing; depending on the backend and the
type of tests it implements, other information may be required, such
as test data and a model solution (see figure 4.19 on the next page).
The Students’ View
The students’ view of an auto-assessment box is at first identical to
that of an assignment box (see figure 4.10 on page 102): Students are
presented an assignment and can enter their solution into a text field
or upload a file.
The difference is that after submitting a solution to a regular assignment
box, students only receive a confirmation message, whereas they get
automatic feedback after submitting to an auto-assessment box, see
figure 4.20 on page 115.
Discussion
Automatic testing is not the focus of this dissertation; for an extensive
discussion of automatic testing in the context of the eduComponents
readers are referred to Amelung [2]. However, since ECAutoAssessmentBox is a part of the e-learning environment offered by the eduComponents, we will briefly discuss the motivation for automatic testing
in computer science education.
Our motivation for implementing a component for automatic testing
was twofold. First, automatic testing reduces the workload of instructors, as it frees them from the tedious job of running the submitted
programs themselves. It also supports them in judging the acceptability of program submissions, since they can easily see which programs
run and produce the expected results. This allows instructors to assign students more programming exercises, helping them to gain more
programming practice.
Second, automatic testing provides students with immediate feedback
on their programs, which is important to keep them motivated.
Practice is essential for learning programming. In his study of the
motivation of students of programming, Jenkins [80] points out:
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Figure 4.19: This screenshots
shows the backend options for
an auto-assessment box using
the Haskell backend. This
backend runs the student
solution on a set of test data
and compares the results with
those of a model solution; this
information must thus be
specified by instructors.
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Figure 4.20:
ECAutoAssessmentBox
automatically tests submissions
to programming exercises and
immediately offers feedback.
This figure shows the view a
student gets after the automatic
testing of a programming
assignment. Ê is the
assignment; Ë is the student’s
submitted program, in this case
an incorrect solution; Ì is the
automatic feedback, reporting
an error, since the submitted
solution does not yield the
expected results.

1

2

3

Programming is a difficult skill to acquire. It is best learned by
practice and, if students are to learn effectively, some at least of
this practice will have to be self-directed. An instructor’s key role
is to persuade the students to do this and thus to motivate them.
They must be motivated so that they will engage appropriately.
[Emphasis in original]
[80, p. 56]

Our experience—and that of others—has shown that quite a number
of students tries to avoid writing and testing programs and content
themselves with non-working sketches, thus depriving themselves of
programming practice. In general, students do not work on exercises
voluntarily. For example, in her analysis of student grades and student
participation, Cantaluppi [26], p. 78 reports that in all analyzed courses
the participation and the grades of students were, on average, better in
the first half of the course, where exercises were obligatory or resulted
in a bonus, whereas they were voluntary in the second half. Obviously,
students can be said to take a “minimalist” approach.
Thus, to ensure that students actually do the exercises, they must be
mandatory. For example, utilizing automatic testing, Saikkonen et al.
[150] assign “small but mandatory weekly programming exercises in
order to keep the students active during the whole course instead of
trying to catch on the course just before the exams.” In this scenario,
automatic testing can also ensure that students remain motivated: The
instant feedback provided by automatic testing is also a motivational
factor.
It is known that feedback is crucial for learning: “Knowing what you
know and don’t know focuses learning. Students need appropriate
feedback on performance to benefit from courses.” [30]. Gibbs and
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Simpson [59] identify a number of conditions under which formative
assessment, supports students’ learning: Feedback plays an important
role. However, a decisive factor for feedback to be useful is timeliness:
If students receive it too late, they will already be working on a different
assignment and it will be very unlikely to have any effect. Thus,
as Gibbs and Simpson point out, “imperfect feedback from a fellow
student provided almost immediately may have much more impact
than more perfect feedback from a tutor four weeks later.”
We did not intend automatic testing to replace the testing of programs
by students with the appropriate compiler or interpreter. To the contrary, when the number of tries is limited, students must test their
programs thoroughly before submitting them, which also encourages
them to think about design and testing issues. As Douce et al. [47]
point out, automatic testing, together with a grading system that awards
no points for incomplete solutions, increases the importance of writing
completely working solutions in the eyes of the students.
While the feedback provided by our backends may be considered rudimentary (this is in part intentional, since they are not designed as a
tutoring system), the immediate feedback was mentioned surprisingly
often as very helpful by our students (see section 5.3). This positive
reaction to the automatic feedback may be caused by the fact that previously students received feedback for their programming assignments
only very rarely, namely when they were called up to present their
solution.30 Thus, even though the automatic feedback may not yet be
perfect, it represents a notable improvement for the students’ learning
experience.
Educational Objectives
Like ECAssignmentBox, ECAutoAssessmentBox is a tool for assessment
on the levels of Synthesis and Evaluation through constructed-response
questions. The combination of ECAutoAssessmentBox, ECSpooler, and
testing backends was specifically designed for automatically testing
submissions to programming assignments. Programming assignments
can be considered a special case: While programming requires creativity, the outcomes can at least be partially assessed automatically.
The currently implemented backends are not specifically designed for
self assessment, but ECAutoAssessmentBox can, with the appropriate
backends, also be used in self-assessment scenarios.
4.4.4

ECReviewBox

Like ECAutoAssessmentBox, which we discussed in the preceding
section, ECReviewBox is a specialized product based on ECAssignmentBox. ECReviewBox inherits the basic functionality of ECAssignmentBox and implements specialized functionality for peer review
assignments based on submissions to a previous assignment box realized with ECAssignmentBox. Peer review here means that students
are given anonymized copies of other students’ submissions and are
asked to review them according to some set of criteria defined by the
30. See section 5.2 for a description of the course structures before the introduction
of e-learning.
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instructor. Thus peer review assignments work in a way very similar
to the peer review of papers submitted to a scientific conference or
journal.
Peer Review Assignments
ECReviewBox can be considered an add-on for ECAssignmentBox,
allowing instructors to create peer review assignments for submissions
to a previous assignment box. The following example illustrates the
process:
1. The instructor creates an assignment using ECAssignmentBox
or ECAutoAssessmentBox, i.e., the assignment can also be an
automatically checked programming assignment.
2. The students submit their essays or programs to this assignment
box.
3. The instructor then creates a review box using ECReviewBox,
which references the original assignment box. Instructors do not
have to worry about the assignment of submissions: ECReviewBox randomly assigns a submission from the referenced assignment box to each student, ensuring that nobody gets to review
their own submission. Instructors can inspect the assignment of
submissions. ECReviewBox also enforces that only students who
have made a submission to the original assignment are allowed
to participate in the peer review.
4. When students view the review box—which looks and behaves
just like a regular assignment box, see figure 4.21 on the next
page—they will be presented with a submission to review and
with instructions for the review (the peer review assignment).
They can then submit their review just like they submit answers
to normal assignment boxes.
Since review boxes have all features of regular assignment boxes, the
same facilities for handling submissions as in ECAssignmentBox are
available.
Educational Objectives
Peer review can be regarded as a prototypical example of Evaluation in
Bloom’s Taxonomy: Students have to judge the value of material for
some purpose or according to some set of criteria and must be able to
state why a specific judgment was reached (see section 4.1). In other
words:
Peer assessment has the potential to encourage and enhance
critical thinking skills and to help students progress toward a
learning model where evidence, rather than the proclamations of
an Authority, is the basis for understanding.
[31]

Zeller [190] and Sitthiworachart and Joy [166], among others, report
noticeable benefits of peer reviews for the learning of programming in
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Figure 4.21: This screenshot
shows a student’s view of an
example peer review
assignment realized with
ECReviewBox. From top to
bottom it shows the review
assignment, the program to
review, the text of the original
assignment for which the
program was written, and the
answer field, pre-filled with an
answer template (example rating
categories taken from [166,
p. 124]) for students to fill out.

computer science education, which has also been the subject ECReviewBox has been used for at WDOK. Of course, peer reviews can also be
used for non-programming assignments and in other subjects.
Nevertheless, in her analysis of assessment methods, Reinmann comes
to the following conclusion with respect to the use of peer assessment
at German universities: “Weder Self- und Peer-Assessment noch formative Assessment-Formen spielen im Lehralltag deutscher Universitäten
eine nennenswerte Rolle”31 [142, p. 18]. Reinmann notes that formative assessment is most often rejected on the basis of time and resource
constraints.
To improve teaching and learning, Reinmann argues for more variety in
assessment and specifically for newer and better forms of assessment,
which include self and peer assessment; she puts forward the thesis
that “Web 2.0 technologies” could enable better assessment without
the need for additional resources. Two of the factors Reinmann cites
to support this claim are the observation that today’s student work
is frequently born-digital and thus easy to collect and process, and
that the integration of self and peer assessment into teaching could
allow for more and more frequent assessment without imposing an
additional burden on instructors.
31. “Neither self and peer assessment nor formative types of assessment play any
significant role in day-to-day teaching at German universities.”
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This is precisely the approach of the eduComponents; with respect
to peer review, ECReviewBox takes advantage of the fact that ECAssignmentBox and ECAutoAssessmentBox submissions are digital and
makes them available for peer review, seamlessly integrating peer review into the eduComponents environment and enabling instructors
to use this interesting teaching device more often.
We would also like to note that peer reviews are clearly a type of
assignment which would be very hard to implement without computer
support: Even though paper submissions could be copied, it would be
difficult and time-consuming to anonymize them (especially in the case
of hand-written submissions), to distribute them to the reviewing peers,
and to collect and evaluate the reviews. In the case of programming
assignments, there would be the additional issue that the programs
could not be executed—at least not without transcribing them, which
is not only time-consuming but also likely to introduce new errors.
Related Work
Peer review of electronic submissions is not a new idea; Chinn [31]
gives numerous references specifically for its uses in computer science. There are also a number of implementations of systems for
computer-supported peer reviews in computer science, e.g., Praktomat
[190] or BOSS [166, 85]. Some of these systems currently provide
more advanced features compared to ECReviewBox; BOSS also offers
both automatic testing of programming submissions and plagiarism
detection functions.
Educational peer review is also used in other disciplines. An example
from the humanities is the COLAC model by Schiltz and Langlotz [154],
which uses the scenario of a scientific symposium for teaching how
to write academic papers.32 Participants are split into groups and act
alternatingly as authors and reviewers. In the eHistLing project [153],
a blended learning approach is taken, where the process is supported
by online tools.
However, the focus of this dissertation is not on peer review, so we
will not go into further details here. In the context of this dissertation, ECReviewBox may rather be seen an example of how electronic
submissions can be reused for new purposes, how new components
can be derived from existing components, and how the componentbased architecture of the eduComponents allows for new assessment
functionality to be added to the e-learning environment.

4.5 Authoring and Interchange of Multiple-Choice Tests
Unlike typical essay assignments, multiple-choice tests are not simple
text documents but complex and highly structured entities constructed
from numerous parts, namely the indidual test items and their answer
choices. A quiz is effectively a program that defines a user interface for
32. The COLAC model was a finalist of the 2006 Medida-Prix (a German-AustrianSwiss competitive award for e-learning projects organized by the Gesellschaft für
Medien in der Wissenschaft).
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the candidate and, given input in the form of the candidate’s choices,
calculates a resultant test score according to some specification.
The authoring and interchange of multiple-choice tests is thus a complex issue which must be considered when developing a quiz system.
While this is not the focus of this dissertation, valuable insights were
gained during development of the ECQuiz product.
This section is an excursus in which we discuss some of the issues
related to authoring and interchange of tests encountered in the design and implementation of ECQuiz. We will first analyze file formats
for authoring—in particular ECQuiz’s Quick Edit facility and file format—and then examine the IMS QTI standard for the interchange of
questions and tests.

4.5.1

File Formats for Authoring

File formats are not only necessary for storing quizzes and for interchanging questions and tests between different delivery platforms,
but they also provide a way to interface a test delivery platform to
a test authoring system. We use the term delivery platform to refer
to a system (or part of a system) which is primarily used for making
tests available to candidates and to allow candidates to take the tests,
whereas authoring system refers to a system (or part of a system) primarily designed for creating tests. E-learning platforms with assessment
facilities typically provide support for both authoring and delivery of
tests; however, authoring support may be limited, so that specialized
tools may be preferred by test authors.
ECQuiz also allows both authoring and delivery of test. Nevertheless,
we noticed that while using the GUI to create tests in ECQuiz is easy
and quite intuitive, it is a relatively slow process because the user has
to insert each question and each answer separately. This means that
for creating a simple multiple-choice question with four choices the
user has to create a question object; then, inside the question object,
four answer objects have to be created, and for each object a form has
to be filled out.
We also perceived a need for a facility for creating tests offline: The
Web interface requires test authors to have a relatively fast Internet
connection. There are a number of scenarios where such a connection
is not available, for example on a train. It would therefore be useful
if tests could be created locally, without the need for an Internet
connection, and then, when a connection is available, they could be
uploaded to ECQuiz.

MC Frog
To fulfill both requirements—faster test authoring and offline authoring—we decided to create a stand-alone editor for tests, i.e., an editor
independent from ECQuiz and Plone. Our rationale was that a local
application could be used offline and that a native user interface would
be richer and more responsive than a Web interface. This idea was
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Figure 4.22: Screenshot of the
MC Frog test editor.

implemented in the MC Frog test editor by students33 during a software
laboratory course in 2005.34
MC Frog provides a graphical user interface for constructing tests (see
figure 4.22) and can import and export tests as QTI 2.0 files (packaged
as IMS content packages) for use with ECQuiz. According to the
developers, the largest hurdle they faced was QTI, even though MC
Frog was only required to be interoperable with ECQuiz.
While MC Frog worked according to the specification, we found that
creating tests was still quite tedious. We realized that if a test consists
primarily of textual material, the problem is that the GUI interferes
with the writing process: The user cannot concentrate on writing
the items but must switch to navigating the interface after each item,
which constitutes a cognitive load for users, distracting them from
their proper task. We therefore continued to search for an easier way
for creating tests.
Text-Based Formats
Since their invention by Ward Cunningham in 1994 [99], wikis have
quickly become a widespread way for creating content on the Internet.
One important aspect of wikis is that text is written in a non-WYSIWYG
fashion using simple markup languages35 ; for example, bulleted lists
are typically created by starting a line with an asterisk, and emphasized
text is marked up by surrounding it with asterisks, e.g.:
Introductory text with a *highlighted term*:
* This item

33. André Klonz, Rico Andrich, and Steve Schneider.
34. Software and documentation are available from http://www.andre-klonz.de/
mefir/content/2005/mc-frog/ (accessed 2008-10-17).
35. Some of them are perhaps better called “editing conventions.”
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* That item
* Another item
Subsequent text.

A wiki engine may then render this input as follows:
Introductory text with a highlighted term:
§ This item
§ That item
§ Another item
Subsequent text.

The idea behind wiki markup is that it is easy to learn—since it is
based on existing conventions or because the markup alludes to the
rendered form—and that it requires no special software for reading
and writing it, so that as many people as possible can contribute. And
in fact, wiki markup is now being used by large numbers of people,
e.g., in Wikipedia36 . This also shows that despite the massive move to
user interfaces based on the WIMP (windows, icons, mouse, pull-down
menus) and WYSIWYG (what you see is what you get) paradigms
since the 1980s, users apparently not only accept, but actually prefer,
text-based, non-WYSIWYG interfaces for some tasks.
There are a number of formats for describing tests in a wiki-like syntax37 . The most widespread wiki-like format is perhaps Moodle’s GIFT
(“General Import Format Technology”) format for describing quizzes.
For example, a multiple-choice question may be written as:38
Listing 4.1: A multiple-choice
item in GIFT format.

Listing 4.2: A more complex
item in GIFT format.

Who’s buried in Grant’s tomb?{~Grant ~Jefferson =no one}

This format is easy to learn and efficient for simple items. For more
complex items, however, the syntax is no longer intuitive but more or
less arbitrary:
::Jesus’ hometown::Jesus Christ was
~Jerusalem#This was an important
~%25%Bethlehem#He was born here,
~%50%Galilee#You need to be more
=Nazareth#Yes! That’s right!
}.

from {
city, but the wrong answer.
but not raised here.
specific.

Other wiki-like formats for describing tests include the “Aiken” format
(apparently also a Moodle design, listing 4.3), WebCT’s text format
(listing 4.4), and Respondus “Standard Format” (listing 4.5).39
36. http://wikipedia.org (accessed 2008-10-17)
37. Some formats probably predate wikis, nevertheless they are similar to wiki
syntaxes—and wiki syntax in turn is also based on earlier conventions from e-mail
and Usenet communication.
38. The following GIFT examples (listings 4.1 and 4.2) are taken from the Moodle
online help (http://docs.moodle.org/en/GIFT (accessed 2008-12-11)).
39. The examples in listings 4.3 and 4.4 are taken from the Moodle documentation (http://docs.moodle.org/en/Aiken (accessed 2008-12-11) and http://docs.
moodle.org/en/WebCT_format (accessed 2008-12-11), resp.).
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Listing 4.3: A quiz item in Aiken
format.

Listing 4.4: A quiz item in
WebCT text format.

Listing 4.5: Quiz item in
Respondus Standard Format
(example taken from [143]).

What is the correct answer to this question?
A. Is it this one?
B. Maybe this answer?
C. Possibly this one?
D. Must be this one!
ANSWER: D

# Start of question: Multiple Choice Question
:TYPE:MC:1:0:C
:TITLE:Multiple Choice Question
:FEEDBACK
Darwin invented the theory of evolution and created Darwinism.
:QUESTION:H
Where is the Darwin Research Center?
:IMAGE:
:LAYOUT:vertical
:ANSWER1:0:H
Menlo Park, California
:REASON1:H
Sorry!
:ANSWER2:0:H
Vancouver, Canada
:REASON2:H
Sorry!
:ANSWER3:100:H
Galapagos Islands, Ecuador
:REASON3:H
Correct Answer!
:ANSWER4:0:H
London, England
:REASON4:H
Sorry!
:ANSWER5:0:H
Sidney, Australia
:REASON5:H
Sorry!
:CAT:Default
# End of question: Multiple Choice Question

Title: Speed of Light
3) Who determined the speed of light?
a. Albert Einstein
@ No. Albert Michelson determined the exact speed of light.
*b. Albert Michelson
@ Yes. Albert Michelson won the Nobel Prize for Physics for
determining the exact speed of light.
c. Thomas Edison
@ No. Thomas Edison did not determine the exact speed of light.
d. Guglielmo Marconi
@ No Guglielmo Marconi did not discover the exact speed of
light, but he did win the Nobel Prize for Physics for his work
with radio waves.
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The different formats share many characteristics. For example, most
formats are more or less line-oriented and require rigid adherence to
the layout: Typically a new item must start on a new line, various parts
are identified by specifics characters at the beginning of a line, and
in some cases, e.g., the Aiken format, the question must be all on one
line.
Furthermore, some information is only given implicitly; in GIFT format,
for example, an item containing only true answers (marked with “=”)
is treated as a short answer question.
These properties and the fact that there are no formal definitions for
most of these formats (including GIFT) make them unsuitable for use as
interchange formats. We consider them also suboptimal for authoring
questions, as the syntax for more complex items is hard to remember,
and, as the format is hard to parse, it is difficult to give test authors
good feedback in case of errors.
Quick Edit
In ECQuiz 1.1 we therefore implemented an experimental language
for describing tests, which is not based on ad-hoc conventions but on
S-expressions [113, 147]. S-expressions, best known from Lisp, are
a proven notation for representing complex data in concise, humanreadable textual form—or, as Reid argued: “As 25 years of experience
with LISP has demonstrated, simple lexical quoting and parenthesis
balancing will serve to represent any list structure” [141, p. 116].40
As multiple-choice tests can be considered list structures consisting
of several test items, each of which consists of a question and a list of
answer choices, S-expressions can also be used to represent multiplechoice tests. S-expressions can be used to describe the same structures
as XML [see 91] but have less markup overhead, which makes them
easier to read and edit without specialized editors.
Listing 4.6 shows an example of a simple item in this format.
Listing 4.6: Item in Quick Edit
format.

(mcq "Obscure Groucho Marx reference" 1
"Who’s buried in Grant’s tomb?"
(:multsel f)
(f "Grant")
(f "Jefferson")
(t "no one"))

This example corresponds to the example in GIFT format shown in
listing 4.1 on page 122. The item is represented as a list starting with
the keyword mcq, indicating that it is a multiple-choice question. The
further list elements are the title of the item, the score (here 1), and the
question itself (“Who’s buried in Grant’s tomb?”). This is followed by a
sublist of options; in the example only one option, :multsel, is given;
the value f (false) indicates that multiple selection is not allowed, i.e.,
this is a single-answer item. The options list is followed by the answer
choices; each choice is a list starting with either the keyword t for
correct or the keyword f for incorrect answers, followed by the text of
the answer choice, e.g., “Grant.”
40. As Reid wrote this in 1989, this would now be rather 45 years.
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At first glance, the S-expression-based format—currently called Quick
Edit after the ECQuiz feature—may seem less “natural” than the corresponding GIFT example (listing 4.1 on page 122). However, the
Quick Edit format is syntactically much more consistent—since all
information is specified in the form of parenthesized lists—and does
not require the user to remember the meaning and use of :, ~, =, or #.
GIFT furthermore requires that all of these characters, as well as the
braces { and }, must be escaped by preceding them with a backslash if
they are to be used literally as part of question and answer texts.
Inside Quick Edit strings, only " must be escaped, analogous to most
programming languages. Unlike GIFT, where line breaks have to be
entered as \n, Quick Edit allows the use of blank lines in questions
and answers. Since the various parts of a Quick Edit definition are
explicitly delimited (by parentheses and quotes), users are free in the
textual layout of the file. As it does not rely on layout and whitespace
as GIFT and the other formats described above, Quick Edit is also less
prone to undetected errors, i.e., a missing parenthesis in Quick Edit
will result in a syntax error, while a missing newline in GIFT may, for
example, cause two questions to “run together” without causing an
error.
Some systems, e.g., Respondus, also support importing items from
CSV-format files41 . While this format is easy to parse, it is rather
inflexible and poorly suited to authoring due to its tabular structure.
Short Informal Description of the Quick Edit Format
Since the design of the Quick Edit format is not yet finished, we will
only give a short informal description of its main features here.
The Quick Edit format can describe all item types and item options, and
all test options, implemented by ECQuiz, as well as question groups.
Listing 4.7 on the next page shows the Quick Edit representation of
the quiz shown in figure 4.6 on page 97, illustrating the various item
types. Listing 4.7 is in the form as currently generated and exported by
ECQuiz and therefore contains some elements (e.g., item descriptions
or feedback texts) that are not strictly necessary and which may be
omitted when authoring quizzes manually.
A quiz is represented by an S-expression with the keyword quiz followed by the quiz title and an optional list of additional specifications,
followed by the test items or question groups.
The additional specifications are given in the form of Lisp-style keyword arguments, i.e., pairs of the form :keyword value. Options for
quizzes include a description of the quiz (:desc), directions (:dir),
and randomization (:rand). Depending on the keyword, the corresponding value may be binary (t or f), a number, or a string (enclosed
in quotation marks).
The structure of quiz items is similar, as they are also represented by
S-expressions. The first element is a keyword indicating the type of
41. CSV files are tabular files consisting of lines and columns separated by some
delimiter. CSV stands for “comma-separated values,” however, the delimiter is often
a tab character or semicolon instead. CSV files are typically used for spreadsheet or
database data. The format of CSV files is not formally standardized
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Listing 4.7: Quick Edit
representation of the quiz
shown in figure 4.6 on page 97.
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(quiz "ECQuiz Question Types"
(:desc "A brief illustration of the question types
available in ECQuiz."
:dir "Read the questions carefully."
:rand f)
(mcq "MC Question" 10 "Check the correct answer."
(:desc "" :rand t :randnum -1 :multsel f :tutor f)
(t "Key" "")
(f "Distractor" "")
(f "Another distractor" "")
)
(mcq "Question" 10 "Check all correct answers."
(:desc "" :rand t :randnum -1 :multsel t :tutor f)
(t "Correct." "")
(t "Also correct." "")
(f "Wrong." "")
(f "False." "")
(f "Incorrect." "")
)
(sq "Scale Question" 10 "Indicate your agreement on the
following scale."
(:desc "" :lay h :rand f :randnum -1)
(0% "Fully disagree" "")
(33% "Somewhat disagree" "")
(66% "Somewhat agree" "")
(100% "Fully agree" "")
)
(etq "ET Question" 10 "Write a short answer."
(:desc "" :templ "It can be said that..." :len 50)
)
)

test item: mcq for multiple-choice questions, sq for scale questions, or
etq for extended text questions (see section 4.4.1 for a description of
the item types). This is followed by the item title, the item score, and
the question text (or stem). A list of additional specifications in the format described above may follow; the available options vary somewhat
according to the item type and include :multsel for multiple-choice
questions (f for single-answer, t for multiple-answer questions), :rand
and :randnum to control randomization, and :tutor to indicate tutorgraded questions; scale questions can have an option :lay indicating
horizontal or vertical layout, whereas for extended text questions an
answer template (:templ) and the maximum length of answers (:len)
can be specified. See “Creating Tests with ECQuiz” on page 94 for a
detailed description of all options.
The answer choices are also specified in the form of S-expressions. The
first element is t or f for correct or incorrect multiple-choice answers
or a percentage for scale question choices. Extended text questions
obviously do not have answer choices. The second element is the text
of the answer choice, optionally followed by feedback text to be shown
when a candidate selects this choice.
Quick Edit Summary
Quick Edit enables test authors to quickly edit a complete quiz in a
well-defined42 , concise textual form: Selecting the “Quick Edit” tab of
a test displays it in S-expression format for editing. When the “update”
button is pressed, the textual form is validated and, if valid, the test is
updated to reflect the changes. Figure 4.23 on the next page shows a
screenshot of the Quick Edit interface.
Since the Quick Edit format is based on S-expressions, it is more
flexible than CSV, easier to process than the GIFT format, and less
verbose than XML formats.
ECQuiz also supports uploading and downloading of tests in Quick
Edit format (in addition to QTI). This allows authors to create or edit
tests offline in a text editor or to use scripts for batch processing. While
this is theoretically also possible using QTI, the complexity of QTI and
its many problems (see section 4.5.2) make it impractical.
The Quick Edit functionality, including the file format, were introduced
as an experimental feature in ECQuiz 1.1. Judging from posts to the
eduComponents mailing list, ECQuiz users appreciate this feature and
are making use of it.
4.5.2

Test Interoperability43

Multiple-choice tests have a number of practical advantages; in particular, scoring can be automated. Creating high-quality multiple-choice
tests, however, is challenging, especially if they are to assess higherorder cognitive levels. Or, as Astin [7] puts it:
42. Since the design is not yet finished, we have not given a formal definition here.
43. Portions of the work described in this section have been published previously in
[137] (in German).
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Figure 4.23: Screenshot of the
Quick Edit view of a test in
ECQuiz.
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While multiple-choice tests are indeed inexpensive to score, they
are extremely expensive to construct: item writing is a highly
refined and time-consuming art, especially if one expects to
develop good items that are relatively unambiguous.
[7, p. 148]

Ensuring the reusability, longevity, and platform independence of tests
can mitigate the high costs of creation and can help preserve investments and intellectual assets when hardware and software change.
Recognizing this, we wanted ECQuiz to be as interoperable with other
systems as possible. IMS Question & Test Interoperability Specification
(QTI) [71] is currently the only public, implementation-independent
specification for the description of multiple-choice tests and similar
test types. What is more, the IMS consortium can be considered a de
facto standards body in the e-learning domain.
QTI conformance was thus a key requirement in the design of ECQuiz
from the start.
This section gives a brief overview of QTI and of the implementation
of QTI in ECQuiz. Based on our experience with QTI we subsequently
present requirements for interchange formats and analyze the suitability of QTI for the purpose of question and test interchange.
A Brief Overview of QTI
The QTI specification describes a data model and a corresponding XML
representation for coding assessment items and tests. The declared goal
of the specification is to enable the “exchange of this item, assessment
and results data between authoring tools, item banks, learning systems
and assessment delivery systems” [71, p. 3]. Thus, QTI is intended to
be an interchange format.
QTI version 1.0 was published in 2000 and subsequently revised
several times. When systems claim “QTI support” (e.g., Respondus,
WebCT, or OLAT), this typically refers to a version of QTI 1.x. Smythe
and Roberts [168] offer a brief description of QTI 1.0 by members of
the QTI working group.
During practical use a number of conceptual problems with QTI 1.x
were detected; García-Robles et al. [57], for example, discuss problems
that constrain the design of assessment scenarios and limit reusability. The QTI working group therefore considered a completely new
design necessary to resolve these issues. QTI 2.0, published in 2005,
represents this new design. Despite the promises of far-reaching compatibility by IMS—“software that is compliant with the V1.0 DTD will
be able to import V2.0 Items providing it ignores the optional tags”
[168]—QTI 2.0 is based on a fundamentally different model and uses a
completely different XML structure and is incompatible with QTI 1.x.
Furthermore, QTI 2.0 does not cover all areas covered by QTI 1.x; for
example, QTI 2.0 can only be used to describe individual items but
not complete tests. All further references will be to QTI 2.0 as this is
the current official version of the specification.44
44. At the time of this writing, QTI 2.1 is still in “public draft” status.
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Listing 4.8: Simple example of
a QTI 2.0 file.

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<!DOCTYPE assessmentItem SYSTEM "imsqti_v2p0.dtd">
<assessmentItem identifier="EX1" title="Formel-1"
adaptive="false" timeDependent="false">
<responseDeclaration identifier="REX2" cardinality="multiple">
<correctResponse>
<value>choice1</value>
<value>choice2</value>
</correctResponse>
</responseDeclaration>
<itemBody>
<choiceInteraction responseIdentifier="REX2"
shuffle="true" maxChoices="0">
<prompt>Indicate the years in which Michael Schumacher was
Formula 1 racing champion.</prompt>
<simpleChoice identifier="choice1">1994</simpleChoice>
<simpleChoice identifier="choice2">2000</simpleChoice>
<simpleChoice identifier="choice3">2006</simpleChoice>
</choiceInteraction>
</itemBody>
</assessmentItem>

The QTI specification consists of several parts. The Information Model
describes an abstract data model, defining, for example, what a question
is and what attributes it has. The XML Binding defines a mapping of
the abstract model into a concrete XML representation, which is in
turn described by a W3C XML Schema and a DTD. Other parts of the
specification cover various details and give guidance for implementers
and users of QTI.
The basic element of QTI 2.0 is the item, i.e., a question and the
corresponding answer choices. For the markup of the item content a
subset of XHTML [188] extended with test-specific elements is used.
Listing 4.8 is an example of a basic item coded in QTI 2.0; it defines a
multiple-choice question with multiple selection. The <itemBody> element contains the question (in the <prompt> element) and the answer
choices. Since candidates “interact” with the presented choices, QTI
refers to this part as interaction. The example uses <choiceInteraction>,
with the choices contained in <simpleChoice> elements. The correct
choices are specified in the <correctResponse> at the top of the file.
QTI in ECQuiz
As mentioned above, we selected QTI as an interchange format for
ECQuiz since we considered interchange of tests important and QTI
seemed to be the best—and only—standard available.
However, we did not design ECQuiz in terms of QTI because
§ QTI 2.0 had not yet been finalized at the time we started
§ QTI is an interchange specification, not a design specification
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§ Due to the large number of optional items and ambiguities it is
not suitable as a design specification.
We therefore first implemented the functionality we needed using a
suitable model, and then started to specify a mapping to and from QTI.
Figure 4.24: Example test
structure in ECQuiz. Questions
can be grouped into question
groups. Question groups and
tests can be preceded by
prefatory material called
directions.

Test directions

Question (assessment item)

Question group directions

Question (assessment item)

Question (assessment item)

The smallest element in the ECQuiz test model is the question. Currently ECQuiz supports two basic types of questions: Multiple-choice
questions, where candidates have to select one or more answers from a
choice of answers, and extended text questions, where candidates are
supposed to write a textual answer. Related questions, e.g., referring to
a common passage or text or an image, can be grouped together in a
question group; common content is stored in the so-called directions
of the question group. Figure 4.24 schematically shows an exemplary
test structure; figure 4.25 on the next page shows how question groups
are displayed.
For ECQuiz we have implented QTI as far as necessary to enable a
round trip, i.e., we ensured that data exported by ECQuiz could be
imported by ECQuiz without loss of information. While designing the
mapping from the ECQuiz test model to QTI we encountered several
problems that required ECQuiz-specific extensions.
As mentioned above, unlike QTI 1.x, QTI 2.0 specifies only individual
assessment items and does not update those parts of the specification
that dealt with the aggregation of items into sections and assessments
or the reporting of results.45 Since ECQuiz handles both complete tests
and groups of items, it was clear that we needed a way to describe them
in a portable way. The QTI Integration Guide and the QTI Migration
45. QTI 2.1 (at the time of this writing in “public draft” status) will add these specifications.
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Figure 4.25: Example of a test
(in results view) with two
question groups (Ê and Ë) and
the corresponding directions (Ì
and Í).

Guide briefly mention some relevant issues but many questions with
regard to a concrete implementation remain open, for example:
As this version of the QTI specification does not define either
an information model or a binding for section, assessment and
objectbank objects no recommendations on how to interpret
collections of packaged version 2 items are made. However,
packaged items may be referred to individually in an associated
learning design or set of sequencing rules. [71, Integration Guide,
p. 4]

The Integration Guide also reveals that the integration of the various
IMS specifications is far from optimal:
IMS Learning Design and IMS QTI are natural partners in the
learning process. [. . . ] However, the type systems used in IMS
LD and IMS QTI differ: [. . . ] A final complicating factor is
the presence of multi-valued variables in QTI which have no
equivalent in IMS LD. [71, Integration Guide, pp. 7 and 9]

For implementing QTI support in ECQuiz we have chosen the following
approach, which involves three IMS specifications:
1. IMS Question & Test Interoperability Specification (QTI) [71]
Each question (with its associated answers) is mapped to an
<assessmentItem>, and thus to a separate file. The prefatory material of tests and question groups is treated <assessmentItem>
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without interaction.46 This approach allows a syntactically valid
representation of ECQuiz tests; it is not guaranteed, however,
that other systems are able to correctly interpret this use of the
<assessmentItem> element.
2. IMS Content Packaging Specification (CP) [70]
Content Packaging is used to assemble the individual assessment
items into a test. Packaging basically means that all files, along
with a manifest, are packed into a ZIP archive. The manifest
is an XML file named imsmanifest.xml in the root directory of
the archive listing the resources contained in the package. Also,
the manifest can contain a definition47 of the structure of the
packaged learning material in the <organization> element. This
provides a way to represent question groups.
3. IMS Simple Sequencing Specification [72]
The randomization of answers inside an assessment item is covered by QTI, but ECQuiz also supports the randomization of
questions (including the presentation of only a selection of all
available questions); this behavior can also be controlled inside
question groups.
The Simple sequencing specification defines elements which
can be used to describe the sequential structure of a learning
experience. These elements can be used inside the manifest’s
<organization> elements. In our context, we can use them to specify randomization of questions, number of attempts and availability dates.

Summary The implementation effort required for QTI support in
ECQuiz proved to be very high. Since we wanted to ensure that round
trips are possible, we had to implement, besides QTI, parts of IMS CP
and IMS Simple Sequencing. During the work it became obvious that
the specifications are not perfectly aligned. Furthermore, we had to
find work-arounds for idiosyncrasies and restrictions imposed by QTI.
Consequently, the QTI module accounts for almost 50% of the total
code of ECQuiz. To limit the implementation costs and due to a dearth
of other QTI 2.0 implementations, the QTI import facility of ECQuiz
is primarily designed for the import of ECQuiz-generated items and
content packages. Experiments with QTI files and content packages
from other sources were unsatisfactory, except for very simple items.
For example, QTI 2.0 items and content packages produced by Moodle
did not conform to the specifications, so that import into ECQuiz was
not possible.
Due to the numerous problems we encountered with QTI, we will
discuss them in some more detail in the following section.
46. Theoretically, XHTML could be used for these items, but fragments, e.g., just
a <p> element, would not be valid, while valid XHTML documents would require
further elements (e.g., <head>, <title>, <body>) which are meaningless in this context.
47. Actually, the manifest can contain more than one structure definition.
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Requirements for Interchange Formats
Before taking a closer look at QTI, we should step back and think about
the requirements for interchange formats. Whether or not two systems
can directly exchange data depends on the existence of a common
data format. In practice, however, this alone is not yet a guarantee for
trouble-free interchange. The reliability of the interchange depends
almost directly on the specification of the interchange format. If the
interchange format is insufficiently specified it is possible—and even
likely—that different developers interpret and implement the specification in different ways. This means that data interchange may be
impossible even though all variants may in principle conformant with
the specification. Furthermore, it can be assumed that the higher the
complexity of the specification, the higher the likelihood for errors in
the implementation.
If a system reads or writes the interchange format incorrectly, it is
consequently probable that the interchange will not work or will not
work correctly. The latter case is potentially more dangerous since the
interchange may seem to be successful but, in fact, data may have been
lost or corrupted. This type of errors can remain undetected for a long
time and may, in the case of tests, lead to candidates being assigned an
incorrect score.

Formal Definition These considerations suggest a number of requirements for interchange formats for tests and their specifications. First
of all, a standard—or a specification intended as such—should rely as
far as possible on existing and proven standards. Many, if not most,
specifications for data formats therefore currently are based on XML
[186]. This allows keeping the specification of the interchange format
concise and enables implementers to make use of available and proven
tools.
The use of XML in a specification is, however, only useful if it includes
a formal definition in a schema language such as Relax NG [77] or
W3C XML Schema [187]. A specification should make full use of
the facilities provided by the schema language so that conformance
can be verified as far as possible by an XML parser; natural-language
requirements and restrictions are hard to verify automatically and thus
error-prone and should thus be avoided as far as possible.
A schema describes the syntax of a data format. An implementation
that is supposed to read and write the format also requires a complete
specification of the semantics, i.e., the meaning of the individual elements, so that it can interprete and transfer tests in the form intended
by the original author.

Separation of Content and Form There are different scenarios for
the interchange of tests. In some cases, tests may be reused in their
entirety, whereas in other cases only individual items from a test or
a test collection (item bank) may be integrated into another test. It
is therefore essential to clearly separate the different aspects of tests,
especially content, appearance, and behavior.
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Size and Scope An interchange format that is able to describe all
of the functionality of all systems may seem desireable to enable the
interchange of complete tests with all their properties. Looking closer,
one can see that this requirement is illusionary: The facilities of test
systems are too diverse and too varied and no system supports all test
and scoring types.
An interchange format should therefore restrict itself to a relatively
small “core set” of test and item types. Further types can be added
later on once it has become clear which types are actually required
in practice. The specification of optional parts or alternatives should,
however, be avoided at all costs, as it has been shown to severely
impede the development of interoperable implementations.48

Longevity Finally, an interchange format should ensure longevity, i.e.,
items and tests described using the format should remain processable
for as long as possible. For correcting errors and extending the format
new revisions will become necessary from time to time, but it must be
avoided that new revisions interfere with the data interchange. This
means that different revisions should be compatible with each other
as far as possible. Gratuitous incompatibilities must be avoided at all
costs; sometimes, however, incompatible changes may be necessary.
To mitigate the potential negative impact of such changes, rigorous
revision management is essential, starting with the distinction between
major and minor revisions and corresponding numbering schemes.
Incompatible changes must then only be introduced in major revisions,
after having been anounced before. Inside a major revision, say, 1.x, all
minor revisions (e.g., 1.1, 1.2, etc.) are all compatible with each other.
Revision 2.0 may introduce incompatible changes, but not 2.1. This
ensures that implementors and users can easily and reliably decide
whether a specific file can be processed or not.
Problems With QTI
Feedback from users of QTI 1.x was taken into account during the
design of QTI 2.0. Nevertheless, we discovered numerous flaws while
implementing QTI support in ECQuiz (see section 4.5.2). Most of the
problems can be classified into one of three categories: (1) Design
problems, (2) formal weaknesses, and (3) technical problems related to
the XML mapping.
Note that QTI 2.0 does not codify existing practice but was written
“from scratch.” In contrast to the IETF standards process for RFCs
[22], for example, IMS does not require two independently developed
interoperable implementations, nor is there a reference implementation
for QTI 2.0.
48. The SGML and XML specifications may serve as a good example. The SGML
standard [78] contains numerous optional parts: Despite being published over twenty
years ago, there is no parser that implements all parts of the standard. XML is a
subset of SGML, which does not contain any optional parts: In a very short period of
time, a large number of conforming and interoperable implementations have become
available and XML has spread almost universally.
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Design Problems
QTI 2.0 is a very large specification with many optional parts. To
ensure interoperability between systems that do not implement all
parts of the standard, the specification provides for the definition of
profiles. Profiles provide for a way to describe the subset implemented
by a system. Two profiles, QTI-Lite and QTI-All, are predefined.
Both of the predefined profiles are of little practical use. QTI-Lite
defines a minimal subset that is too restricted for even the simplest
tests: For example, QTI-Lite-conformant items cannot contain enumerations or tables and may only use JPEG and GIF images, but not the
W3C-standard PNG format—restrictions which are hard to justify on
technical grounds. QTI-All, on the other hand, requires the implementation of the complete specification. At the time of this writing, we are
not aware of any complete implementation of QTI 2.0; considering the
size and scope of the specification and the problems discussed below,
we doubt that a QTI-All implementation will ever be produced.
The QTI specification tends to be quite liberal in many points; for
example, almost arbitrary structures are allowed inside an item. This
means that an empty item is fully conformant, as are items without
<itemBody> element (and thus without a question text) or items with
multiple interactions, e.g., an item that is a multiple-choice and a cloze
question at the same time.
The advantage of this approach is that many question types can be
modeled in QTI. The disadvantage is, however, that the import of
QTI items from unknown sources becomes very complex. Since the
specification does not define the meaning of, say, an empty item or an
item with multiple interactions, it is hard to guarantee that an item is
imported and interpreted as originally intended by its author. This, in
turn, means that the main purpose of an interchange format is not met.
In addition to the description of assessment items, QTI specifies a
programming language for response processing (RP), i.e, the processing
of candidate responses. Since the description of an item and the
scoring of candidate responses to an item are two completely different
issues, we would argue that the response processing should have better
be described in a separate standard. This would have reduced the size
and complexity of the QTI specification and may have allowed for a
better design of the RP language.
The above-mentioned separation of content, form, and behavior is
hardly to be found in the design of QTI. Many element definitions that
describe the content of an item, e.g., <feedbackBlock>, <feedbackInline>,
or <responseDeclaration>, contain dependencies to the item’s behavior,
which is defined by the response processing. Even if scoring is not
done in terms of QTI response processing (which is legal) specific
elements and attributes must always be present for conformance with
the specification.
Formal Weaknesses
The QTI specification is often imprecise or ambiguous; many questions
remain unanswered and the reader is required to guess. It thus does
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not fulfill our desideratum of preciseness, and we find it unlikely
for two QTI implementations to agree in their interpretation of the
specification to the extent that is necessary for interchange.
For example, the XML Binding defines the data type language simply
as a “trivial restriction of xsd:string” [71, XML Binding, p. 52]. There
is no mention of the value range of the data type.
The definition of the format of the type identifier, on the other hand,
is very verbose, but equally puzzling. Instead of a formal definition
in Backus Naur Form or as a regular expression, the QTI specification
gives the following long-winded definition in natural language:
An identifier is a string of characters that must start with a Letter
or an underscore (‘_’) and contain only Letters, underscores, hyphens (‘-’), period (‘.’, a.k.a. full-stop), Digits, CombiningChars
and Extenders. Identifiers containing the period character are reserved for future use. The character classes Letter, Digit, CombiningChar and Extender are defined in the Extensible Markup Language (XML) 1.0 (Second Edition) [XML]. Note particularly that
identifiers may not contain the colon (‘:’) character. Identifiers
should have no more than 32 characters. for [sic] compatibility
with version 1 They [sic] are always compared case-sensitively.
[71, Information Model, p. 52]

The typos make the reference to “compatibility with version 1” unclear.
In contrast to the definition cited above, the XML Schema defines the
type identifier as NMTOKEN, which means that the Schema allows
periods and colons in identifiers. This, in turn, means that the application has to implement the restrictions given in the specification
even though it would have been trivial to implement them in the XML
Schema. The specification also does not define whether identifiers
may be longer than 32 characters and up to which character they have
to be unique; in fact, the specification does not contain any statement
on the uniqueness of identifiers.
Yet another example can be found in the definition of the element
intended for free-text answers, <extendedTextInteraction>. This element
has the attributes expectedLines and expectedLength. Both are
meant to give candidates some indication of the expected length of
their answers [see 71, Information Model, p. 29]:
Attribute: expectedLines [0..1]: integer
The expectedLines attribute provides a hint to the candidate as
to the expected number of lines of input required. A Delivery
Engine should use the value of this attribute to set the size of the
response box, where applicable.

Attribute: expectedLength [0..1]: integer
The expectedLength attribute provides a hint to the candidate as
to the expected overall length of the desired response. A Delivery
Engine should use the value of this attribute to set the size of the
response box, where applicable.

It is impossible to determine the difference (if any) between these two
attributes from the nearly identical descriptions. No precedence is
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defined for the case that both are specified. Furthermore, the meaning
of the values is not defined: The specification of a number of lines
using expectedLines would only make sense if the length of the
lines were known; the value of expectedLength may, e.g., refer to
the number of words, the number of sentences, or even to the width
(in centimeters) of the input form. For an application importing an
item from an unknown source it is thus impossible to determine the
intended meaning of these attributes.
Technical Problems Related to the XML Mapping
As mentioned above, one part of the QTI specification is the XML
Binding, defining a mapping of the Information Model to a W3C XML
Schema. Regrettably, the facilities offered by XML and XML Schema
are only utilized to a small extent, so that QTI files can only be partially
validated by standard XML tools. Thus, another one of our desiderata
is not fulfilled. We will show examples to illustrate some of the issues.
In many cases, QTI uses an attribute containing the identifier of the
target element for cross references. Sometimes, however, other mechanisms are used. As can be seen in listing 4.8 on page 130, the correct choices for a multiple-choice question are indicated using the
<correctResponse> element, which contains one or more <value> elements. The content of each <value> element is the identifier of a correct
<simpleChoice> element.
The problem here is that, if the capabilities of XML had been fully used,
a much more robust and elegant solution would have been possible.
For cross referencing of elements XML specifically offers the attribute
types ID, IDREF, and IDREFS. When using attributes of these types, an
XML parser can ensure that all identifiers of type ID are unique and
that all elements referenced by IDREF or IDREFS actually exist. It is
likely that these are the semantics intended by the QTI specification;
however, the QTI XML Schema does not use any of these attribute
types at all.
The element <rubricBlock> is representative for many other shortcomings in the XML Binding. In the definition of this element the Information Model notes: “Although rubric blocks are defined as simpleBlocks
they must not contain interactions.” [71, Information Model, p. 23]
The XML Schema, however, does not enforce this restriction, even
though W3C XML Schema provides the necessary facilities to do so.
A Critical Review of QTI
On the basis of our experience with QTI 2.0 during the implementation
of a subset in ECQuiz and through the analysis of the QTI specification,
our conclusion is that QTI 2.0 is unsuitable for the exchange of tests.
While it does, in principle, allow the description of a large number of
item types and scoring methods, a complete implementation would
require a prohibitive effort, whereas partial implementations—such as
the one in ECQuiz—do not achieve the required level of interoperability.
At the time of this writing, QTI 2.1 is being prepared. This version
is supposed to add the facilities for describing complete tests, which
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are missing in QTI 2.0. Apart from this addition, the current drafts
contain no fundamental changes from QTI 2.0, so that our criticism
still applies. However, QTI 2.1 contain a number of smaller changes
which cause QTI 2.1 to be not completely backward-compatible with
QTI 2.0. This means that items conformant with QTI 2.0 will require
changes to be conformant with QTI 2.1.
We are not alone in our criticism of QTI. Gorissen has evaluated the
QTI support of a number of systems49 in 2003 and 2006 [61, 62]. His
results show that all systems support only very small subsets of QTI.
Moreover, in most cases information is lost during import. He also
notes that the situation has not improved in 2006.
Strobbe [170] has examined QTI specifically with regard to accessibility, i.e., support for users with disabilities. He reports that QTI 2.0
solves some of the accessiblity issues of QTI 1.2, but that the ambiguity with regard to the intent of interaction types was not sufficiently
addressed. Instead of a learning outcome, only the visual renderings
are considered; for example, the names of question types such as
<hotspotInteraction> or <drawingInteraction> suggest a specific rendering
rather than a learning outcome. This problem is compounded by
the general lack of well-defined semantics that also hampers effective
interchange.
Sclater [157], p. 70 agrees that the QTI specification is “unreadable
by the vast majority of candidates likely to be undertaking an online
assessment and of no concern to those setting the questions.”
The criticism of QTI brings up a number of questions. Gorissen [62]
states that there is an “obvious business need for better interoperability.” The question is then why we still have the current state of low
interoperability. Gorissen’s conclusion is that “the market does not yet
see the importance of that and their customers fail to explain that need
to them.” To remedy this situation, he calls for more explicit action
from funding bodies, such as requiring the use of tools that support
interoperability. Regarding the complexity of QTI, which hinders the
development of QTI support, Gorissen suggests the development of
an open-source reference implementation by the “educational community,” so that the effort for implementing QTI support is reduced.
Sclater [157] concurs that “IMS QTI is unarguably a complex and
difficult specification for vendors to implement,” but he argues that this
is not the primary reason for the slow adoption of QTI. Like Gorissen,
he finds that the market does not demand interoperability, however for
different reasons: Universities own the assessment process and thus
have no need to exchange assessment data with other institutions, so
that interoperability is effectively irrelevant. Furthermore, commercial
vendors are largely uninterested in interoperability, since they see no
clear business case for it, and even if interoperability is a (nominal)
selection criteria, institutions tend to simply believe vendors’ claims,
so that there is little pressure on vendors to invest in interoperability.

49. The systems reviewed in 2006 were: Respondus, Questionmark Perception,
N@tschool!, Blackboard, Learn eXact (QTI 1.2), and TOIA (QTI 2.1)
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Furthermore, Sclater sees the market as basically split up between
“BlackCT”50 and Moodle, and since the systems take radically different
approaches, he considers it unlikely that an institution which has
opted for one system will ever move to the other system, though he
acknowledges that a growing number of universities are moving from
commercial e-learning platforms to Moodle.
His conclusion is that there is currently effectively no need for interchange formats and only a market for e-assessment content would drive
QTI adoption.
Sclater’s comments and conclusions should perhaps be seen on the
background of an earlier publication, Sclater et al. [158], a 2002 report
of an interoperability evaluation for QTI 1.1 and 1.2.51 The results
of this evaluation were—like those reported by Gorissen [61]—disappointing: Both LMSs effectively failed to either import or export
QTI-encoded tests; the other systems had various problems, including
showing the wrong feedback text, even though the two test items used
in the evaluation were extremely simple. In the light of these results
Sclater et al. thus wondered:
If, despite the programmers’ expertise and the relative simplicity
of the questions chosen, they are still failing to be rendered
correctly does this bode well for interoperability?
[158, p. 324]

Practically the same comments were made in 2002 regarding the complexity of QTI 1.x as are now being made with regard to QTI 2.x:
There is no doubt that the QTI specification is highly complex,
with some remaining apparent inconsistencies and ambiguity
making it difficult to implement.
[158, p. 324]

Finally, Sclater et al. also discussed the unattractiveness of interoperability for commercial vendors:
While it is helpful to be able to claim that your product is interoperable it is not necessarily to your advantage as a vendor for
it to be so. As well as adding to your system development costs
your clients may ultimately decide to move to another system
and use your interoperability feature to take their content with
them.
[158, p. 325]

With the emergence of strong open-source competition (especially
from Moodle), the market situation has changed compared to 2002
(see the discussion of universities migrating away from commercial
platforms on the facing page), but the implementation situation of QTI
is effectively unchanged. Sclater’s views may thus be interpreted as
resignation in the face of the slow progress being made:
50. That is, Blackboard and WebCT, which are now both owned by Blackboard Inc.;
WebCT is now marketed under the name of Blackboard Learning System – Vista
Enterprise License.
51. Systems evaluated were Questionmark Perception, WebCT, Blackboard, Canvas
Arena, and CETIS Rendering Tool.
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If there’s nothing to interoperate with and if the content is effectively “future-proofed” by being exportable into XML this
begs the question: does it matter at all whether Moodle properly
adopts the IMS QTI specification?
[157, p. 73]

We agree with Gorissen’s analysis, but we do not think that the effort
necessary for a reference implementation would be justifiable, since
the problems are rooted in the design of QTI. Consequently, we think
that a fundamentally different approach would be necessary to create an interchange format that meets the requirements outlined in
section 4.5.2.
We also agree with Sclater’s analysis in that institutions may not see
see a pressing need for interoperability, whether because they do not
see a need to exchange tests with others, or whether they do not see
themselves moving to a different platform. However, we think that
these believes are based on wishful thinking rather than on reality. The
fact that, as Sclater mentions, more and more institutions are moving
from commercial e-learning platforms to open-source platforms shows
that even university-level strategic decisions may be revised, making
interoperability suddenly critical. Here are some current examples of
universities migrating their e-learning platforms from Blackboard or
WebCT to Moodle [see also 175]:52
§ Louisiana State University started migration from Blackboard to
Moodle in 2008. The University decided the switch to Moodle
was necessary because of financial reasons. [121, 171]
§ Idaho State University (ISU) also decided to adopt Moodle to
replace WebCT. The background given for this decision shows
that a migration to another platform may not be solely a decision
of the university:
In the fall semester of 2005, ISU was informed by WebCT
that our current platform – WebCT CE 4.0 – would no longer
be supported after July of 2007. The new version (WebCT
CE 6.0) was identified as requiring a significant shift in
personnel and equipment support and resources. Soon after the version 4.0 “end of life” and support deadline was
announced, Blackboard Corporation, which makes a competing LMS product, announced its acquisition of WebCT.
This merger was finalized in April of 2006 and created additional concerns for product directions, pricing, and support
requirements.
[74, p. 10]

§ In the beginning of 2007, Brandeis University started a project
aiming to replace WebCT—which had been in use at the university since 1997—with Moodle. After a three-year transition to
WebCT Vista from the earlier “Campus Edition” version, WebCT
proved to be unstable, a problem that was aggravated by a lack
of support after the purchase of WebCT by Blackboard Inc. [65]
52. There are, of course, other commercial and open-source platforms besides the
ones mentioned here; the exmples were chosen to illustrate Sclater’s claims.
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§ In February 2008, the University of Kent started a project to
migrate the university’s of e-learning platform from WebCT to
Moodle, since it was concluded that “future progress will require
a move to a more modern and flexible platform.”53
§ In March 2008, the University of Puget Sound decided to adopt
Moodle to replace Blackboard, which had been in use since 2003.
The university’s report [102] cites “gradual and growing faculty
dissatisfaction with Blackboard, its outdated and poor feature set,
its general ‘buginess,’ [sic] poor security and lack of integration
with official course enrollment data, and low level of support
from the vendor” as reasons for the decision to move to the new
system.
The above examples show that migration to a new system is often not
a deliberate decision, but forced by a variety of circumstances which
are hard to foresee. Nevertheless, when running a mission-critical
system—such as an e-learning platform of a university—one should
have contingency plans; being able to move content from one system
to another should be an important part of such a plan.
There is, however, an issue Sclater fails to mention: Interoperability
is an important concern for instructors. When instructors move from
one institution to another, they need to be able to continue using their
educational material, including their tests.
Thus, for the university as operator of an e-learning platform, interoperability may be seen just as an insurance against vendor lock-in.
Instructors, on the other hand, have a daily need for interoperability.
We therefore think that there is a very real need for interoperability of
questions and tests.
The current, unsatisfactory state shows, in our opinion, that those who
need interoperability are unable to make themselves heard, not that
there is no need for it. One factor may also be that the majority of
instructors are “just users” and lack the technical knowledge to express
their needs.
To summarize: QTI 2.0 can be considered a typical case of both “design
by committee” and of “second-system effect” [23]: It was clearly not
developed on the basis of actual usage or clear requirements, but it is
rather a hodgepodge of every imaginable feature. As we have already
suggested in [137], we think that a more promising approach would
be if the users (i.e., the “educational community”) got together and
developed a more practical interchange format on the basis of their
experience and their actual needs.
Quick Edit as Interchange Format?
The S-expression-based Quick Edit format developed for ECQuiz (see
section 4.5.1) was primarily intended as an experimental format for
authoring, not for interchange. Therefore there is currently no mechanism for packaging a test description with additional media, such as
images. However, as the format is easy to generate, it has been used as
53. http://www.kent.ac.uk/elearning/moodle/announcement.html
2008-10-17)
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(accessed

a target format for conversion from other formats.54 When tests contain
no or only few images or other media, packaging is not necessary.
This use of the Quick Edit format indicates that it may also be suitable
as a basis for a more comprehensive interchange format for tests. Using
the base-64 encoding syntax and “display hints” defined in [147] (or a
similar mechanism) it would be possible to include binary data, e.g.,
images, inside the test description. This would allow to encode a complete test, including supporting media, into a single file. Alternatively,
a packaging mechanism could be devised that makes it possible to
store additional files alongside the test description and to reference
these files from the test description. This mechanism could be based
on IMS Content Packaging, or a different, perhaps more lightweight,
approach could be taken.
In its current form, the Quick Edit format is not yet suitable for use
as a format for interchanging tests between delivery platforms and
authoring systems. With carefully designed extensions, however, it
could, form the basis of such an interchange format and represent an
alternative to QTI.

4.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have first described Bloom’s Taxonomy and two
newer educational taxonomies; these taxonomies provide frameworks
for categorizing learning objectives and specifically for the design of
corresponding assessment activities. We have then given a general
overview of e-assessment and its historical development. The main
part of this chapter described the assessment-related eduComponents
products in detail; for each product we have also outlined the educational objectives for the assessment of which they can be employed.
In an excursus, we have examined selected issues of test authoring and
interchange and presented the experience in this area made during the
work on ECQuiz.
The next chapter describes the actual use of the eduComponents products and the experiences made in their use.

54. For example, Moshe Rappaport (University of Hawaii) has used a Microsoft
Word macro to convert Respondus Standard Format items to Quick Edit format for
import into ECQuiz (personal communication, see http://www.hawaii.edu/geog_
mr/ecquiz-converter.html (accessed 2008-10-17)).
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5

Practical Use, Experience,
and Evaluation

The eduComponents have been in use in the Knowledge-Based Systems and Document Processing Research Group (WDOK) at Otto von
Guericke University Magdeburg since 2004. ECQuiz (initially called
LlsMultipleChoice) was the first component to be put into service in
the fall of 2004. The other eduComponents products were introduced
successively. During winter semester 2006/2007, the complete eduComponents-based learning environment was used by over 200 students at
WDOK.
From winter semester 2005/2006 until summer semester 2007 we actively gathered feedback from our students by conducting surveys: At
the end of each semester students were asked to fill out a questionnaire on their experience with the learning environment (section 5.3).
The questionnaire from summer semester 2007 is reproduced in appendix B.
The items of the questionnaires focused on the comparison of e-assessment—as supported by the eduComponents—with traditional methods
of assessment and on the students’ behavior in response to the new
assessment methods. We have also gathered feedback from instructors
(section 5.4) and non-WDOK users (instructors and system administrators, section 5.5).
Before discussing the evaluation results, we first describe the technical
infrastructure and the use of the eduComponents in the courses taught
at WDOK.

5.1 Infrastructure
During the period of time discussed here (winter semester 2005/2006
through summer semester 2007), Plone with the eduComponents ran
on a Sun Fire V440 server with four 1.28 GHz UltraSPARC IIIi with
16 GB RAM and the Solaris 9 operating system.
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Figure 5.1: Submissions per
day during summer semester
2008. The labeled ticks (April 7,
14, 21, etc.) are Mondays.
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ECSpooler and its backends ran on a separate system, a Fujitsu-Siemens
SCENIC W620 workstation with a 3 GHz Intel Pentium 4 dual-core
processor and 1 GB RAM, running the NetBSD 3.x operating system.
From a system load perspective, the use of the e-learning platform is
characterized by peaks of submission activity, which depend on the
deadlines of the courses. It is a well-known phenomenon that students
tend to submit their solutions only shortly before the deadline, so submission numbers show a typical pattern, starting with low submission
numbers and increasing toward the deadline.
Figure 5.1 shows the number of submissions per day during summer
semester 2008 and illustrates this phenomenon. During that semester,
4 courses were offered, which took place on Monday evenings, on
Tuesday mornings and afternoons, and on Wednesday mornings. The
diagram shows that most submissions occured on Fridays (for the
course on Monday), on Mondays (for the course on Monday and the
courses on Tuesday), and on Tuesday (for the course on Wednesday).
Submissions for the new assignments only started on Thursdays, with
the numbers gradually ramping up.
Submission activity is not distributed evenly over the day, either.
Figure 5.2 shows the distribution of submissions over the hours of the
day during summer semester 2008. It can be seen that the numbers
of submission increased towards the night, with a peak between 2100
and 2200 hours. The period between 2100 and 0000 hours accounts
for over a third of all submissions, with the late afternoon and early
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evening (1600–2000) accounting for another 24%. Thus, about 60% of
the submissions were made between 1600 and 0000 hours.
These usage patterns directly translate to corresponding system load
patterns: Periods of relatively low system load are followed by short
periods, or “bursts,” of very high load, when large numbers of users
are simultaneously creating many new objects.
These patterns differ from normal CMS usage, which is mostly characterized by read-only accesses and only relatively infrequent creation
of new objects.
The hardware and software setup was able to cope with the load,
however with the larger numbers of students during winter semester
2006/2007 the system noticeably slowed down during periods of peak
activity, as the single-server setup was not designed for this number of
users. This problem is of course common to all types of applications
and can be mitigated by appropriately scaling the infrastructure to
the number of users. In the case of Plone this means, for example,
using ZEO and load balancing to distribute the load over multiple
servers. Work toward a higher-performance infrastructure was initiated
at WDOK during summer semester 2007.

5.2 Usage
For readers unfamiliar with German universities, we will briefly describe the general organization of courses before the Bologna Reform,
as the four semesters during which the evaluation took place were still
organized in the traditional way with the Diplom as the first degree.
While the details vary from university to university and from subject
to subject, the basic structures are usually similar.
In German universities, many courses—undergraduate courses in particular—can be considered to consist of two parts: One part is a traditional lecture (Vorlesung), usually given by a professor. During lectures,
students are mostly passively listening, and no credits are awarded for
attending the lecture.
Accompanying the lecture are exercise courses (Übungen), usually
taught by teaching assistants. Exercise courses aim to put the theoretical knowledge presented in the lecture into practice. Furthermore,
credits for the course are usually gained through the exercise course;
the requirements for credits may be the completion of a certain amount
of coursework (possibly including an in-class presentation), a final
exam, or a combination thereof. In WDOK courses, students had to
work on weekly assignments (usually consisting of about 5 problems)
and present their solution for a certain number (typically 2 or 3) of
assignments in class. Class time is typically used for discussion of
student solutions and review, and if necessary clarification, of concepts
presented in the lecture.
Thus, at German universities, exercise courses are a cornerstone of
teaching and learning and among the most interactive types of courses.
What is more, most assessment takes place in exercise courses; exercise
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courses are therefore most directly affected by the introduction of
e-learning.
The traditional learning environment in computer science exercise
course (and those of related subjects) is based on paper and blackboard.
Students usually brought their hand-written notes to the exercise
courses and presented their solutions at the board, with the teaching
assistant commenting and the other students taking notes. This mode
of writing and copying was time-consuming and error-prone. This
especially applies to programming assignments: First, most non-trivial
programs do not fit on a blackboard, second, the correctness of most
non-trivial programs is hard to assess by just looking at them. Given
the time constraints of exercise courses, only a limited number of
solutions could be presented and discussed.
At Otto von Guericke University—but at other universities as well—a
system called “voting” was used for gaining credits: At the beginning
of the classroom session a list of the assignments due for this session
was circulated and students marked the assignments they had—purportedly—worked on and would thus be willing to present in class.
Since not every student could be asked to actually present his or her
solution, this effectively allowed students to get points for assignments
they had not actually completed.
With the introduction of ECAssignmentBox, the procedures in exercise
courses were changed as follows: Like before, students received weekly
assignments, but now using ECAssignmentBox instead of paper (or
PDF) exercise sheets. Instead of voting, students were now required
to submit their solutions via ECAssignmentBox some time before the
session.
Teaching assistents now brought a notebook computer to class and
used a data projector to display both the assignments and select student
submissions. For each assignment a student was asked to present his
or her solution; the corresponding submission was displayed using the
data projector, so that students did not need to copy their solution to
the blackboard. This resulted in a number of significant improvements:
§ Passing the voting form around and having the students indicate
the assignments they had worked on had taken a considerable
amount of time, since teaching assistants would have to wait for
the form to return before they could begin the session. Now the
session could be started on time.
§ Before, the teaching assistants had no idea which assignments
had caused problems for the students. Likewise, they also did
not know which assignments had been easy. It was thus possible
that too much time was spent on the discussion of easy items and
not enough time on difficult items. Teaching assistants also did
not know about the solution strategies chosen by students, thus
they had no idea of typical and atypical (e.g., especially elegant)
solutions. Since the student to present his or her solution was
effectively chosen at random, neither good nor bad solutions
could be discussed on purpose. Since it was now possible to
quickly review all submissions before the session, teaching assistants could get an overview and see, for example, how many
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students had had problems with a particular assignment, and
whether there were any frequently made mistakes. Now, teaching
assistants could specifically ask for (pedagogically) interesting
submissions to be presented.
§ Copying solutions to the blackboard used to consume a good part
of the class time, limiting the opportunity for discussion. There
had usually been no time available to discuss more than one
solution, so students had only rarely asked for the instructor’s
comments on their alternative solution. Since now presentation
of the full solution was instant, more than one submission could
be presented. After students realized this, they grabbed the
opportunity to get feedback for their solutions.
§ The paper-based system had allowed students to get points for
assignments they had not actually completed, whereas they now
had to submit written solutions for the assignments electronically before the classroom session. The old system had thus
effectively not only encouraged fraud, but it had also discouraged
achievement, as many good solutions would never even been
seen by instructors. In fact we received positive comments from
students on the fact that the system was now more “achievementoriented.”1
§ Previously, student submissions had effectively been ephemeral,
since they were only presented orally or because the graded
submission was returned to the student. Now, submissions were
archived electronically and were thus available for consultation,
comparison, and various types of analyses previously impossible.
A further innovation applied to programming courses and courses with
a significant amount of programming: For programming assignments,
students were now required to submit working programs through
ECAutoAssessmentBox. For these courses the above comments apply
as well, but the effects are even more far-reaching: Instead of a rough
sketch on the blackboard, students now had to submit not necessarily
correct, but at least running programs.
Summarizing the most important changes, the demands for students’
solutions became much more explicit and rigorous with respect to
correctness, quality, and clarity. On the other hand, students could
now benefit from access to a larger number of alternative solutions and
to typical error cases.
While it would theoretically be possible to enforce these requirements
in a paper-based system, it would result in an unmanageable workload
for the teaching assistents.
1. For example, in winter semester 2006/2007, a student put this comment on their
questionnaire: “Besonders gut fand ich, dass das System bis auf einige Ausnahmen
leistungsorientierter ist. Man kann Aufgaben nicht mehr wie in der EAD-Übung auf
gut Glück votieren, man muss zumindest schon eine korrekte Bearbeitung eingesendet
haben.” (“I especially appreciated that the system is, with only a few exceptions, more
achievement-oriented. You can no longer try your luck as you could in the EAD lab
course and just vote for any assignment, at the minimum you must have submitted a
correct solution.”)
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The eduComponents-based e-learning environment, however, relies
on electronic documents stored and managed in a CMS. Thus, assignments and student submissions can quickly be retrieved, analyzed,
annotated, and presented. For both programming and essay-like assignments, reviewing larger numbers of student submissions is now
possible because the submissions are collected at a central, networkaccessible location. Instructors can easily browse and inspect them
before the exercise course, so that specific problems observed in the
submissions can be addressed in the course. Since all submissions are
now available online in the exercise course, solutions can easily be
presented and compared; faulty solutions to programming assignments
can be corrected and immediately tested. The time spent formerly to
write sketchy solutions onto the blackboard is now free for discussion.

5.3 Student Questionnaire Results
The effectiveness of an e-learning platform is hard to assess objectively.
However, to get a general impression of student attitudes towards our
eduComponents-based e-learning environment we asked our students
to fill out questionnaires in winter semester 2005/2006, summer semester 2006, winter semester 2006/2007, and summer semester 2007.
The questionnaire in winter semester 2005/2006 was an online pilot
survey; the experience from the pilot survey was used to refine the
initial design of the questionnaire.2
In the following three semesters, we used a paper-based questionnaire,
which was filled out during the last class session of the semester.
During these three semesters the questionnaire remained very much
stable, both with respect to the ordering and the wording of questions,
apart from some minor changes, e.g., to find about specific issues
observed during the semester. The questionnaire for winter semester
2006/2007 is reproduced in appendix B on page 181.
Figure 5.3: Effective numbers
(“active” students only) of
students using eduComponents
at WDOK.
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We chose to use a paper questionnaire to be able to better control the
response rate. Figure 5.3 shows the response rate in comparison to the
total number of “active” students, i.e., students who regularily partici2.
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The questionnaires were jointly developed by the author and Mario Amelung.

pated and fulfilled or approached the requirements for credits.3 The
response rate is still below 100% because of drop-outs and absences in
the class session during which the questionnaire was distributed4 .
The students participating in WDOK courses, and thus the respondents,
were mostly students of computer science or closely related subjects.
The only exception was winter semester 2006/2007, which includes
23.9% (predominantly female) students of media education5 , also
raising the proportion of female students to 31.3% for this semester; the
average proportion of female respondents for the other two semesters
was 10.6%. The total number of respondents over the three semesters
was 204. Since e-learning platforms were not in general use at Otto
von Guericke University at that time, respondents were generally not
familiar with other platforms.
In this dissertation we restrict ourselves to the discussion of selected
results relating to three key areas:
1. Usability: Are the eduComponents easy to use?
2. Organization: Does the eduComponents-based learning environment help students organize their learning?
3. Effects on learning process: Does the use of the e-learning platform influence students’ learning processes?
For each of these areas we have selected the questions most relevant
to the respective areas from the questionnaire. Figures 5.4 to 5.8 on
pages 152–154 graphically show the results over three semesters.
There are two types of questions in this set: Rating questions and
yes-no questions. Rating questions are on a scale from 1 to 6, where 1
= “I fully agree” and 6 = “I strongly disagree”; all of these questions
have the same polarity, so that the ratings can be interpreted like
German school grades (1 = “excellent,” 6 = “insufficient”).
The graphs for the rating questions are all based on median grades
since the median best represents the most typical rating and is more
robust in the presence of outlier values than the mean.
5.3.1

Usability

The questions related to the usability of the eduComponents are 2H “I
had no problems uploading and submitting my solutions” and 2I “The
Web-based user interface is intuitive and easy to use.”6 As figure 5.4
on the next page shows, over the three semesters students very much
agreed with these statements.
3. Since we are only interested in students who actually used the eduComponents,
it is more accurate to use the number of active students rather than the total number
of enrolled students.
4. Absentee rates are usually higher at the end of the semester: Some students who
already have collected enough points choose not to come; others have to prepare for
exams; in other cases there are conflicts with other courses.
5. The official name of the degree program is Medienbildung: visuelle Kultur und
Kommunikation (“Media education: Visual culture and communication”).
6. The codes refer to the question numbers on the winter semester 2006/2007
questionnaire reproduced in appendix B on page 181.
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Figure 5.4: Answers to
usability-related questions 2H
“I had no problems uploading
and submitting my solutions”
and 2I “The Web-based user
interface is intuitive and easy to
use” over three semesters
(1 = “fully agree,”
6 = “strongly disagree”).
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Semesters
2H Beim Einreichen/Hochladen von Lösungen hatte ich
keine Schwierigkeiten.
2I Die Webbasierte Benutzungsschnittstelle ist
meiner Meinung nach leicht und intuitiv benutzbar.

It cannot be said whether there actually was a decline in agreement as
the diagram may seem to suggest. If there was, in fact, a decline, it may
have been due to the slowdown of the platform caused by inadequate
computing resources.
5.3.2

Organization

The questions related to the topic of whether the e-learning platform
helped students organize their learning are 2C “The online availability
of assignments and submissions in a central location is very helpful”
and 2E “The system offers a good overview of the number and the
state of my submissions.” Figure 5.5 on the facing page again shows
consistent agreement with these statements.
5.3.3

Influence on Learning Processes

The questions related to influences on learning processes are 3B “I work
more diligently on my assignments than in courses without electronic
submissions” (figure 5.6 on the facing page) and 3C “My solutions are
more elaborate than before” (figure 5.7 on page 154).
These statements could only be answered with yes or no. Our rationale
was that an answer on a scale would be hard to interpret, both for
respondents and for evaluators, unless the meaning of the scale were
precisely defined: For example, what would a 3 mean in response to
question 3C? That the respondent’s solutions were somewhat more
elaborate,7 sometimes more elaborate,8 or that the respondent was not
quite sure whether they were more elaborate?9 We feel that a yes-no
question, on the other hand, gives a better overall impression of stu7. Interpreting the question as “How much more elaborate are your solutions?”
8. Interpreting the question as “How often are your solutions more elaborate?”
9. Interpreting the question as “How sure are you that your solutions are more
elaborate?”
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Figure 5.5: Answers to
organization-related questions
2C “The online availability of
assignments and submissions in
a central location is very helpful”
and 2E “The system offers a
good overview of the number
and the state of my submissions”
over three semesters (1 = “fully
agree,” 6 = “strongly disagree”).
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2C Die Verfügbarkeit aller Übungsaufgaben und Lösungen
online und an zentraler Stelle empfinde ich als sehr hilfreich.
2E Das System bietet einen guten Überblick über die Anzahl
und den Status meiner bisherigen Einreichungen.

dents’ feelings toward their questions because it requires respondents
to make a clear decision.
Figure 5.6: Answers to question
3B “I work more diligently on my
assignments than in courses
without electronic submissions”
over three semesters.
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Considering figures 5.6 and 5.7 on the next page, we can see that, while
in most semesters only a minority of respondents agreed with these
statements, there was still a considerable percentage (around 40%)
who did. Interestingly, in winter semester 2006/2007 over 60% of the
students said they worked more diligently on electronic submissions.
It is also noteworthy that the answers to these two questions very much
differed from one course to another; however, no explanation can be
given for this observation, apart from the speculation that the effect
depends on course content and assignment types.
Two further questions also relate to the influence of the eduComponents on learning processes: 4B “The automatic evaluation motivates
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Figure 5.7: Answers to question
3C “My solutions are more
elaborate than before” over
three semesters.
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me to write running and correct programs” and 4C “The automatic
feedback helps me to find errors in my programs.” These two questions cover the effects of the automatic evaluation of programming
assignments as implemented by ECAssignmentBox and ECSpooler.
1
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Median Grade

Figure 5.8: Answers to
questions relating to the effects
of automatic feedback on the
learning process: 4B “The
automatic evaluation motivates
me to write running and correct
programs” and 4C “The
automatic feedback helps me to
find errors in my programs”
(1 = “fully agree,” 6 = “strongly
disagree”).
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4B Meine Motivation, lauffähige und korrekte Programme
zu schreiben, ist höher als bei Aufgaben ohne automatische Überprüfung.
4C Die automatischen Rückmeldungen haben mir geholfen,
Fehler in meinen Programmen zu finden.

Amelung [2] gives an extensive description of these components and a
more detailed evaluation of their use. However, as they are part of the
eduComponents, the answers to the above two questions are briefly
discussed.
As can be seen in figure 5.8, students gave consistently good ratings
for the automatic evaluation of programs over the three semesters.
The agreement with statement 4C improved from the first deployment
of the system in summer semester 2006, which may be due to the
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instructors becoming more familiar with automatic testing and thus
being able to create better test cases.

5.4 Comments from Instructors
Feedback from instructors at the WDOK Research Group was collected
through the method of informal interviews [114, p. 56].
Instructors commented that the administration and review of student
submissions was much easier with the eduComponents, and that they
had a better overview since tests, assignments, and submissions are
collected centrally.
Instructors also reported that electronic submissions helped them in
the preparation of face-to-face sessions and in the early detection of
problems. They repeatedly stressed that electronic submissions saved
time previously required for copying solutions to the blackboard during
face-to-face sessions.
Overall, the acceptance of the eduComponents-based e-learning environment by instructors was very high at WDOK.

5.5 User Questionnaire Results
Besides the attitudes of our students, another important aspect in
evaluating the eduComponents is their use by others outside the WDOK
Research Group and the Otto von Guericke University.
After the release of the eduComponents as open-source software and
corresponding announcements on relevant mailing lists, the eduComponents were quickly picked up by other users. We therefore set
up a mailing list, educomponents@uni-magdeburg.de, to offer off-site
eduComponents users a forum for questions and discussions.10 The
archives of the list are publicly accessible.11 At the time of this writing, the mailing list counts about 80 members from a wide variety of
institutions all over the world.
Examples include the Cranionline online course in traumatology of
the Virtuelle Hochschule Bayern (vhb), where ECQuiz is used, DuborgSkolen in Flensburg, the boarding school of the Danish minority in
Germany, where ECQuiz, ECLecture, and ECAssignmentBox are used,
the Faculty of Architecture at the Center for Environmental Planning
and Technology, Ahmedabad, India (using ECLecture and ECAssignmentBox), the Chairs for Genome-Oriented Bioinformatics and Machine Learning and Data Mining in Bioinformatics at the Technische
Universität München (Munich, Germany), the Institute of Mathematics
at the Johannes Gutenberg University Mainz, Germany, and the British
Royal School of Military Survey.
The flexibility of the component-based approach is reflected by the diversity of applications, which go beyond “typical” learning institutions
10. The term users in this section means instructors and system administrators using
eduComponents products at their institution, not students.
11. https://listserv.uni-magdeburg.de/mailman/listinfo/educomponents
(accessed 2008-10-17)
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Figure 5.9: Roles of the eight
respondents to the user
questionnaire; multiple
responses were possible.
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and include VCScollaborate.org, an online collaborative platform for
the voluntary and community sector in Great Britain, the Corporació
Catalana de Ràdio i Televisió (the Catalonian broadcasting corporation) in Barcelona, Spain, and the Waterloo-Wellington Flight Centre
(a flying school) in Waterloo, Canada.
The mailing list members have provided important feedback during
the development of the eduComponents, and from their comments
it can be deduced that they are in general very satisfied with the
eduComponents products.
To gather somewhat more general feedback (i.e., not only related to one
specific product or issue) on how the eduComponents are being used
at other institutions we have posted a questionnaire to the mailing list.
The questionnaire is reproduced in appendix C.
We have received eight responses, i.e., a response rate of 10%. The affiliations of the respondents appear to correspond to the mix described
above: 4 respondents were affiliated with universities (in Germany,
the U.K., and the U.S.), 2 with companies in Germany and the U.S.,
1 with an EU development project in Egypt, and 1 with an advanced
vocational training institute in Italy.
The questionnaire first asked respondents to identify their role or roles
with respect to the eduComponents; respondents answered as follows
(see figure 5.9):
4 Instructor
2 E-learning consultant
5 System administrator
6 Software developer
Most of the respondents thus have multiple roles, and none of the
eight respondents saw themselves as instructors only. We think that
this is due to the fact that the mailing list is primarily read by users
who at least install the software themselves; we know from previous
contributions that some members are also able to modify or extend
components. A dual role of instructor and part-time system administrator or software developer is also typical for assistants in scientific
and technical departments at universities.
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Figure 5.10: Products used by
the respondents to the user
questionnaire; multiple
responses were possible.
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Regarding the answers to the questionnaire, the high level of technical
knowledge of the respondents is likely to give more insights into the
reasons for using eduComponents products.
The respondents indicated use of the following products (see figure 5.10):
3 ECLecture
8 ECQuiz
2 ECAssignmentBox
0 ECAutoAssessmentBox and ECSpooler
0 ECReviewBox
ECQuiz is clearly the most popular product, but it is also the one that
has been available for the longest time. The components for automatic
testing (ECAutoAssessmentBox, ECSpooler, and ECReviewBox) were
only recently released and are inherently more specific in use and
more complex to set up. To our knowledge there are currently only two
other users of these components, namely the University of Rostock and
the Ludwig-Maximilian University Munich; we have received separate
feedback from these users, which is discussed in detail by Amelung
[2].
The primary purpose of this questionnaire was to investigate why people decide to use the eduComponents and how they use them—to find
out whether the component-based, document-oriented approach of the
eduComponents actually provides a viable alternative to conventional
e-learning platforms.
The questionnaire therefore explicitly asked for “specific reasons or
requirements” for using the eduComponents. All of the eight respondents named the eduComponents’s integration in Plone in response to
this question. Both the possiblity to seamlessly combine eduComponents products with existing Web content managed in Plone and to use
the same infrastructure for e-learning and non-e-learning content were
mentioned. All of the respondents also indicated that they are using
Plone as a content management system; one respondent also said his
company was using Plone as a knowledge management system.
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Most of the respondents indicated that they were not using other
e-learning software besides the eduComponents, which shows that
users can and do select exactly the modules they need, and that these
modules indeed satisfy their e-learning needs.
One respondent, affiliated with a university that uses ILIAS as a centralized e-learning platform, answered:
I have been using ILIAS but I don’t like the idea of having to
maintain two systems – ILIAS for the e-learning and Plone for
the rest of our Web pages.

The respondent thus confirms our view that the separation of learning
content and “other” content, as required by conventional e-learning
platforms, is a problem, and that the integration of e-learning components with CMS-managed content is preferrable.
In the final question, “What do you like best about the eduComponents? Do you have any suggestions or comments?,” respondents also
emphasized the advantage of the integration of the eduComponents
with Plone. Some comments were:
I like the integration into Plone a lot. The code base is very
readable. It is not what one would consider bloat-ware.
Ich mag die Einfachheit der Komponenten und deren Einbindung
in Plone.12
I like the fact that they are customisable and sit comfortably
within the Plone workflow set-up

Respondents proposed a few new features and wished for Plone 3.x
compatiblity. One respondent, who had previously submitted patches
to ECLecture, suggested that the eduComponents code should be made
available through a public Subversion13 repository. A few specific
outstanding bugs were mentioned, but there was no large-scale criticism. The problems mentioned by the respondents are being addressed
in the current development at WDOK or will be addressed in future
revisions.

5.6 Summary and Discussion
This chapter has outlined the usage of the eduComponents at the
WDOK Research Group and reported on evaluation results based on
responses to questionnaires by students at Otto von Guericke University Magdeburg and on informal interviews with WDOK instructors.
We have also reported on feedback from eduComponents users outside
Magdeburg.
The students’ responses were collected over three semesters. We have
shown selected results related to the three areas of usability, organizational support, and influence on learning processes.
The results vary only slightly over the three semesters and are consistently positive. The usability of the eduComponents-based e-learning
12. “I like the simplicity of the components and their integration with Plone.”
13. Subversion is a revision control and source code management system.
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platform was highly rated. Students valued the reporting and statistics features and found it helpful that their assignments were stored
centrally and easily accessible. About 40% of the respondents also
reported that they worked more diligently on their assignments and
that they were more elaborate than before.
Instructors at WDOK reported significant time savings and numerous
improvements in their courses through the use of eduComponents
products.
The eduComponents are open-source software and can be freely downloaded and used. The use of eduComponents products by numerous
institutions world-wide is in itself a good indicator that our approach
provides a viable alternative to typical learning management systems.
All respondents to a questionnaire posted on the eduComponents mailing list stressed that the integration of e-learning with general content
management, as offered by the eduComponents, was an important factor for them. In general, we can conclude that the respondents are very
satisfied both with the eduComponents approach and the functionality
of the individual components.
The feedback from students and instructors at Otto von Guericke University and from eduComponents users at other institutions provides
strong evidence that the eduComponents approach works and represents a practical alternative to conventional e-learning platforms. Most
importantly, the responses validate the theses we have put forward
in section 1.3. The feedback constitutes further proof for Thesis 1,
namely that a large portion of the functionality commonly found in
e-learning platforms can be abstracted from its domain-specific usage
and thus provided by a content management system extended with
assessment functionality.
Experience and feedback from instructors and administrators from
WDOK and other institutions in particular support items (2) and (3)
of Thesis 2: The flexibility of the component-based architecture of an
e-learning environment based on the eduComponents is highly rated.
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6

Outlook

In the preceding chapters we have presented the concepts, the design, and the implementation of the eduComponents, as well as an
evaluation of the eduComponents in practical use.
In this chapter we will outline further applications of the eduComponentsand potential directions for future development.
The essence of the eduComponents approach are the concepts for
document-oriented e-learning components described in this thesis (in
particular in chapters 3 and 4). In fact, the concrete implementation
as Plone products may be considered as merely a proof of concept.
Unlike typical prototypes, however, the eduComponents products are
in production use at a number of sites. This vouches for the quality of
the implementation, but, more importantly, it is further evidence that
our approach is viable and solves actual problems.
Thus, while the Plone implementation is an important part of our
work and our argumentation, the eduComponents concepts could, in
principle, also be realized on other platforms, as long as they fulfill the
technical and conceptual requirements.

6.1 eduComponents and the Plone roadmap
eduComponents development began on Plone version 2.1. When Plone
2.5 was released in 2006, all products were upgraded to also work with
this version, since it offered notable benefits with regard to speed and
stability.
In August 2007, Plone 3.0 was released, the first release of the new 3.x
series, introducing a large number of new features; the release notes
for Plone 3.0 summarized the long list1 as follows:
Aims to make Plone more efficient to work with. This release
adds versioning, locking, inline editing and validation, link integrity, intranet/extranet workflows, wiki support, OpenID sup1.

http://plone.org/products/plone/features/3.0/ (accessed 2008-10-17)
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port, and full-text indexing of Word/PDF.
(http://plone.org/products/plone/releases/3.0 (accessed
2008-10-17))

Plone 3.x also introduced new low-level methods and mechanisms,
some of which require changes in products, e.g., in product initialization code. Furthermore, a number of methods was deprecated and
should be replaced by the corresponding new methods.
At the time of this writing, work has begun to make the eduComponents
products compatible with Plone 3.x, as there have been many requests
for it on the eduComponents mailing list2 . Once this has been achieved,
the next logical step is to revise the eduComponents code to harness
the new facilities offered by Plone 3.x.
Our component-based approach allows the eduComponents to benefit from improvements of the underlying platform. For example,
like any Plone product, the eduComponents products benefit from
performance improvements. The same applies to user interface optimizations: Through the use of AJAX (asynchronous JavaScript and
XML) technologies, content creation in Plone 3.x is much quicker than
before, without requiring any effort from product authors.
Plone 3.x also introduced “pluggable” support for markup syntaxes,
i.e., the support is realized in the form of plug-in modules, which can
be added or removed by system administrators.3 Plone currently ships
with modules for plain text, HTML, Structured Text, ReStructured Text,
Markdown, and Textile formats, and for some specialized formats. By
creating plug-in modules, developers can provide support for further
formats. Again, products can take advantage of this new capability with
no or very low effort from product developers. For the eduComponents
this is a welcome addition, as it can be used to further lower the
demands on students and for creators of e-learning materials, as it
allows instructors and students to use their preferred style of markup;
on the other hand, if desired, this capability can also be used to enforce
the use of a specific markup syntax.
Other new facilities may allow improvements and further refinements
of the existing eduComponents products; for example, by taking advantage of the built-in versioning support of Plone 3.x, it may be possible
to manage multiple submissions to an assignment box as versions
of a single submission, which would enable the use of the built-in
version management tools of Plone. Obviously, versioning would also
be interesting for assignment authors.
However, while there are many improvements in Plone 3.x—and further planned enhancements—that the eduComponents could benefit
from in one way or another, we think that these are not crucial for the
eduComponents concept. Our experience has successfully shown that
the document-oriented, component-based approach of the eduComponents is feasible, and that a CMS, and Plone in particular, constitutes a
highly suitable platform for e-learning applications. Thus, the question
is now how further developments in Plone could substantially enhance
our approach beyond gradual improvements as described above.
2.
3.
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See section 5.5 for more information about the eduComponents mailing list
Previously, support for a fixed number of markup formats was built into Plone.

We see two main areas where such enhancements are possible:
1. As soon as a non-negligible amount of learning content has been
produced, it is desirable to make this content easily reusable.
While Plone, as a CMS, provides all the basic functionality to
serve as learning object repository or item bank, the work described in this dissertation was focused on other aspects of the
eduComponents.
It would therefore be interesting to examine and to evaluate
the current usage of Plone as a learning object repository and
to determine how to best make use of Plone’s facilities for this
specific application.
2. Since all submissions made by students are available electronically and since Plone, as a content management system, naturally offers all functionality required for managing content, a
further interesting direction to explore is the use of Plone and
the eduComponents for creating and managing e-portfolios.
Both points are discussed in more detail below.

6.2 Plone as a Learning Object Repository
6.2.1

What are Learning Objects?

Packaging and distribution of learning content is moving towards
sub-course units, so-called learning objects. The goal is to enable more
efficient reuse, re-aggregation, and personalization of learning content,
as well as (commercial) creation, distribution, and mass customization.
As with most e-learning terms, there are various definitions for what exactly constitutes a learning object. As a formal standard, IEEE 1484.12.1
“Learning Object Metadata” (LOM) [69] suggests itself as a source for
an authoritative definition:
Learning Objects are defined here as any entity, digital or non-digital, which can be used, re-used or referenced during technology
supported learning.
[69]

However, as Wiley [184] points out, this would make both Joan of
Arc and a banner ad over a Web page of an online course legitimate
learning objects. Since the IEEE definition is clearly too broad, Wiley
instead proposes the definition of a learning object as “any digital
resource that can be reused to support learning.” This definition has
the advantage of being much more specific and practicable, and it
remains compatible with the IEEE definition since it defines a proper
subset of learning objects as defined in IEEE 1484.12.1.
Polsani [138], however, criticizes Wiley’s definition as “a simple case
of uncritical nomenclature without conceptual clarification,” on the
grounds that “classifying every digital asset as a LO nullifies the basic
features of modularity, separation of content and context, and reusability borrowed from object-oriented programming.” Polsani instead
proposes the following definition:
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A Learning Object is an independent and self-standing unit of
learning content that is predisposed to reuse in multiple instructional contexts.
[138]

Even though it has become clear that it is difficult to determine and
specify what exactly a learning object is or should be, at this point, an
intuitive understanding of the term learning object is sufficient, and
Polsani’s definition should be adequate for the following discussion.
Since the idea of learning objects is that they can be reused and recombined as needed by instructors or students, or automatically by
some software, it is necessary that learning objects are accompanied
by metadata that enables users (whether humans or software) to find
learning objects corresponding to their needs4 .
The above-mentioned IEEE LOM standard’s purpose is to define a
“common conceptual data schema” [69, p. 5] to ensure that learning
objects can be exchanged and that different systems handling learning
objects are interoperable. It is debatable whether the standard actually
achieves this goal: On one hand, it defines a large number of metadata
elements, which makes annotation of actual learning objects challenging. On the other hand, many of these elements and their value spaces
are only vaguely defined or subjective; Downes [48], p. 6 criticizes:
“Much of the metadata in IEEE-LOM could be classified as subjective
metadata.” One example is “semantic density,” which is described as:
The degree of conciseness of a learning object. The semantic
density of a learning object may be estimated in terms of its size,
span, or—in the case of self-timed resources such as audio or
video—duration.
The semantic density of a learning object is independent of its
difficulty. It is best illustrated with examples of expositive material, although it can be used with active resources as well.
[69, p. 26]

The “semantic density” element can take the values “very low,” “low,”
“medium,” “high,” or “very high.” The standard itself concedes that
“this scale is meaningful within the context of a community of practice,”
but even this caveat disregards the inherent subjectivity of such a
classification; Downes notes:
In any case where such a subjective assessment is called for
(and there are many more), we are automatically presented with
the possibility of differing descriptions for any given resource.
One observer may describe a learning object (or a movie) as ‘too
complicated for average viewers’, while another may say it is
‘challenging but accessible’.
[48, p. 6]

Thus, given the difficulty of determining the “semantic density” of a
real-life learning object, we think that this scale will rarely be meaningful at all, at least for interchange beyond very small communities.
Nevertheless, IEEE LOM provides a common frame of reference and is
currently the metadata standard referenced in some way by practically
4. In the case of software agents these are, of course, the user’s needs as modeled in
the system
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all projects and implementations related to learning objects. A popular
alternative is Dublin Core [76], which is a simpler and more generic
metadata set, but there exists a proposed mapping between IEEE LOM
and Dublin Core [172]. Seth [161] provides an overview of different
learning object metadata schemas.
The third entity in the learning object “ecosystem” is the learning object repository (LOR). A learning object repository can be considered
a kind of digital library for storing, managing, and sharing learning
objects. Just like a traditional library, a learning object repository primarily relies on metadata to enable access to its holdings, so it should
consistently and reliably apply a metadata standard such as IEEE LOM.
Unlike traditional libraries, learning object repositories do not necessarily need to store the actual learning objects, and some repositories
may choose to store only metadata and references to learning objects if
these are accessible via the Internet.
The term learning object repository is often used to refer both to repository software (e.g., Fedora [97] or dLCMS [155]) and to specific repositories, their holdings, and their metadata schemas (e.g., ARIADNE5
[49] or Merlot6 [151]). As repository software was often originally
developed for a specific project, there are close connections between
the software and its architecture and the repository in the latter sense.
For an overview, Neven and Duval [123] offer a comparative study
of 10 learning object repositories. Seth [161] discusses a number of
repositories, specifically with respect to their metadata schemas.
While it is likely that many researchers would agree with the observation of Sicilia et al. that “[t]he concept of reusable learning object has
become the central notion of a new approach to education and organizational learning that emphasizes reusability as the key characteristic,”
[164, p. 466] it is not equally likely that everybody agrees with their
conclusion that this approach will result in “a general improvement in
quality and efficiency when designing learning experiences.”
Before coming back to the question posed on page 163 (i.e., can Plone
in conjunction with the eduComponents be considered or used as a
learning object repository?), we therefore insert a brief critical discussion of the concept of learning objects.
6.2.2

Excursus: Learning Objects—A Critical Discussion

A basic issue with the concept of learning objects is the underlying assumption (rarely made explicit in technical publications on learning objects) that (1) learning content can, indeed, be decomposed into small
pieces (or created as small pieces), and that (2) such pieces—coming
from different sources—can in fact be reassembled to form meaningful
learning content. Or, in other words, granularity and composition.
Another issue with respect to granularity is that the effectiveness
of some learning object (whatever its size) is highly dependent on its
context. For example, a diagram may be well suited to enhance a textual
5. ARIADNE stands for “Alliance of Remote Instructional Authoring and Distribution
Networks for Europe.”
6. Merlot stands for “Multimedia Educational Resource for Learning and Online
Teaching.”
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explanation but be useless when used on its own. However, context
is not as easy to share and reuse as data. The question how learning
objects can be combined is thus also a question of instructional design
[see 184].
Authoring educational content in the form of learning objects, i.e.,
in small chunks and relying only on as little context as possible is
a challenging task. Since a learning object “must embody explicit
planning for learning, intentional instructional design” to have an
educational impact [66], it is debatable whether the production of
learning objects fulfilling these requirements is possible without teams
of specialists working according to detailed plans.
At universities, learning material is typically created by instructors
for their own courses, which take place in a very specific, known
context. Material is often created only shortly before it is needed, thus
adapting to the requirements of the students and the course on the
basis of experiences made and feedback received. Content is reused
by instructors, but only rarely shared; it is constantly adapted to new
requirements, evolving from one semester to the next. In this scenario,
which is typical for universities, it is hard to imagine instructors
creating reusable learning objects and annotating them with extensive
metadata, since it would require a large amount of extra work with no
immediate benefit.
Of course, this traditional mode of production is criticized, not only
by publishers who would like to sell more content to universities [e.g.
135], but also by academics. For example, Polsani argues that, “as the
nature and functional requirements of knowledge are ever-changing
in the knowledge economy, no single academic or subject expert can
generate a total knowledge adequate to the tasks.” Instead, he advocates
that “knowledge experts should develop only ‘events’ of knowledge
that can combine with other ‘events’ to develop into a ‘program’ on
demand” [138], using the term event instead of learning object.
In any case, besides issues of attitude, there are still numerous open
questions with respect to learning objects; for example, along with a
number of other issues, Dodani [46] points out that a “good indicator
of our inexperience with learning objects is the myth that a good way
of chunking a learning object is by time.” In other words, it is still
unclear what the optimum granularity of learning objects is and how
it is to be determined. Furthermore, due to problems ranging from
interoperability problems to structural and legal issues, there are not
yet many learning object repositories that actually contain readily
reusable learning objects; Verhaart notes:

If the vast body of current theoretically based literature is synthesized, it could be concluded that there are repositories containing packaged learning object materials that could be used in
a personal or corporate Learning Content Management Systems.
This is true for targeted LCMS’s such as Blackboard or WebCT.
However, it appears that the Repositories have taken a different
direction and have become records of meta-data stored in a database.
[178, p. 462]
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In fact, Merlot, for example, contains only links to educational content
of typically very large granularity. After a survey of objects from several
repositories, Harvey [66] summarizes that “relatively few can strictly
be defined as LOs [learning objects] at all, being of a basic CO [content
object] type and not useable on a stand-alone basis to bring about
intentional learning.” He also notes that the quality of objects “varies
greatly, and in some cases calls into question the professionalism
associated with the learning materials of which they are a part.” He
concludes:
The current review indicates that the effective development of
LOs requires the clear definition of an instructional process addressing the unique characteristics of LO technologies, within
the structured process stressed by ID [instructional design] principles. If such principles are not heeded, learning repositories will
gain a reputation for amateurish content, rather than credibility
as worthwhile educational resources.
[66]

To summarize: As Dodani notes, “learning objects are still at their
infancy,” and it is currently not yet clear whether their theoretical potential can be achieved, especially in today’s university environments.
6.2.3

Learning Object Repositories vs. CMSs

Now, to come back to the question whether Plone in conjunction with
the eduComponents can be considered or used as a learning object
repository, we would argue as follows: Content management systems
are designed for managing reusable content objects (e.g., articles or
news items), for annotating them with metadata, and for searching
and retrieving objects on the basis of their content or their metadata
(see section 2.4). These features are very similar, if not identical, to
those of a learning object repository. We also contend that whether a
content object is a learning object solely depends on its purpose. We
can therefore conclude that a CMS can indeed serve as a learning object
repository. In fact, Connexions7 (Rice University) and eduCommons8
(Utah State University) are learning object repositorie (if one wants to
use this term) built on Plone.
However, the functionality of a CMS—such as Plone—goes beyond
that of a repository, as a CMS integrates facilities for authoring and
publishing content objects. Since a CMS separates content from presentation, objects can be presented differently depending on their context;
for example, only the headline of a news item may appear on the
frontpage, or an article may be made available in HTML for display, in
PDF for download, and as plain text for an e-mail newsletter. Thus,
a CMS is not just a catalog of objects but it includes the facilities for
processing (including rendering) the objects as well.
The question is then, what could be the advantage of dedicated learning
object repositories. An article entitled I already have a virtual learning
environment, why do I need a learning object repository? in a newsletter
of Intrallect, a U.K. vendor of learning object repository software, gives
two reasons:
7.
8.

http://cnx.org/ (accessed 2008-10-24)
http://plone.org/products/educommons (accessed 2008-10-24)
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So the first reason for storing learning objects separately from
the VLE is that they are likely to be used in many other contexts
where a VLE is not used.
The second reason for separating the functions of a learning
object repository from a VLE is that it reduces proprietary tie-in
to that VLE. This not only makes it possible to change from one
VLE to another without worrying about losing the embedded
content, but it offers the flexibility to work with multiple VLEs at
the same time [. . . ]
[75]

While these reasons are meant to promote the sales of LOR software,
they make obvious that learning object repositories are effectively a
way to circumvent shortcomings of conventional e-learning platforms.
Since, by design, the eduComponents do not have these shortcomings,
there is no need to store content separately.
To summarize: In this section we have discussed the use of Plone as a
learning object repository. After defining the terms learning object and
learning object repository, we have critically analyzed the ideas behind
these terms and concluded that they are not yet fully developed. The
concept of the learning object repository is, at first glance, convincing.
On closer inspection, however, it rather seems to be a workaround for
limitations of conventional e-learning platforms.
The eduComponents approach does not have these limitations, since it
is document-oriented instead of course-oriented, meaning that learning
content exists independent of its use in a concrete course. The CMS
features of Plone enable more flexible management, processing, and
reuse of content than either LORs or conventional e-learning platforms.
What is more, the document-oriented approach of the eduComponents
offers significant new possibilities: Unlike conventional learning object repositories (and e-learning platforms), the eduComponents treat
instructor-created content and student submissions uniformly. This
means that the repository contains both assignments and the corresponding student submissions, which in turn opens new opportunities
for evaluation and reuse.9
Thus, as we have noted above, Plone with the eduComponents can
be regarded and used as a learning object repository—but its actual
functionality goes significantly beyond that of conventional LORs.

6.3 Using Plone and the eduComponents for E-Portfolios
The uniform treatment and storage of all types of (learning) content
also makes Plone with the eduComponents suited as the technical
basis for a “personal repository,” or e-portfolio.
E-portfolios are the electronic version of portfolios, which have, especially in the liberal arts, long been used for assessment and demonstration of achievement; the JISC e-assessment glossary [24] defines a
portfolio as “a representative collection of a candidate’s work, which is
used to demonstrate or exemplify either that a range of criteria has been
met, or to showcase the very best that a candidate is capable of.” A
9. There is currently work underway in the WDOK research group to further explore
this potential [see 129].
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portfolio can contain a variety of artefacts, such as “samples of writing,
both finished and unfinished; photographs; videos; research projects;
observations and evaluations of supervisors, mentors and peers; and
reflective thinking about all of these.” [25, p. 2] Butler emphasizes
reflective learning, i.e., “it is the reflections on the pieces of evidence,
the reasons they were chosen and what the portfolio creator learned
from them, that are the key aspect to a portfolio.” [25, p. 2]
Mason et al. [112] identify three main uses (and corresponding types)
of portfolios: For development, for presentation, and for assessment
purposes.10 A portfolio may be related to a particular course or be
constructed over a longer period of time; long-term portfolios are often
associated with the concept of life-long learning.
Conceptually, e-portfolios are based on the same ideas as traditional
paper-based portfolios, but they can take “advantage of the capabilities of ICT, notably allowing learners to store digital artefacts and
streamlining the process of review and moderation for learners, tutors, moderators and verifiers.” [24] Similarly, Mason et al. [112] see
the advantage of e-portfolios in “ the number and quality of services
that can be provided to individuals and the community, the portability and adaptability of the output and the potential to create central
repositories.”
Especially interesting in our context is that Mason et al. likens e-portfolios to learning object repositories:

E-portfolios are not dissimilar, in the technical sense, to a collection of learning objects. That is, they assemble discrete pieces of
electronically available material that can be manipulated, stored
and re-versioned to suit different audiences. Just as learning
objects can be stored in a learning object repository, students
add new work to their e-portfolios over the period of their study
and select the most appropriate items from this repository to
present at the end of their course, or to an employer at the end
of their degree. Adhering to standards allows these repositories
(e-portfolios) to be re-usable over time, within different systems,
conveniently accessible to different audiences as required.
[112, p. 719]

With Plone and the eduComponents, this usage is natural, since all content is treated uniformly and can be reused and presented in various
ways. Unlike conventional e-learning platforms, Plone and the eduComponents are also suitable for publishing content. Mason et al. conclude
that “e-portfolios can be a fitting assessment model for courses designed
in learning objects. E-portfolios consist of discrete pieces of work and
this mirrors the structure of learning objects, particularly those which
are activity based” [112, p. 726]. In our view, the eduComponents
approach supports this method in an ideal way.

10. Barrett [10] and Butler [25] discuss the various purposes for which portfolios may
be used in detail.
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6.4 Summary
In this chapter we have explored two potential directions for further
development and use of the eduComponents. One direction is that of
learning object repositories, the other that of e-portfolios.
Following a discussion of learning objects and learning object repositories, we have concluded that an e-learning environment based on
Plone and the eduComponents is in fact functionally and architecturally superior to conventional learning object repositories. However,
specialized support for managing e-learning content could be added to
provide domain-specific functions for end-users, e.g., Plone could be
made aware of learning-specific metadata items (e.g., difficulty) and
user interfaces could offer corresponding values for selection.
We have also briefly explored the idea of using Plone and the eduComponents for e-portfolios. Given the definitions and uses of e-portfolios,
we have concluded that an eduComponents-based e-learning environment ideally supports the use of e-portfolios as an educational device
due to the content management facilities provided by Plone. As in
the case of learning object repositories, the necessary functionality is
already available, but a further eduComponents product could offer
end-users domain-specific functionality, e.g., a special user interface
for the creation or review of e-portfolios.
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7

Summary and Conclusion

Based on an analysis of the current state of the art in e-learning platforms and of the problems associated with these software systems, we
have put forward two theses in the beginning of this dissertation:
Thesis 1: A large portion of the functionality commonly found in
e-learning platforms can be abstracted from its domain-specific
usage and can be shown to be common content management
functionality.
Thesis 2: The architecture of systems that can be used for e-learning
has to be modular. Modularity is required on three levels: (1) On
the level of implementation, allowing programmers to create new
components, (2) on the level of administration, allowing system
administrators to specify which components to install and to
add third-party modules, and (3) on the level of end users, i.e.,
allowing instructors to select and combine components to obtain
the functionality they need to realize the pedagogical goals via
e-learning.
We have argued in chapter 2 that, by using abstraction, the functionality of typical e-learning platforms can be shown to consist of (1) basic
content management functions and (2) assessment functions.
Since content management systems (CMS) offer more general and
more robust functions for managing content, this means that e-learning platforms can—or even should—be built on robust and proven
content management systems. Only assessment functions are actually
specific to e-learning and need to be added to a CMS; this requires the
architecture of the CMS to be modular.
As a proof of concept, we have designed and implemented the eduComponents, a component-based e-learning system architecture, realized
as software components extending a general-purpose content management system with facilities for course management and assessment.
The design and implementation of the eduComponents have been
described in chapters 3 and 4. The individual development of the
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Figure 7.1: Radar plots
(introduced in section 2.2.1)
can be used to visualize the
level of support systems provide
for the six activities required for
e-learning platforms. This plot
displays the approximate
coverage of activities offered by
Plone, by Plone with the
eduComponents, and by Plone
combined with the
eduComponents and additional
third-party products. The radial
coordinates should be read as
“no support” at the center and
“extensive support” at the
outermost circle.

assess

create

Plone w/o products
Plone w/ eduComponents
Plone w/ eduComponents
and 3rd−party products

deliver

organize

collaborate

communicate

various eduComponents products shows the advantage of modularity
on the implementation level (item (1) of Thesis 2).
The eduComponents differ from typical research prototypes in that
they are used productively for teaching and learning at Otto von
Guericke University Magdeburg and at other institutions world-wide.
Chapter 5 provides an evaluation of the eduComponents in actual use.
The evaluation is based on students’ answers to questionnaires, collected over a period of three semesters, results of informal interviews
with instructors, and responses of eduComponents users (instructors,
developers, administrators) at other institutions.
The evaluation results especially support items (2) and (3) of Thesis 2
and demonstrate that the eduComponents approach is not only conceptually valid but that the eduComponents can also successfully be used
to realize flexible e-learning platforms and allowing the integration of
e-learning and Web content management on a single platform.
In section 2.2.3 we have defined e-learning platforms as systems providing support for six activities—creation, organization, delivery, communication, collaboration, and assessment—in an educational context.
We have also introduced the visualization of the actual level of support
of an e-learning platform for theses activities in the form of a radar plot
(see figure 2.2 on page 42).
Figure 7.1 visualizes the support for the six activities offered by Plone,
by Plone with the eduComponents, and by Plone combined with the
eduComponents and additional third-party products (e.g., for discussion forums, wikis, or chats).
Figure 7.1 thus illustrates that by (1) abstracting the content management functionality found in e-learning platforms from its domain-specific usage and mapping it to the more generic functionality of a content
management system, and by (2) utilizing a component-based architecture to selectively add functionality specific to e-learning, namely
assessment functionality, it is possible to achieve better support for all
of the six activities than commonly offered by conventional e-learning
platforms. The eduComponents approach has the additional benefit
that functionality can be installed selectively, so that the e-learning
environment can be tailored to the actual needs.
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A further aspect—and another advantage—of our component-based
approach is that components from different sources can be combined.

7.1 Component Synergy
During development and use of the eduComponents we have realized
that a component-based architecture offers advantages beyond the
obvious ones, such as flexibility, modularity, and reusability, namely
synergy.
Software components are functional units communicating through
well-defined interfaces. This means that a component can communicate with any other component that implements the same interfaces.
No internal knowledge about other components is needed, neither
when the component is written, nor at run time. This is obviously an
essential property to enable interoperability and interchangeability.
We use the term synergy to describe the effect that the addition of a
component not only adds the functionality of the component but that
new functionality emerges by the interaction or “cooperation” of the
components, resulting in combined functionality greater than the sum
of their separate functionalities.1 Synergy is highly desirable because
it offers users new functionality through an existing user interface and
without creating dependencies between components.
One example of synergy in the eduComponents is the “Lecture view” of
the standard Plone folder. When ECLecture is installed, folders acquire
a specialized view option: Instead of the standard listing of the folder
contents, a folder containing ECLecture objects can act as a course
directory, as shown in figure 7.2 on the next page. All of the information shown comes directly from the ECLecture objects contained in
the folder; this means that course data (title, instructor, location, etc.)
only has to be entered once and it is ensured that the course directory
is always current. Thus, from the synergy of ECLecture and Folder
emerges the new functionality of a course directory.
Another example is the “Today’s Lectures” portlet. Portlets are small
content containers that can be placed in a specific area of a Plone site,
as shown in figure 7.3 on the next page. The location and content
of the portlet area can be configured by the site administrator. When
ECLecture is installed, a new portlet, “Today’s Lectures” (see figure 7.3)
becomes available; as the name says, the portlet lists the lectures taking
place on the current day (i.e., ECLecture objects with the appropriate
properties), serving both as a reminder of the time and the place
and as a quick link to the lecture home page (the ECLecture object)
and thus all information and materials related to the lecture. Here,
new functionality emerges from the cooperation of ECLecture and the
portlets mechanism.
1. In analogy to the definition of synergy in the New Oxford American Dictionary
(2nd ed.) as “the interaction or cooperation of two or more organizations, substances,
or other agents to produce a combined effect greater than the sum of their separate
effects.” The term component synergy can be found in computer science literature,
albeit surprisingly rarely; for example, Kaminka and Tambe [88] speak of “synergistic
interactions, which allow each component to function beyond its original capabilities
because of the presence of other components.”
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Figure 7.2: The “Lecture view”
is an example of component
synergy between the standard
Plone folder and ECLecture. It
provides the functionality of a
course directory by
automatically extracting the
relevant information from
contained ECLecture objects
and presenting it in a convenient
format.

Figure 7.3: Portlets are small
content containers that can be
placed in a specific area of a
Web portal. This screenshot
shows the portlet area of a
Plone site (highlighted),
containing two portlets (“Today’s
Lectures” and “News”).
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However, e-learning environment based on the eduComponents could
be further improved by exploiting component synergy to a greater
extent. Interfaces play an important role in enabling synergy: By implementing as many of the applicable interfaces as possible, components
allow more components to take advantage of their functionality.
A good example is the Plone Event interface. This interface is implemented by the standard Event content type (for describing events that
take place at a certain time and place); it is used by the Plone calendar
and the “Upcoming Events” portlet, but also by add-on products, such
as CalendarX2 .
A lecture is, of course, a prime example of an event. We had therefore
considered adding an Event interface to ECLecture, which would
make ECLecture objects behave like events (and be displayed in the
calendar, for example). Unfortunately, recurring events, e.g., events
that occur weekly or every first Monday of a month for a certain period
of time, are not yet supported by Plone. For seminars, lectures, and
other courses, this is rather the rule than the exception; the lack of
support for recurring events would have made the behavior of events
represented by ECLecture objects unintuitive and misleading.
Support for recurring events is currently on the Plone roadmap3 . Once
realized, ECLecture could implement the Event interface with little
effort. Built-in support for recurring events would enable even closer
integration of eduComponents-provided e-learning functionality with
the Plone infrastructure and open up interesting possibilities for course
management through synergy with other add-on products supporting
the Event interface.
Yet to explore are further opportunities for synergies for ECLecture
through interfaces defined by third parties, for example with the Booking4 product for booking of rooms and resources or the Faculty/Staff
Directory5 product for more advanced management of information
about instructors.

7.2 Concluding Remarks
A common assumption in e-learning research and practice is that
e-learning requires special e-learning platforms, such as Moodle or
Blackboard. It is thus assumed that these platforms provide unique
services not provided by other software systems.
In this dissertation we have questioned these assumptions and we
have argued that the functionality of conventional e-learning platforms
can be characterized by the simple formula “Web + assessment,” i.e.,
e-learning platforms implement basic content management and other
common Web functionality (such as forums, chats, wikis, etc.) and
2.
3.

http://plone.org/products/calendarx (accessed 2008-10-17)
Roadmap item #158. The Plone roadmap (http://plone.org/products/plone/
roadmap (accessed 2009-01-09)) is an overview of proposed features and the releases

for which they are projected. The roadmap is maintained by the Plone development
team.
4. http://plone.org/products/booking (accessed 2008-10-17)
5. http://plone.org/products/faculty-staff-directory (accessed
2008-10-17)
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functionality for assessment (such as quizzes). On closer inspection
it is obvious that only assessment functionality is actually specific to
e-learning—technically, a forum is a forum, no matter what it is used
for. Furthermore, the content management and communication functionality in e-learning platforms is typically restricted and often inferior
when compared with the more general implementations available in
Web content management systems.
The eduComponents approach presented in this dissertation represents a novel design and has resulted in a usable implementation,
which has been in actual use at Otto von Guericke University and
other institutions since several semesters. The experience with the
eduComponents gives practical proof of the theses we have put forward in this dissertation and of the feasibility of the eduComponents
approach.
The research done for this dissertation has also resulted in practical
definitions for e-learning and e-learning platform, terms which are
notoriously ill-defined. Based on these definitions, we have proposed
an innovative approach for assessing, visualizing, and comparing the
functionality of e-learning platforms. Most attempts to evaluate and
compare e-learning platforms are based on large numbers of criteria
and individual features; however, since e-learning platforms differ
widely in focus and functionality, they typically fail to produce clear
results. The six activities characterizing e-learning platforms, which
we have introduced in this dissertation, provide a convenient frame of
reference for describing the functionality of e-learning platforms and
related systems. The six activities can naturally be visualized as the six
dimensions or “spokes” of a radar plot. Radar plots are an established
technique for visualizing multi-faceted data but, to our knowledge,
have not yet been used in the evaluation of e-learning platforms. Since
each system is characterized by a specific shape in a radar plot, it
allows to quickly ascertain and compare the functional focus and the
strengths and weaknesses of different systems.
Some of the possible directions for further research and for further
development of the eduComponents have been outlined in chapter 6
and in the preceding section. On a more general level, we hope that
the results and insights presented in this dissertation may prompt
a rethinking of the architecture and the aims of e-learning environments. On an even more abstract level, we would be delighted if our
contributions to e-learning research could trigger a critical evaluation
and reconsideration of e-learning and its technical implementation,
eventually giving rise to completely new approaches and bringing us
closer to realizing the true potential of e-learning.
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Glossary

A

Assignment In common usage, assignment is often used not only to
denote “a task or piece of work assigned to someone as part of a
job or course of study” (New Oxford American Dictionary, 2nd
ed.), but also the work produced for the assignment (as in, “hand
in your assignments”).
To avoid misunderstandings, we use the term assignment only
for the task and refer to the resulting work as Ú submission.
Component Also software component. We follow Szyperski et al., who
define the term as follows:
A software component is a unit of composition with contractually specified interfaces and explicit context dependencies
only. A software component can be deployed independently
and is subject to composition by third parties.
[173, p. 41]

Computer-assisted instruction (CAI) Also computer-aided instruction.
Ú ERIC descriptor: “Interactive instructional technique in which
a computer is used to present instructional material, monitor
learning, and select additional instructional material in accordance with individual learner needs.” CAI can be considered
both a predecessor and a specific use of Ú e-learning.
Content management system (CMS) In this dissertation used as a synonym for Web content management system. A CMS is a system for
managing content and associated metadata in a repository and for
publishing this content. CMSs typically provide user and access
management, asset management (including versioning), workflow management, search and retrieval, and a template-based
publication facility, providing separation of content, structure,
and presentation. For a more extensive discussion see section 2.4
on page 45.
Document For the Ú Plone term, see Ú folder.
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E-assessment “The end-to-end electronic assessment processes where
ICT is used for the presentation of assessment activity and the
recording of responses. This includes the end-to-end assessment
process from the perspective of learners, tutors, learning establishments, awarding bodies and regulators, and the general public.”
[24]
E-learning Unfortunately, there is no single definition for the term
e-learning. We use it as a general term to describe all kinds of
computer-mediated and computer-supported learning and teaching, regardless of whether it is used exclusively, as in distance
learning situations, or additionally, as in face-to-face, instructorled courses (blended learning). For a more extensive discussion
see section 2.1 on page 25.
“The process of learning which is supported by the use of ICT
(e.g. the Internet, network, standalone computer, interactive
whiteboard or portable device). Also used loosely to describe the
actual content delivered on-screen, and the more general use of
ICT to contribute to learning processes.” [24]
ERIC Education Resources Information Center http://eric.ed.gov/
(accessed 2008-10-17) is an online database operated by the Computer Sciences Corporation (CSC), under a contract with the US
Department of Education’s Institute of Education Sciences providing access to education-related literature and resources. ERIC
uses a controlled vocabulary of education-related terms called
Descriptors that are maintained in the ERIC Thesaurus. The ERIC
Thesaurus, browsable via http://eric.ed.gov/thesaurus (accessed 2008-10-17) is not only useful for searching the ERIC
collection, but it also provides concise definitions of educationrelated terms; since many terms are used inconsistently and with
different meanings throughout the literature, ERIC descriptors
can be used as basic definitions to establish a frame of reference.
Folder Plone provides two basic classes of content objects: Documents
and folders. The distinction is analogous two the distinction
between directories and files in most file systems: Folders are
containers that can contain documents and other folders, whereas
a document can only contain “content,” e.g., a text, an image, etc.
Classes derived from the basic Plone folder class (ATFolder) are
called folder-like. In Plone, the distinction is, however, not as
sharp as in typical file systems: A folder-like object can also have
content of its own.
Instructor We use instructor as a general term for a person supervising
some educational activity, such as teaching a course, organizing
assessment, etc. The actual term for such a person depends
on the concrete circumstances and responsibilities may, e.g., be
professor, lecturer, tutor, teacher, or teaching assistent.
Python A dynamic object-oriented programming language. Python
runs on a wide variety of platforms, including UNIX systems,
UNIX-like systems, such as NetBSD or Linux, and Microsoft Windows. Python is distributed under an open-source license. The
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Python Software Foundation (PSF) holds and protects the intellectual property rights behind Python. The Python home page
is http://python.org/ (accessed 2008-10-17). Ú Zope is mostly
written in Python, as are Zope products (extension modules),
including Ú Plone and the eduComponents.
Plone A content management framework based on Ú Zope. Plone is
licensed under the GNU General Public License. The Plone home
page is http://plone.org/ (accessed 2008-10-17).
Portlet A small content container that can be placed in a specific area
of a Ú Plone site, especially for “live” information or information
related to the main content that is being displayed. The term is
not specific to Plone.
Product A Zope term for Ú component.
Student In the context of the eduComponents, students is used as a
general term for users who submit solutions to assignments, take
tests, etc. in contrast to Ú instructors, who create or supervise
assignments and tests.
We generally prefer the term student over learner on the same
grounds as Merrill et al.:
Students are persons who submit themselves to the acquisition of specific knowledge and skill from instruction, learners are persons who derive meaning and change their behavior based on their experiences. All of us are learners,
but only those who submit themselves to deliberate instructional situations are students.
[115, p. 6]

Submission We use this as a general term for the work or solution
submitted by a student in response to an Ú assignment.
User The term user has many meanings in computer science: In
the context of e-learning platforms, it can refer to a student, an
instructor, a system administrator, a programmer, or an institution; furthermore, it can also refer to an entity managed by the
e-learning platform, identified by a unique ID and associated
with certain properties, such as permissions. To avoid confusion,
we have tried in this dissertation to use the more specific terms
(such as instructor, student, etc.) whenever possible; in the remaining occurrences, we have tried to make the meaning of the
term user clear through the context in which it occurs.
Workflow The New Oxford American Dictionary, 2nd ed., defines
workflow as “the sequence of industrial, administrative, or other
processes through which a piece of work passes from initiation to
completion.” In an information technology context, a workflow
usually a (business) process consisting of a sequence of steps,
controlled by a program (a workflow management system) which
models the workflow and assigns each task to a user responsible
for this task. [See, e.g., 177] Ú Content management systems usually provide support for the management of publishing workflows
(including such steps as authoring, review, publication).
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Zope An open-source Web application server for building content management systems and other Web applications. Zope is primarily
written in the Ú Python programming language. Zope was originally developed by Zope Corporation. Parts of Zope have been
open-source since 1996; the whole application server is open
source since 1998. The Zope home page is http://zope.org/
(accessed 2008-10-17).
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B

Student Questionnaire

On the following two pages we reproduce the student questionnaire
from summer semester 2007, which is discussed in chapter 5. The questionnaires for summer semester 2006 and winter semester 2006/2007
only vary slightly.
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EvaSys

Fragebogen FIN08

Seite 1/2

Verwenden Sie einen Kugelschreiber, rote Farbe unbedingt vermeiden!
Dieser Fragebogen wird maschinell erfasst. Bitte beachten Sie im Interesse einer optimalen Datenerfassung
die links gegebenen Hinweise beim Ausfüllen.

Markieren Sie so:
Korrektur:

Fragebogen zur E-Learning-Unterstützung in Lehrveranstaltungen
Mit diesem Fragebogen wollen wir auswerten, welche Erfahrungen Sie mit dem Einsatz von E-Learning in Lehrveranstaltungen der
Arbeitsgruppe Wissensbasierte Systeme und Dokumentverarbeitung (Prof. Rösner) gemacht haben. Bitte nehmen Sie sich einen
Moment Zeit und beantworten Sie folgende Fragen.
1. Zunächst möchten wir Sie bitten, einige allgemeine Angaben zu machen.
a.
)Si
esi
nd…?

weiblich

männlich

b.
)Si
esi
ndi
m …?

Grundstudium

Hauptstudium

c.) Welchen Studiengang belegen Sie?

IF

WIF

CV

DKE

MVK

anderer

d.) Für welche Lehrveranstaltung beantworten Sie diesen Fragebogen?

IE

NLS II

PGP

e.) Welchen Abschluss der Lehrveranstaltung streben Sie an?

Schein

Prüfung

keinen Abschluss

2. Folgende Fragen beziehen sich auf die elektronische Einreichung von Übungsaufgaben.

trifft zu ... trifft nicht zu

a) Die elektronische Einreichung ist bequem.
b) Elektronisch vorhandene Einreichungen sparen Zeit in den Übungen.
c) Die Verfügbarkeit aller Übungsaufgaben und Lösungen online und an zentraler Stelle empfinde
ich als sehr hilfreich.
d) Die Geschwindigkeit des Systems ist ausreichend.
e) Das System bietet einen guten Überblick über die Anzahl und den Status meiner bisherigen
Einreichungen.
f) Durch das System habe ich einen besseren Überblick über meinen Lernfortschritt.
g) Die Online-Einreichung ist meiner Meinung nach ein sehr guter Ersatz für das bisherige
Votiersystem.
h) Beim Einreichen/Hochladen von Lösungen hatte ich keine Schwierigkeiten.
Falls doch, welche Probleme hatten Sie?

i) Die Web-basierte Benutzungsschnittstelle ist meiner Meinung nach leicht und intuitiv benutzbar.
j) Ich würde es sehr begrüßen, wenn auch in anderen Lehrveranstaltungen solche Möglichkeiten
angeboten würden.
3. Im Folgenden interessieren uns die Auswirkungen der elektronischen Einreichung auf Ihre persönliche Arbeitsweise.
a.) Dass Lösungen einige Stunden vor dem Übungstermin eingereicht werden müssen, ist für mich kein Problem.
Ja
Nein
b) Ich löse die Übungsaufgaben gewissenhafter als in Übungsveranstaltungen ohne elektronische Einreichung.
Ja
Nein

electric paper

c) Meine Lösungen sind ausführlicher als bisher.
Ja
Nein
d) Dass Lösungen schriftlich ausformuliert werden müssen, ist für mich kein Problem.
Ja
Nein
e)Di
eÜbungsauf
gabenbear
bei
t
ei
ch…
fast immer allein
meistens allein

meistens mit anderen zusammen

fast immer mit anderen zusammen
bitte wenden!

9691198328
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4. Sofern in der von Ihnen besuchten Lehrveranstaltung Übungsaufgaben mit automatischer Überprüfung von
Programmieraufgaben angeboten wurden, beantworten Sie bitte auch die folgenden Fragen.
trifft zu ... trifft nicht zu
a) Die automatische Überprüfung von Programmieraufgaben mit automatischer Rückmeldung ist
insgesamt gesehen sehr hilfreich.
b) Meine Motivation, lauffähige und korrekte Programme zu schreiben, ist höher als bei Aufgaben
ohne automatische Überprüfung.
c) Die automatischen Rückmeldungen haben mir geholfen, Fehler in meinen Programmen zu finden.
d) Durch das System habe ich einen besseren Überblick über meinen Lernfortschritt.
e) Die automatische Überprüfung hat mir geholfen, meine Programmierkenntnisse zu verbessern.
5. Vergleichen Sie den Ablauf der Übung mit anderen von Ihnen besuchten Übungen ohne elektronische Einreichung.
Was ist Ihnen aufgefallen?
a) Besonders gut fand ich...

electric paper

b) Besonders schlecht fand ich...

Vielen Dank für Ihre Mitarbeit.

4552198329
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The following message1 was sent to the eduComponents mailing list2
on June 12, 2008. The responses to the questionnaire are discussed in
section 5.5.
Dear members of the eduComponents mailing list,
You may know that I am one of the two original creators of the eduComponents (together with Mario Amelung). What you probably don’t
know, is that the eduComponents are a topic of our research: They
are, in a way, a proof of concept to demonstrate that component-based
e-learning environments are a viable alternative to standard learning
management systems.
I am thus very interested in your experiences with the eduComponents.
Please fill out the short questionnaire below and send it back to me.
Your answers are highly relevant for my research and your feedback
will be highly valued. Your information will be used as input for
further research and development and will be treated as confidential.
Many thanks in advance
Michael Piotrowski

1. Your institution or company:
2. Your role with respect to eduComponents (check all that apply):
¨ Instructor
¨ E-learning consultant
¨ System administrator
¨ Software developer
1.
2.

Message-ID: <x6zlpquwr1.fsf@eurus.zrh.dynalabs.de>
educomponents@uni-magdeburg.de
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3. If you are an instructor, please describe your usage scenario (including course types and subjects, number of students, primary
type of instruction, i.e., distance/blended/face-to-face learning):
4. Which of the eduComponents products are you using? Check all
that apply:
¨ ECLecture
¨ ECQuiz
¨ ECAssignmentBox
¨ ECAutoAssessmentBox and ECSpooler
¨ ECReviewBox
5. Are there any specific reasons or requirements why you are using
eduComponents?
6. You are using Plone as a platform for the eduComponents. Are
you also using Plone as a content management system for Web
pages?
7. Do you use other software packages for e-learning (such as a
learning management system, a collaboration platform, a teleconferencing software)? If yes, please name them:
8. What do you like best about the eduComponents? Do you have
any suggestions or comments?
9. May I contact you for more specific questions?
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